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ABSTRACT 
Assessing the Authenticity of the African American 
Experience in Children's Fiction 
December 1983 
Barbara Marie Marshall, B.S. , Coppin State College 
M.A.T., Antioch University 
M.Ed., Johns Hopkins University 
Ed.D. University of Massachusetts 
Directed by: Professor Rudine Sims 
This study was designed to assess the content and 
illustrations of twenty fiction books written about African 
Americans published between 1967 and 1982 for children 
between the ages of ten to fourteen. It was based on the 
view that children's literature functioned as an agent 
of socialization which introduced children to their 
cultural heritage and oriented them to the world in terms 
of values, goals and sensibilities. Ten books written by 
Euro-American authors were examined to determine the 
extend to which the phenomena of racism, oppression and 
caste influenced the presentation of the African American 
experience. To determine the degree to which books 
affirmed salient aspects of shared African American 
experience, ten books written by African American autnois 
were studied. 
To analyze the content and illustrations in the books 
that were studied, two analytical instruments devised by 
this researcher were applied. One instrument, Assessment 
of Manifestations of Racism, Oppression and Caste, was 
designed to ascertain the extent to which illustrations 
and content were distorted by racism, oppression and 
caste. A second instrument, Assessment of Salient Aspects 
of Shared African American Experience, was used to evaluate 
how selected works affirmed seven salient aspects of 
shared experience: (1) kinship patterns, (2) concept of 
struggle, (3) Afro-centric values, orientations and frames 
of reference, (4) heritage symbols, (5) indigenous insti¬ 
tutions, (6) African American modes of communication, and 
(7) cultural products. 
It was determined that the illustrations and content 
of books written by Euro—American autnors contained 
manifestations of racism, caste and oppression. Further 
results indicated that selected books by African American 
writers documented and affirmed salient aspects of shared 
African American experience. It was found that the 
treatment of the African American experience by African 
American and Euro-American authors differed in their 
presentation of four basic issues: (1) Black identity 
Vll 
development, (2) view of Africa, (3) view of oppression, 
and (4) view of the status of African American people 
in the United States. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Introduction and Statement of the Problem 
Children's literature may be construed as a collection 
of social, political and ideological data. Some critics 
believe that much can be learned about the prevailing 
social, political and ideological conditions of a given 
society by analyzing characterizations, illustrations and 
storylines of children's books. Conversely, other theorists 
suggest that if you understand a given society in terms of 
the sociological, political or ideological concepts applied 
to it, then you may be able to predict how characters will 
be depicted, which values will be propagated and how story¬ 
lines will be developed. Such observations make it reason¬ 
able to surmise that books read by children who are seeking 
to understand their identity and the world about them may 
be influenced by the social, political and ideological 
conditions of a particular society. 
Mary Orvig, George Orwell and Frances Henne share the 
view that children's books present information which de¬ 
scribes the social, political and psychological conditions 
-1- 
2 
of a nation.1 2 3 Collectively, these critics contend that 
each society uses children's literature as an instrument 
for educating its young to its values, sensibilities and 
traditions as well as its political, sociological and 
ideological frames of reference. 
As a result of a historical survey of children's books 
2 
from different countries, Mary Orvig , director of the 
Swedish Institute of Children's Books, maintains that 
children's books serve both political and social functions. 
She states: 
Every age has felt the need to provide new instructions 
in its children's books on how life is to be lived. 
Thus children's books do not merely reflect the con¬ 
temporary social scene and the problems of adult life, 
the simplified manner in which they treat their sub- g 
jects also makes them something of magnifying glasses. 
Orvig's research contributes to the understanding that 
children's books are fertile ground for determining the in¬ 
fluences at work in a country because they magnify the 
1Mary Orvig, "One World in Children’s Books?," in The 
Arhnt.hnot' Lectures 1970-1979, Association for Library Ser- 
vice to Children of the American Library Association 
(niica«o: American Library Association, 1980), pp. jy-oj, 
Sonia Orwell and Ian Angus, ed.. The Collect|dEssa||, 
.Trtnrnansm and Letters of George Orweli, 4 vols. (Lew )ok. 
Harcourt Brace and World, Inc., 19t>3); ..ranees Henn^., 
^American Society as Reflected in Children's Literature 
in Society and Children's Literature, ed. James H. Fraser 
(Boston: ^avid R. Godine in association with the Amei ican 
Library Association, 1978), PP* 3-9 
20rvig, "One World in Children's Books?," PP* 42-44. 
3Ibid., p* 48. 
3 
the accumulated experiences of a people, their way of life 
and range of sensibility. 
Similarly, George Orwell's critical analysis of 
children's literature from a variety of contexts and his¬ 
torical periods demonstrates that most societies assume 
that what is read by their young will leave a significant 
4 
impression behind. In assessing serial stories in two 
weeklies, Gem and Magnet published in England during the 
1930's, Orwell concludes that illustrations, characters and 
plots served to advance two basic political assumptions— 
nothing ever changes, and foreigners are funny—embraced 
during that era. In concert with these assumptions, Orwell 
finds children's literature replete with depictions of 
foreigners of any one racial/ethnic group as alike and con¬ 
forming to certain patterns of behavior: Frenchmen as 
excitable, Arabs, Afghans and Chinese as sinister and 
treacherous, Swedes and Danes as kindhearted and stupid, 
the African as comical and very faithful. In addition, he 
notes that members of the working class were uniformly por¬ 
trayed as comics and villains. Orwell's treatise buttresses 
the position that because the content of children's litera¬ 
ture corresponds to the basic social, political and 
40rwell and Angus, ed., The Collected Essays, 
■Tnnrnalism and Letters of George Orwell, 1:471-472. 
4 
ideological assumptions held by a society, the attitudes of 
a given society toward class, race, gender and ideology in 
a particular historical period may be extrapolated from 
characterizations, illustrations and story content. 
5 
Frances Henne , in a review of the research relating 
to social history and children's literature, elaborates 
further on the educational, instructional and didactic role 
of fiction and nonfiction literature for children. Her 
discourse suggests that children's literature may provide 
information about many aspects of a society: its existing 
social problems, prevailing attitudes toward other countries, 
dominant attitudes toward minority or ethnic groups, the 
attitudes of children toward parents, teachers, the law, 
other adults and social institutions; significance attached 
to money, success, poverty, wealth, family life, violence, 
social justice and so on. Her writings establish that what 
is portrayed in literature for children given some idea 
about what society considers important for its children to 
know: its social viewpoints and platforms. 
By viewing children's literature as instruments used 
by society for teaching children about themselves and the 
world in which they live, Orvig, Orwell and Henne 
5Henne, "American Society as Reflected in Children’s 
Literature," p. 5. 
5 
substantiate the notion tnat by reading children’s works 
one may collect data which describe the social, political 
and ideological character of a society. Their perspectives 
are enhanced by theorists who contend that if you can des¬ 
cribe the conditions of a society in psychosocial, political 
and anthropological terms, then you will find manifesta¬ 
tions of these conditions in the literature of that society. 
Diane Sunar, George DeVos and Albert Memmi theorize that 
people whose participation in a society is restricted by 
racism, caste stratification and other forms of oppression 
will find devalued characterizations or portrayals of them- 
0 
selves reflected in literary expressions. 
In an investigation of the lines of similarity in the 
stereotypes of subordinated people: slaves, servants, 
colonized, people of African descent, ethnic minorities, 
7 
women and students, Diane Sunar explains why those 
6Diane G. Sunar, "Stereotypes of the Powerless: A 
Social Psychological Analysis", Psychological Reports 43 
(October 1978):511-28; George DeVos, "Essential Elements of 
Caste: Psychological Determinants in Structural Theory", 
in Japan's Invisible Race, eds. George DeVos and Hiroshi 
Wagatasuma (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966), 
pp. 332-52; Albert Memmi, Dominated Man, (New York: Orion 
Press, 1968) p. 198; Albert Memmi, The Colonizer and the 
Colonized (Boston: Beacon Press, 1965) pp. 52-53; 
pp. 108-110. 
^Sunar, "Stereotypes of the Powerless: A Social 
Psychological Analysis," pp. 513-519; pp. 520-521; 
pp. 524-534. 
6 
subordinated are generally portrayed as passive, weak, 
childlike, dependent, emotionally, morally and in¬ 
tellectually inferior. She postulates that stereotypes are 
characterizations of the powerless which evolve from the 
perceptions of the powerful and are used by them to 
legitimize their status, maintain group solidarity and de¬ 
fine their identity. Sunar reasons that members of the 
powerful group believing their own ways to be right proper 
and rational denounce as inferior the unfamiliar ways and 
beliefs of the powerless who often differ from them in 
terms of class, race, gender and culture. Sunar's analysis 
conveys the idea that in societies where power relation¬ 
ships are asymmetrical and based on coercive power such as: 
master-slave, colonizer-colonized, blacks-whites, male- 
female and teacher-student, there is a social reality con¬ 
structed by those in power which is maintained by the 
dissemination of disparaging characterizations of the power¬ 
less. Thus, Sunar's work gives credence to the hypothesis 
that if you understand the power relationships that abide 
in a given context, then you can expect to find the images 
of the powerless distorted by those who wield power. 
Sunar's position has been supported by anthropologist 
George DeVos8 in his investigation of the dynamics which 
8DeVos, 
Determinants 
"Essential Elements of 
in Structural Theory,' 
Caste: Psychological 
pp. 347-350. 
7 
structure relationships in caste statified societies. 
DeVos posits that victims of caste are powerless people 
whose subordination is maintained by what he identifies as 
9 
"expressive exploitation" . His research demonstrates that 
widespread in the literature of societies where people are 
subjugated by caste status are themes and images which 
depict subordinated group members as not fully human, less 
than human, distortedly human or demonically sub-human. He 
argues that the content of literature must be viewed as a 
means of reinforcing and perpetuating both the rationale 
and justification for the hierarchical order in caste 
stratified societies. 
Albert Memmi's findings are in tandem with those of 
Sunar and DeVos. Memmi's^9 10 examination of the literature 
of societ ies shaped by colonization and racism reveals the 
insidious role that literature plays in propagating racist 
themes and images. More significantly, he offers another 
dimension for understanding how racism and colonization may 
affect literature. He contends that there are two distinct 
sets of themes and images ingrained in the literary ex¬ 
pressions of societies characterized by asymmetrical power 
relationships: those propagated by the colonizer or the 
9Ibid. 
10Memmi, Dominated Man, p. 198. 
8 
powerful to maintain order, privileges and power and those 
asserted by the colonized or the powerless in their self- 
discovery movement to harness their collective conscious.^ 
The theoretical framework provided by Sunar, DeVos and 
Memmi suggest that the use of social science constructs, 
racism, caste stratification and oppression, may be effec¬ 
tive bases for evaluating how literary expressions in a 
given societal context might be distorted. 
In the American milieu, the participation of persons 
of African descent in the United States has been histori¬ 
cally restricted by three major forces: racism, caste 
stratification and oppression. Because African Americans 
have been victims of such exploitative phenomena, their 
depictions and portrayals in the popular media and literary 
genre have tended to correspond with some of the attributes 
applied to the stereotypes of subordinated people: ignorant, 
superstitious, dependent, licentious, violent, weak and 
emotional. In an examination of the African American 
character in fiction from the late eighteenth century in 
1936, Sterling Brown, literary critic, concluded that the 
treatment of black, brown, yellow, red and white persons 
had reflected and paralleled their color/caste and power 
status in this society. Brown observed: 
11Memmi, The Colonizer and the Colonized, pp. 52-5o 
and pp. 108-110. 
9 
The treatment of the Negro in American fiction, since 
it parallels his treatment in American life has been 
naturally noted for injustice. Like other oppressed 
and exploited minorities, the Negro has been treated 
in such a way to justify his exploiters...the Jew has 
been treated similarly by his persecutors. The 
African, and especially the South African native, is 
now receiving substantially the same treatment... 
Literature dealing with the peasant and the working 
class, until recently conformed to a similar pattern. 
Concurring with this view is historian Thomas F. 
Gossett who traces the role and function of racism and its 
concommitants in American literature since the early 
nineteenth century. In the book, Race: The History of An 
Idea in America, he states: 
Race played an important part in American literature. 
In the novels of James Fenimore Cooper early in the 
nineteenth century, we find fairly complete the 
popular stereotypes of racial character—Negroes of 
jovial disposition, but with very limited intelligence 
...By the end of the century... racism had greatly ex¬ 
panded its influence. In earlier novels...the heroes 
and heroines are usually presumed to be Anglo-Saxon 
or perhaps Norman, with the implicit conviction these 
’’races" are superior; but race is most often used to 
identify quickly and easily the characteristics of 
minor figures in the plot. By 1900,...racism had 
become much more definite as an underlying philosop y 
in fiction.13 
Gossett's criticism aids in recognizing the significance of 
racism in shaping the characters and defining the under¬ 
lying philosophy of fiction in the context of the United 
States. 
12Sterling Brown, The Negro in American Fiction (New 
. ir?nsv-Antiquarian Ltd., 1969) p. 1* York: Argosy- ntl ar 
13 The History of an Idea in Thomas E. Gossett, Race: The nisxo > ^ 
tea (New York: Scbocken Books, 19(3; p. iW- America (Ne 
10 
Given the view that children's literature is an agent 
of socialization which introduces children to their cultural 
heritage and orients them to the world in terms of values, 
goals and sensibilities, there is a need to pay attention 
to the extent to which literary works for children about 
the Black American people function to keep African American 
people "in their place”, subjugated. Do the images, values 
and messages propagated by Black-inclusive books for 
children conform to the forces—racism, caste stratifica¬ 
tion and oppression—which restrict African American life? 
Do children' s books about African American people teach 
Black children to accommodate to inferior treatment? 
Alvin F. Poussaint points out that in the United States 
the color caste system is the most decisive element in 
Black children's perspective on their future life chances/ 
choices and their self-image. Given the view that 
children's literature educates children to understand who 
they are, the identification of children's literary works 
which give African American children a sense of self- 
.+ . , U 
definition and future life possibilities becomes critical. 
l^Aivin Poussaint, M.D., "The Black Child's 
the Future," in Learning for Tomorrow, ed. Alvin Tofiler 
(New York: Vintage Books, 1974,), p. 70. 
11 
The foci of this investigation are to: 
1. examine the extent to which forces of racism, 
oppression and caste intrude upon the presentation 
of the African American experience in Black- 
inclusive literature for children; and 
2. review the detree to which such books portray some 
elements central to the African American experience. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to assess the content 
and illustrations of twenty fiction books about African 
Americans between 1967 and 1982 for children ages 10 to 14. 
12 
Ten works written by Euro-American authors were examined 
to determine how they were influenced by the phenomena 
of racism, oppression and caste-stratification.15 In 
addition, this investigation determined if and how ten 
works written by African American authors communicated 
salient aspects of shared African American experience. 
To accomplish these purposes, this study applied 
sets of criteria in order to analyze the content and 
illustrations of fiction books which feature the African 
American character as the protagonist and set in the 
United States. Summary data were compiled to respond 
to the following issues: 
15 
This study focused on the castelike relationship 
between African Americans and Euro-Americans, the domi¬ 
nant group in the United States. The term caste gener¬ 
ally refers to an hierarchy of endogamus groups whose 
membership is determined permanently at birth. It has 
usually applied to societies in which the dominant and 
minority groups belong to the same race. Many scholars 
argue that the phenomenon of caste is unique to India. 
While the term caste-like minority may explain why 
overwhelming members of African Americans are confined 
to segregated areas of the United States economy, in¬ 
ferior schools, certain occupations, etc., it does not 
account for the social upward mobility of African 
American people. The status of African American people 
may not be as rigid and fixed as described in caste- 
stratified societies; however, the term caste-stratified 
does imply the severity of effects of the caste-like 
existence of African Americans. However, this study 
attempted, to determine the extent to which children’s 
books communicated a castelike view of the relationships 
between African Americans and Euro-Americans. 
13 
1. In which major ways are the illustrations and 
content of fiction about African Americans dis¬ 
torted by the phenomena of racism, oppression and 
caste-stratification which restrict African 
American life? 
2. Do portrayals indicate that racism, oppression 
and caste-stratification are critical issues in 
the African American experience? 
3. To what extent do books about African Americans 
communicate salient aspects of their shared 
experiences? 
4. Which aspects of shared African American ex¬ 
periences are most frequently portrayed? 
Two sets of data were generated by this analyses: (1) 
manifestations of racism, oppression and caste and (2) 
salient aspects of shared African American experience con¬ 
tained in Black-inclusive children’s fiction. This study 
was based on the fact that a way of life known as African 
American culture is distinct and separate from a way of 
life known as Euro-American culture. In order to get an 
’’inside view" of shared African American experience as seen 
through Black eyes and interpreted according to Black norms 
ten books by African American authors were evaluated. This 
assessment was based on the realization that African 
American authors may reveal core Black culture as the 
14 
mainstream rather than as some kind tributary of an 
American mainstream. Support for the distinctiveness of 
this core African American culture is described by 
anthropologist John Langston Gwaltney in these terms: 
Core black culture is more than ad hoc synchronic 
adaptive survival. Its values, systems of logic and 
world view are rooted in a lengthy peasant tradition 
and clandestine theology...The expectations and 
canons of core black culture are arbiters of black 
intra-communal status and style.16 
The investigation of manifestations of racism, 
oppression and caste-stratification was limited to ten 
books written by Euro-American authors. Given the Black- 
white dualism manifest in American life and culture, this 
study was based on the understanding that Euro-American 
writers offered interpretations of African American life 
and culture as nonparticipants of the African American 
cultural milieu and as beneficiaries of a society stratified 
by race, power and caste. While there was no intent to 
compare the extent to which the fiction produced by African 
American and Euro-American authors approximated an 
authentic representation of African American experience, 
attention was paid to the devices which authors used to 
orient their audiences to experiences about Americans of 
African descent. 
16John L. Gwaltney, Drylongso: A Self-Portrait 
Black America, (New York: Vintage Books, 1981) PP• 
xxvii. 
of 
xxv i- 
15 
Rationale and Significance of the Study 
Children's books are instruments of socialization. 
According to scholars David F. Aberle, Alex Inkeles, Melvin 
L. Kohn and John Ogbu, socialization is essentially the 
process by which children are prepared for their adult life 
as their society or segment of society defines it. It 
involves the acquisition of attitudes, knowledge and skills 
necessary to perform the social and economic roles of 
society. Much of the information growing children receive 
about the roles they are expected to play as members of a 
particular gender, class, race or caste is transmitted by 
the literature they read or have read to them. Books in¬ 
fluence children's perceptions about themselves and others, 
their attitudes and their behavior. 
1 7 David F. Aberle "Culture and Socialization" in 
Psychological Anthropology, ed. F. L. Hsu (Evanston, 
Illinois: Dorsey Press, 1961), pp. 381-399; Alex Inkeles, 
"Society, Social Structure and Child Socialization", in 
Socialization and Society, ed., James A. Clausen (Boston 
Little, Brown, 1968), pp. 73-129; Melvin L. Kohn, "Social 
Class and Parent—Child Relationships: An Interpretation., 
in Life Cycle and Achievement in America ed. Rose Laub 
Coser (New York: Harper and Row, 1969), pp. 21-48; John 
Ogbu, Minority Education and Caste, (New York: Academic 
Press, 1978) pp. 15-42. 
16 
In the essay, "Ideologies in Children's Literature: 
Some Preliminary Notes", Ruth B. Moynihan18 maintains that 
an in-depth analysis of plots, characters and values con¬ 
tained in some of the best known American fiction books for 
children should bring to light the prevailing attitudes 
toward life held by Americans during particular historical 
periods. Her analysis of such popular fiction books as: 
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz published in 1900 by Lyman Frank, 
The Little House by Virginia Lee Burton, winner of the 
Caldecott Award in 1942, and Horton Hears a Who! by Dr. 
Seuss published in 1956, demonstrates that American fiction 
books for children are firmly rooted in some aspects of 
reality and in pursuit of specific goals. 
Moynihan points out how the story of the happy engine 
in The Little Engine reinforced the message of Presidents 
Hoover and Roosevelt that the problems of the great de¬ 
pression would be solved if little people amply sacrificed 
and worked harder. Implicit in her discussion is that 
youths in the sixties movement may have been influenced 
by the one value held paramount in Dr. Seuss5 Horton: "the 
18Ruth B. Moynihan, "Ideologies in Children's Litera¬ 
ture: Some Preliminary Notes", in Children's Literature: 
The Great Excluded, vol. 2, ed. Francelia Butler, (Storrs, 
Connecticut; Journal of the Modern Language Association 
Seminar in Children's Literature, 1973), pp. 166-172. 
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comfortable should protect the oppressed".19 Moynihan's 
conclusion underscores the value of analyzing fiction 
written for American children: 
A study of our children's literature in its historical 
context might have forecast both a Viet Nam-type en¬ 
counter and the youthful upheaval of the sixties. Both 
adults and students were acting out of the values they 
had absorbed at an early age. And those values were 
taught by their own parents and in their own books. 
An analysis of the most popular children's literature 
indeed provides a magnifying glass for its society.20 
In 1976, the Council on Interracial Books for Children 
reported that thousands of children's books published in 
the United States over the years have been dominated by a 
value system that is very white, very contemptuous of fe¬ 
males except in traditional roles and oriented to the needs 
21 
of the upper classes. Such a value system is antithetical 
to the special reading needs of African American children. 
An explication of those needs is set forth by writer Ethel 
Richard: 
19Moyhihan, "Ideologies in Children's Literature," 
p. 172. 
Q 0 
Ibid., p. 171. 
21Council on Interracial Books for Children for Racism 
and Sexism, Human and Anti-Human Values in Children's Books 
(New York: Council on Interracial Books for Children, Inc., 
1976) p. 2. 
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1. First, because Black children question white 
America's value system, they need books that re¬ 
late to their lives now; 
2. Second, they need a good fiction about their ex¬ 
perience ; 
3. Third, they need reading that reflects truth and 
integrity; and 
4. Fourth, they demand that literature about Blacks 
22 be a reflection of their humanity. 
The special need that African American children have 
for good quality realistic fiction books which accurately 
reflect their Black experience is directly related to their 
status in the United States. 
Scholars have generally agreed that the position of 
African Americans in the United States is attributable to 
three major factors: racism, caste stratification and 
oppression. What follows is a definitive analysis of how 
these forces operate to influence and constrict the lives 
of African American people. 
22Ethel Richard, "The Black Child and His Reading," 
in Reading, Children's Books and Our Pluralistic Society 
eds. Harold Tanyzer and Jean Carl (Newark, Delaware: 
International Reading Association, 1972), PP• 14-19. 
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Racism. Many writers from various disciplines—Carmichael 
and Hamilton, Blauner, Fredrickson, Valentine, Welsing, 
Jones, Comer, Delaney, Fuller and Bennett—from various 
disciplines postulate that racism is a phenomenon which 
permeates the American social strata, is central to its 
economics, politics and culture, and is actively maintained 
and nurtured as a way of life. Those who view black-white 
stratification as a consequence of racism have defined the 
terms variously. Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton 
define racism as the predication of decisions and policies 
on considerations of race for the purpose of subordinating 
2 3 Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton Black 
Power (New York: Vintage Books, 1967); Robert Blauner 
Racial Oppression in America (New York: Harper and Row 
Publishers, 1972); George Fredrickson, The Black Image in 
the White Mind, (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 
1971); Charles A. Valentine, Black Studies and Anthropology: 
Scholarly and Political Interests in Afro-American Culture, 
McCaleb Module in Anthropology, No. 15 (Phillipines: 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1972); Frances 
Cress Welsing, "The Cress Theory of Color Confrontation," 
The Black Scholar, 5 (May, 1974) pp. 32-34; Reginald L. 
Jones, ed., Black Psychology (New York: Harper and Row 
Publishers, 1972), p. 309; James P. Comer, "White Racism: 
Its Root, Form and Function," in Black Psychology, ed. 
Reginald Jones (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1972), 
p. 311-315; Lloyd T. Delaney, "The Other Bodies in the 
River," in Black Psychology, ed. Reginald Jones (New York: 
Harper and Row Publishers, 1972), pp. 335-342; Neeley Fuller, 
Textbook for Victims of White Supremacy, Library of Con- 
gress, 1969; Leron'e~Bennett , Jr"! "The White Problem in 
America," Black on Black Commentaries by Negro American^, 
ed., Arnold Ad.off (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1968) 
pp . 102-110. 
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a racial group and maintaining control over that group.24 
In their work, two forms of racism, individual and institu¬ 
tional, which operate overtly and covertly in the American 
context are identified: 
Racism...takes two, closely related forms: individual 
whites acting against individual blacks, and acts by 
the total white community against the black community. 
We call these individual and institutional racism. 
The first consists of overt acts by individuals, which 
cause death, injury or the violent destruction of 
property...The second type is less overt, far more 
subtle, less identifiable...no less destructive of 
human life. The second type originates in the opera¬ 
tion of established and respected forces in society, 
and thus receives far less public condemnation than 
the first type... 
Institutional racism relies on the active and per¬ 
vasive operation of anti-black attitudes and practices. 
A sense of superior group position prevails: whites 
are better than blacks; therefore, blacks should be 
subordinated to whites. This is a racist attitude and 
it permeates the society.25 
In the United States, the sense that whites are superior 
to blacks has been evident in the most widely accepted and 
respected American scholarly writings. The research by 
George Fredrickson, historian, and Charles A. Valentine, 
anthropologist, traces racism as a tradition of American 
scholarship.26 Fredrickson examined the political history 
24Carmichael and Hamilton, Black Power, pp. 3-5. 
25Tv . , Ibid. 
2 6 
George Fredrickson, Black Image in the White Mind. 
Charles A. Valentine, Black Studies and Anthropology 
Scholarly and Political Interests in Afro-American Culture 
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of whites from 1817 to 1914 as contained in the historical 
responses of intellectuals, pseudo intellectuals, publicists 
and politicians to the presence of millions of African 
Americans in the United States. Valentine's findings were 
derived from an analysis of the presence of modern Western 
racism in the most influential writings on African American 
people by such contemporary scholars as: Martin Deutsch, 
Gunnar Myrdal, Daniel Moynihan, Arthur Jensen and others. 
Both Fredrickson and Valentine determine that racism is a 
systemic condition of American society which is manifested 
in scholarly writings as a rationalized pseudo-scientific 
theory which posits the innate and permanent inferiority of 
non-whites. They found that the American intellectual 
tradition, past and present, has consistently held white 
superiority over inherently "deficient" darker people as 
the central value judgement and thesis. 
From a psychological perspective, racism has been ex¬ 
plained as a form of pathological behavior transmitted from 
one generation to the next, which shapes the American 
society. As Dr. Comer puts it, racism is 
a low level defense and adjustment mechanism utilized 
by groups to deal with psychological and social in¬ 
securities similar to the manner in which individuals 
utilize psychic mechanisms to deal with anxiety anci 
insecurity. A given society may promote and reward 
racism to enable members of the group in control to 
22 
obtain a sense of personal adequacy and security at 
the expense of the group with less control.27 
Whether defined as a set of attitudes, rationalized 
pseudo-scientific theory, a form of pathological behavior, 
institutional structures or individual action, racism pro¬ 
vides psychological benefits and rewards for white people 
and serves as a means of keeping Black and non-black people 
powerless and poor. Lerone Bennett elaborates on this view 
We must come to see...racism (as): a way in for the 
powerful from the divisions in our society; a way out 
for the frustrated and those who excuse economic, 
social and sexual failure to convincing themselves 
that no matter how low they fall they are still higher 
and better than Harry Belafonte, Ralph Bunche, Cassius 
Clay and Martin Luther King, Jr. all rolled up into 
one.28 
In the definition of racism, as it pertains to black- 
w'hite relationships in the United States, the following 
salient points obtain: 
1. Racism is a white problem. 
2. Whether practiced by institutions or individuals 
overtly or covertly, racism operates for the pur¬ 
pose of perpetuating white superiority and black 
inferiority. 
3. The biography of African Americans may be marked 
with personal struggles against racism. 
27James P. Comer, "White Racism: Its Root, Form and 
Function," p. 311. 
28Lerone Bennett, Jr 
p. 106. 
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4. The racist paradigm of white superiority-black 
inferiority is buttressed by rationalized pseudo¬ 
scientific theories and ideologies, is deeply 
rooted in modern thought, and is a dominant theme 
of the culture of the United States. 
5. Whatever its motivation for behavioral practice, 
racism may be construed as both pathological and 
destructive modes of conduct. 
6. Racism may be transmitted as a positive social 
value. 
Oppression. Oppression addresses the power factor in 
the lives of African Americans. Various scholars such as 
Fanon, Glaser and Possony, Blauner, Dick and Higginbotham 
agree that oppression is the process by which one segment 
of society achieves and maintains power and control through 
the exploitation of another segment of society for the pur¬ 
pose of generating privileges, unfair advantages and 
systematic headstarts.29 The cornerstone of oppression is 
29Frantz Fanon, Toward the African Revolution. (New 
York: Grove Press, 1967) pp. 36-39; Kurt Glaser and Stephan 
T. Possony, Victims of Politics, (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1979) pp. 9, 32-33; Robert Blauner, 
-'Internal Colonialism and Ghetto Revolt,” Social Problems^ 
16 Spring 1969, pp. 393-408; James C. Dick, Violence and 
ODDression, (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 19,9,’ 
4 PLeon'~Hlgginbotham, Jr., In the Matter of Color: Race _ana 
t.JAmerican Legal Process ,"535^! Period, (Ne, iorkT 
Oxford University Press, 1978). 
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privilege. In a universal sense, oppression is the crime 
committed by governments against humanity through the 
utilization of ideologies, cultural beliefs and legal 
strategies.° 
African Americans are oppressed because of the pathology 
of laws and the significance of the color factor in the 
United States. The dissertation of jurist A. Leon 
Higginbotham, Jr. deduces that African Americans historic¬ 
ally have been victims of legalized oppression precisely 
because of their color. In his study of the relationships 
between race and the legal process in the United States 
from 1619 to 1776, Higginbotham explains that "unless their 
color was their crime...blacks who sought the same freedom 
that was demanded as the inalienable right of whites could 
”31. 
be scalped, mutilated or even killed. His assessment or 
the oppressive dynamics of the American legal system is 
borne out in the opinion rendered by Justice Marshall in 
the Bakke case during the 1970's: 
3°Glaser and Possony, Victims of Politics, p. 9. 
31Higginbotham, The Matter of Color:_Race and the, 
Ampr ir.an Legal Process, Colonial Period, p. o9 . 
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...it must be remembered that during most of the past 
200 years, the Constitution as interpreted by this 
Court did not prohibit the most ingenious and pervasive 
forms of discrimination against the Negro.32 
Taken together, the factor of color and the dynamics of 
oppression, have circumscribed African American participa¬ 
tion in the United States. According to Robert Blauner, 
sociologist, African Americans are victims of racial 
33 
oppression. His thesis posits that racial oppression 
affects the American social structure in two basic ways. 
First, the factor of color causes a division within the 
society, body politic and national psyche. Second, various 
processes and practices of exclusion, rejection and sub¬ 
jugation are built into the major public institutions— 
labor market, education, politics and law enforcement— 
which have the effect of maintaining privileges, power and 
values for the benefit of the white majority. Implicit in 
Blauner's discussion of oppression in America is one cen¬ 
tral idea: if African Americans are excluded from equal 
participation in society and from a fair share of its re¬ 
wards then whites who are not excluded and dominated are 
correspondingly elevated in position. 
^A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr. "The Matter of Color,' 
The Sun, 5 July 1978, p. 11. 
33Blauner, Racial Oppression in America, p. 141. 
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Cultural invasion is another significant aspect of 
oppression. Paulo Friere identifies this phenomenon 
as one which the victims of oppression come to see their 
reality of the world with the outlook of their oppressors 
rather than their own. Generally, the concept of 
cultural invasion is explained in these terms: 
In this phenomenon, the invaders penetrate the cultural 
context of another group, in disrespect of the latter’s 
potentialities; they impose their own view of the world 
upon those they invade and inhibit the creativity of 
the invaded by curbing their expression. In cultural 
invasion it is essential that those who are invaded 
come to see reality with the outlook of the invaders 
rather than their own, for the more they mimic the 
invaders the more stable the position of the latter 
becomes.34 
Oppressed people are affected by cultural invasion in two 
ways. First, those dominated come to see their culture as 
inauthentic as they assimilate the imposed culture, the 
values, standards and goals of the oppressor. Second, 
the process of cultural invasion results in convincing the 
oppressed of their intrinsic inferiority. Freire describes 
this dynamic process of inferiorization in these terms: 
Since everything has its opposite, if those who are 
invaded consider themselves inferior, they must 
necessarily recognize the superiority of the invaders. 
The values of the latter thereby becomes the pattern 
for the former. The more invasion is accentuated and 
those invaded are alienated from the spirit of their 
34 
Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p. 150 151. 
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own culture and from themselves, the more the latter 
want to be like the invaders: to walk like them, 
dress like them, talk like them.35 
In the final analysis, by using the oppressor's implacable 
reasoning, by adopting new cultural models, and by con¬ 
demning their own cultural style, the inferiorized group 
gradually concedes that its misfortune results directly 
from its culture and racial characteristics. Frances 
Welsing, an African American psychiatrist, observes that in 
the United States this process of inferiorization works in 
such a way that all white children are shaped and molded 
to function as oppressors or "functional superiors" while 
at the same time children classified as "non-whites" or 
"other" are shaped and molded so that they function in the 
36 
role of "functional inferiors" or the oppressed. 
Stated simply, those theorists who view oppression as 
the cause of the subordination of African American people 
maintain that the status of Black people living in the 
United States may be affected in some of the following 
ways: 
33 Ibid., p. 151. 
^Frances Welsing, M.D., 
Inferior," pp. 84-94. 
"Conspiracy to Make Blacks 
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1. The goals of American political, social and cul¬ 
tural institutions may be designed for the purpose 
of elevating those people considered white and 
subordinating people of African descent. 
2. A system of privileges, advantages and headstarts 
may be generated for white Americans. 
3. Decision making is consigned to those in power, 
a metaphor for whiteness. 
4. Various mechanisms of control involving force, 
violence, legal restrictions, cultural beliefs 
or ideologies may be utilized to subordinate and 
restrict the lives of African Americans. 
5. Those subordinated may be forced to view their 
culture as inauthentic and see themselves as in¬ 
ferior . 
6. When color is a factor, those with the highest 
levels of melanin in the epidermis are most 
victimized. 
Caste. Some anthropologists, Warner, DeVos and Wagatsuma; 
Davis, Gardner and Gardner; Berreman and Ogbu believe that 
the caste structure may be used to understand African 
30 
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participation in the United States. Their studies sub¬ 
stantiate the similarities between the status of African 
Americans and members of caste stratified societies. Gen¬ 
erally, they define caste, a principle of social organiza¬ 
tion, as a hierarchy of social groups in a society in which 
membership is ascribed by birth. In the United States, the 
idiom, the basis of ranking the black caste as inferior and 
the white caste as superior, is determined by skin color, 
socially defined race. Caste systems are intrinsically 
inequitable. The personal attributes of an individual may 
not be used to alter one's status in the hierarchial order. 
In addition, it is assumed in caste organized societies 
that an individual shares the attributes of his/her group. 
In a study sponsored by the Carnegie Council on Child¬ 
ren, John Ogbu, a Nigerian anthropologist, reasons that 
Black Americans not only rank lower than whites, but 
3/Lloyd W. Warner, "Introduction: Deep South - A 
Social Anthropological Study of Caste and Class,: in Deep 
South, ed. Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Garner and Mary Garner, 
(Chicago: Chicago Press, 1941), pp. 3-14; George DeVos 
and Hiroshi Wagatasuma, Japan's Invisible Race (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1966); Gerald D. Berreman, 
"Structure and Function of Caste Systems," in Japan__s 
Invisible Race, eds. George DeVos and_Hiroshi Wagatasuma 
(Berkeley": University of California Press, 1966), PP • 
276-282; John Ogbu, Minority Education and Cast_e (New or^- 
Academic Press, 1978). 
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constitute a pariah caste, a denigrated group excluded 
from institutions of the social structure although they are 
required to perform important social and economic func- 
3 8 
tions. Ogbu concludes that minority groups in the United 
States may be divided into three ideal types: autonomous, 
39 
caste, and immigrant minorities. Generally, autonomous 
and immigrant minorities are described with these dis¬ 
tinguishing features: 
1. Autonomous minorities, numerically smaller than 
but not totally subordinated economically or 
politically to the dominant groups, usually possess 
a distinct racial and ethnic, religious, lin¬ 
guistic or cultural identity which may be 
guaranteed by the national constitution or by 
tradition. Although they may be subject to some 
prejudice and discrimination, their relationship 
with the dominant group is not characterized by 
rigid stratification. Completely absent in the 
majority-minority relationship is the ideology 
of innate inferiority. This minority group does 
not necessarily regard the majority as their 
reference group, nor do they necessarily desire 
380gbu, Minority Education and Caste, pp. 102-103. 
39 Ibid., pp. 22-24. 
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to be assimilated. The best representations of 
this type of minority group in the United States 
are the Jews and Mormons. 
2. Immigrant minorities have moved into the host 
society more or less voluntarily. As strangers 
immigrant minorities can, if they live in groups, 
operate effectively outside the established defini¬ 
tion of social relations. Unlike caste groups, 
immigrant minorities operate outside the beliefs 
of an established system of social hierarchy. 
Furthermore, unlike the caste minorities, 
immigrant minorities have some options: they can 
usually leave their host society and return to 
their homeland or go to another society if their 
position becomes particularly unbearable (unless 
they are political emigres). The general goal of 
these immigrants is to .improve their economic con¬ 
dition relative to the condition of people in 
their homeland. Chinese and Japanese are examples 
of immigrant minorities. 
In contrast to these minorities, caste minorities are 
usually regarded as inherently inferior in all respects. 
Such minorities are more or less pariah groups. In geneial, 
caste minorities are not allowed to compete for the most 
desirable roles on the basis of their individual training 
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and abilities. The least desirable roles they are forced 
to play are generally used to demonstrate that they are 
naturally suited for their low position in society. Their 
political subordination is reinforced by economic sub¬ 
ordination. The lives of caste minorities are usually 
affected and influenced by some overarching ideology 
developed by the dominant group to rationalize and support 
the inferior position of caste minorities. African 
Americans in the United States, the schedule castes in 
India and the Burakumin of Japan are identified as caste 
minorities. 
Ogbu's position is that although the roots of caste 
may be traceable to slavery and the legal/extralegal 
mechanisms established during the end of the Reconstruction 
era, the phenomenon of caste in the American context is 
best understood as a principle of social structure which 
evolved for the purpose of preventing free and equal competi¬ 
tion between whites and blacks for the scarce goods of 
society. His study shows that as caste minorities, African 
Americans, in contradistinction to other minorities, are 
not allowed to compete for the most desirable roles on the 
basis of their individual training abilities but are forced 
to take on the least desirable roles or low status positions. 
Although victimized by the political and economic sub¬ 
ordination which attend their caste status, the lives of 
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African Americans are affected by an overarching ideology 
of inferiority developed by the dominant group. 
Other evidence buttresses the thesis that the social 
position of African Americans has been restricted by their 
caste status. Even Black Americans who have lighter skin 
than their white counterparts will be treated as members 
of a low caste status as long as they are believed to have 
African ancestry. W. Lloyd Warner elucidates on this 
point: 
The (African American) who has been born into the 
uppermost group of his caste is superior to the lower 
whites in class but inferior in caste...He is known to 
be superior to the "poor white" (He is a doctor, say); 
but he is still a "nigger" or "Negro", according to 
the social context in which the words are used. 
Metaphorically speaking, he is constantly butting his 
head against the caste line.40 
To maintain the immutability of the hierarchial order 
in the United States, African Americans and white Americans 
are educated differently. Historically, African Americans 
in the North as well as in the South have been excluded 
from the high quality of education which benefited white 
Americans. Underscoring the implications of caste on the 
education of generations of African Americans, Ogbu contends 
that as caste groups, Blacks and whites have tended to 
occupy two different worlds which require different 
^Warner, "Introduction: Deep South," P. 12. 
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attitudes, values, personalities, skills and behavioral 
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patterns. For this reason, he argued that the caste 
system required different modes of training for the young 
members of both groups including the institutionalization 
of differences in their formal education. Ultimately, the 
American educational system, formal and informal, was de¬ 
signed to produce the kinds of people who would adapt to a 
society differentiated and stratified along caste lines. 
In analyzing black-white stratification based on caste, 
42 
George DeVos " concluded that a societal phobia has also 
functioned to relegate African Americans to their low pariah 
status. His studies revealed that the African American has 
come to represent what is primitively aggressive and sex¬ 
ual-—what is racially and ritually unclean and debasing in 
the collective unconscious of the American. 
Theorists who have explained the status of African 
Americans as castelike have found from their cross-cultural 
410gbu, Minority Education and Caste, p. 104. 
42George DeVos, "Essential Elements of Caste: 
Psychological Determinants in Structural Theory," in Japan1s 
Invisible Race, ed. George DeVos and Hiroshi Wagatasuma 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966), p. 341. 
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comparisons that the concomitants of caste systems—i.e., 
attitudes, values and rules that govern interaction and 
social behavior are reflected and manifested in the American 
society. In short, the United States was a caste stratified 
society because: 
1. There is a unified social and political structure 
in which institutional inequality occurs between 
groups of a recognizable single culture. 
2. A fixed hierarchial organization exists. 
3. Certain hierarchically ordered occupational 
specializations within a given society must be 
carried out. 
4. Groups are defined by birth ascription and kept 
distinct by strong social sanctions. 
5. Unquestioned assumptions of intellectual, moral 
and aesthetic inferiority as an inherited, un¬ 
changeable aspect of particular human groups 
prevail and operate to sustain and justify social 
sanctions. 
6. A predominating phobia regarding the contamination 
that would result from the contact between the 
"more pure" members of the high caste with the 
"less pure" individuals of the low caste exists. 
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The concomitants of societies defined by racism, 
oppression and caste—i.e., attitudes, values and rules 
that govern group interaction and social behavior—bear 
some resemblance. For example, theorists Fanon, Memmi and 
Welsing, suggest that racism and oppression are inextricably 
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bound. Frantz Fanon maintains that racism is one element 
of a vaster whole: that of the systematized oppression of 
a people. He contends that military and economic oppression 
generally precede making it possible and legitimizing racism. 
In a similar vein, Memmi points out that fundamental dis¬ 
crimination between the oppressor and the oppressed is the 
foundation of racial interactions in societies governed 
by oppression. Additionally, Frances Welsing reports that 
the imposed pattern of thinking operative in an oppressive 
system based on white supremacy in the United States forces 
African American children to learn the truism of this 
rhyme: "If you're black, stay back; if you're brown, stick 
around; if you're yellow, you're mellow; if you're white, 
you're alright." Because victimization is determined by 
the level of melanin pigmentation present in the skin, darker 
black people are the most victimized amongst Black people and 
Black people are the most victimized of all nonwhite people. 
4°Fanon, Toward the African Revolution, pp. 37-38; 
Memmi, The Colonizer and the Colonized, p. 73; Welsxng, 
"Conspiracy to Make Blacks Inferior," p. 85. 
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Given their stigmatized status, African American 
children grow up in a society that severely threatens their 
self-esteem and development. As their awareness of self 
emerges during the preschool and early elementary years, 
they also learn the negative connotations placed on their 
color, their racial group and their assigned status in 
society. Parents, teachers and other caretakers of African 
American children are aware of the special problems which 
result from growing up in a society where anti-black 
attitudes are pervasive and institutions are controlled by 
non-Blacks. 
To prepare African American children to deal with 
questions and issues of race in a manner which will be most 
beneficial to their total emotional, social and psycho¬ 
logical growth and development, Alvin Poussaint and James 
Comer, two psychiatrists, advocate the maintenance of a 
black awareness program which extends from infancy through 
adolescence.44 Such an awareness program is suggested as 
an appropriate educational strategy for helping African 
American children reckon with the concommitants of racism, 
oppression, and caste which mitigate against them. 
44James P. Comer and Alvin F. Poussaint, Black Child 
Care, (New York: Pocket Books, 1976), p. 1. 
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Several studies which have employed bibliotherapy, 
the use of selected reading materials to aid and modify the 
attitudes and behavior of children and youth, confirm that 
black-inclusive books which accurately and authentically 
reflect the African American experience affect the develop¬ 
ment of Black and non-Black children favorably. Researcher 
Elaine Wagener found that the self concept of African 
American children was enhanced when literature, historical 
and fictional, which held the Black person in high esteem 
was read to them. The data from this study reveal that a 
program of Black literature will not only affect the self- 
concept of fourth grade children, but will also help them 
see themselves and their race in a new light. 
Similarly, Rodney W. Roth substantiates the fact that 
reading materials that are free of stereotypes and offer an 
accurate description of African American people can be an 
effective means for increasing racial pride and self concept 
of fifth grade children in both segregated and integrated 
educational settings. ^ As a consequence of studying such 
46Rodney W. Roth "The 
Negro Fifth Grade Students 
(Fall, 1969): 435-439. 
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materials, the subjects in this study were more inclined to 
evaluate their race in positive terms and gain more whole¬ 
some attitudes toward whites. 
Roth's findings are congruent with the outcomes of the 
research conducted by Thomas D. Yawkey and Jacqueline 
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Blackwell. They find that the attitudes of four-year old 
urban Black preschoolers have about themselves and white 
people are significantly modified if they are exposed to 
multi-ethnic literary materials which feature black, white 
and other minority children working harmoniously. In addi¬ 
tion, their study emphasizes the critical role that the 
teacher plays in introducing literary materials through a 
planned systematic reading program which stimulates attitude 
change in a direction favorable to the African American. 
48 
In another study, Carl Grant shows that reading 
materials which bear relevance to the lives of African 
American children have some impact on other aspects of their 
behavior. After third and sixth grade inner city youngsters 
47Thomas D. Yawkey and Jacqueline Blackwell, "Attitudes 
of Four-Year Old Urban Black Children Toward Themselves and 
Whites Based Upon Multi-Ethnic Social Studies Materials an 
Experiences," Journal of Educational Research, 67 (April, 
1974): 374-377. 
4SCarl 
Difference" 
400-404. 
A. Grant, "Black Studies Materials Do Make a 
Journal of Educational Research, 66 (May, 19.J) 
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in his experiment read stories about famous, known and 
little known, contemporary and historical, American and non- 
American black people, their school achievement and 
attendance improved.• 
49 When Dr. Joyce Lancaster investigated the effects of 
reading books with black characters on the racial preferences 
of white children, she found that black-inclusive books in¬ 
fluence the attitudes of white children, but could not be 
depended upon totally as a means of alleviated prejudice or 
racism in communities where extremes were the norm. She did 
observe that when white students read books in which black 
characters were portrayed with socio-economic status similar 
to their own, they viewed color differences as less 
important than class differences. 
As these studies have shown, black-inclusive books are 
powerful media for influencing the attitudes, values and be¬ 
havior of young readers. Therefore, this study may be deemed 
significant for the following reasons. First, if it is 
determined from this study that there is black-inclusive 
realistic fiction which reinforces and perpetuates attitudes 
and values which are inherent in the ideology of racism, the 
49Joyce Woodward Lancaster, MAn Investigation of the 
Effect of Books with Black Characters on the Racial Pre 
ferences of White Children" (Ed.D. dissertation Boston 
University, School of Education, 1971), pp. 100 106. 
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oppressive dynamic and the caste divisions of the American 
culture, then teachers, librarians, parents and clinicians 
may become more cognizant of the negative impact that the use 
of such works may ultimately have on students. Second, if 
it is determined that the mainstreams of the Black experience 
are communicated with a high degree of authenticity, then 
this study becomes significant for those teachers, librarians, 
parents, caretakers and clinicians who employ bibliotherapy 
and similar strategies as modes for helping African American 
children reconcile racial identity questions and at the same 
time aid all children in empathizing with others. 
A third reason why this study may be significant is 
that it generates a set of criteria for assessing manifesta¬ 
tions of racism, caste stratification and oppression. Such 
a tool is valuable and may be utilized by public school 
systems as a basis for judging the extent to which the con¬ 
tent in realistic black-inclusive fiction may be distorted 
or biased. Also, the evaluative criteria which offered by 
this study may be beneficial for publishers, illustrators 
and writers who are concerned about developing works for 
young Americans which promote racial harmony. 
Fourth, this study may be deemed worthy because it 
furthers the basic goal of children's literature: to 
introduce the young to their cultural heritage. In reviewing 
books on the Jewish culture, Leona Daniels sees their 
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effect as imparting "the feelings of a people" and the 
creation of understanding and empathy.50 Because it is 
ascertained that some black-inclusive books project main¬ 
streams of the Black Experience (e.g., social protest, 
kinship patterns, cultural products, institutions and 
affirmations of identity), then it may be deduced that those 
selected books may effectively communicate a sense of 
African American peoplehood to all children. 
Sociologist Andrew Billingsley posits that the survival 
of African American people in the United States is directly 
related to how well Black children inculcate a sense of 
peoplehood. In the book, Black Families and the Struggle 
for Survival: Teaching Our Children to Walk Tall, 
Billingsley claims: 
(Black Americans) are an African people. It is a fact 
we in the Black community are not yet fully aware of 
and appreciate. And yet, the fact of our Africaness 
is something we must become increasingly aware of and 
must teach our children...It is a necessary approach 
to dealing with the question of who we are as.a people; 
where do we come from and where we are going?0- 
50Leona Daniels, "The 34th Man: How Well is Jewish 
Minority Culture Represented in Children's Fiction," in 
Children's Book Selection: A School Library Journal/Library 
Journal Anthology. Ed. Lillian Gerhardt (New York: R. R. 
Bowker Co., 1971) p. 54. 
51Andrew Billingsley, Black Families and the Struggle 
for Survival: Teaching Our Children to Walk Tall, (New 
York? Friendship Press, 1974) p. 41. 
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Further justification for this study is based on the 
need expressed by critics for the use of sociological per¬ 
spectives (i.e., caste stratification, ideology of racism and 
oppression) for analyzing the content of children's books. 
From an international point of view, Mary Orvig calls for 
research which deals with the degree to which the content of 
children's books is dependent upon the social structure, 
5 2 
culture and ideas of western countries. Implicit in her 
discourse is that studies which uncover how attitudes toward 
social groups, minorities and other countries are mani¬ 
fested in children's books may open new doors to internation¬ 
al understanding. 
One of the recommendations which grew out of the 
dissertation, "Images of Black American Children in Con¬ 
temporary Realistic Fiction for Children" written by 
Winifred Fisher53 in 1971 serves as a basis for this study. 
After examining the images of the everyday lives of Black 
American children between ages eight and fourteen, 
52Mary Orvig, "One World in Children's books," p. 56. 
53Winifred Maxine Fisher, "Images of Black American^ 
Children in Contemporary Realistic Fiction for Children, 
(Ed.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1971), p. ±u . 
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Dr. Fisher recommends that further research be conducted to 
measure the accuracy of literary African American images 
against sociological data (e.g., caste construct and racial 
oppression). 
The validity of using sociological and historical in¬ 
formation about African American people in the United States 
as a basis for evaluating their portrayals has been estab- 
54 lished in the dissertation by LilliAnn Burwell Williams 
who investigated three Black traditions: music, Black family 
and race pride in contemporary realistic fictional and 
biographical picture books written about Black people for 
children seven to nine years of age published between 1956 
and 1976. In Williams' dissertation, the books which scored 
highest in race pride, black family and music traditions 
are found to be biographies: stories about Malcom X, Ray 
Charles, Paul Robeson and Louis Armstrong. Her assessment 
supported the arguments of many critics that nonfiction 
books for black children have been somewhat more rewarding 
than: their experiences in fiction. In view of this 
54LilliAnn Burwell Williams, "Black Traditions in 
Children's Literature: A Content Analysis of the Text and 
Illustrations of Picture Story Books About Black People in 
the United States'to Determine How Selected Black Traditions 
Have Been Portrayed and to Determine What Impact These 
Portrayals Have on the Self-Concept of Children Who Are 
Exposed to These Books" (Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan State 
University, 1977), pp. 1-251. 
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observation, the construction of evaluative instruments or 
models for measuring the authenticity of the Black Experience 
may provide useful guidelines for creating realistic con¬ 
temporary fiction which convey mainstreams of the African 
American experience to children. 
This study is needed and may be significant because a 
search conducted by the Bibliographic Retrieval Services on 
September 20, 1980 at the State University of New York at 
Stony Brook of dissertations written between 1900 and 1980 
revealed that no dissertations to date have applied to caste 
construct and the concept of oppression in analyzing the 
content of children's books featuring the African American 
experience. 
The major importance of this study is its comparison of 
the content of children's books to those forces (racism, 
caste and oppression) that affect and govern the status of 
African American people. It should contribute to an under¬ 
standing of the African American experience and how it is 
portrayed in children's books. 
Assumptions 
This study is based on the following assumptions: 
1. Images perpetuated in children's fiction may have 
circuitous impact. While they mirror the images of 
the powerful and powerless as dictated by society, 
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they may also function to perpetuate and reinforce 
notions held by society. 
2. The depictions and portrayals of a people in 
children's fiction may influence the way people 
perceive themselves and may determine how they are 
perceived by others. 
3. To help children who are in search of their identity 
value themselves and others, manifestations of 
racism, caste and oppression should be eliminated 
from fiction books presenting the African American 
experience. 
4. There is a need in children's literature to affirm 
and propagate positive values and norms relative 
to the African American experience from a Black per¬ 
spective because the African American child growing 
up in the United States has a double developmental 
task which requires that he/she be able to incor¬ 
porate the dominant values of this society while at 
the same time incorporate the values of the 
African American community and culture which are 
often at conflict with the dominant society. 
5. Images of African Americans in children's litera¬ 
ture are significant because they serve a 
consciousness raising function by educating Blacks 
to understand who they are and a liberating function 
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by educating African Americans to understand how to 
struggle to extricate themselves from the oppressive 
forces that define their circumstances in the 
United States. 
6. In a pluralistic society, the illustrations and 
content of fiction about African American life may 
serve to inform and enlighten non-African Americans 
about the sensibilities, culture, attitudes and 
values of their fellow Americans. 
Limitations of the Study 
The study has the following limitations: 
1. The criteria utilized in this study are based on 
information gleaned from sociological and anthro¬ 
pological information about African Americans in 
the United States, and may not have applicability 
in assessing the portrayal of immigrants of African 
descent, other minorities in the United States or 
people of African descent in other countries. 
2. The determination of the extent to which depictions 
may be distorted by the factors (i.e., racism, 
oppression and caste stratification) which govern 
African American life, how books may communicate 
that racism, oppression and caste stratification 
are critical factors in African American life 
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experiences, and the degree to which portrayals 
convey salient features of shared African American 
experiences are limited by the validity of the set 
of criteria designed. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Three broad areas of related literature set the back¬ 
ground for this detailed examination of twenty fiction 
books about the African American experience. They are: 
(1) major studies and criticisms about the African American 
presence in children's literature; (2) guidelines and 
criteria designed to assess the quality of African American 
portrayals; and (3) salient aspects of shared African 
American experience. 
Major Studies and Criticism About African 
American Presence in Children's Literature 
In 1965, Nancy Larrick surveyed 5,206 trade books 
published for children in 1962, 1963 and 1964 to determine 
to what extent current children's books included black 
characters.^ An analysis of the responses to questionnaires 
of the Children's Book Council led Larrick to conclude that 
the vast majority of books published during this three-year 
span included no Black characters. She identified the 
1Nancy Larrick, "The 
Books," Saturday Review, 
All-White World of Children 
(September 11, 1965): 63-85 
s 
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devastating effects of the all-white world erf books on both 
black and white children. She reported that irreparable 
damage was done to the personality of millions of African 
American children who read about America's way of life 
from books which scarcely mentioned African Americans. In 
her opinion, racist reading material distorted white 
children's view of the world. According to Larrick, white 
supremacist story lines have a harmful impact on white 
children: 
Although his light skin makes him one of the world's 
minorities, the white child learns from his books that 
he is kingfish. There seems little chance of 
developing humility so urgently needed for world 
cooperation, instead of world conflict, as long as our 
children are brought up on gentle doses of racism 
through their books.2 
Also, Larrick identified some major distortions of 
black-inclusive trade books: (1) sketches of Black 
appeared to be delicately.tanned or shadowed white faces, 
(2) science books usually depicted white hands holding the 
thermometer, a white arm reaching for a test tube or white 
children feeding guinea pigs, (3) many books showed blacks 
as servants or slaves, sharecroppers, migrant workers or a 
menial, (4) books abounded in stereotypes, (5) stories 
seldom described contemporary black life, (6) literature 
2Larrick, 
p. 63. 
"The All-White World of Children's Books,” 
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addressing critical issues of school integration, 
neighborhood desegregation or nonviolent demonstrations 
usually omitted events and "distasteful" elements such as 
cattle prods, bombings, police brutality and reprisals, 
and (7) the White heroes/heroines who befriended a black 
person usually enjoyed support from sympathetic parent or 
3 
an admiring friend. 
Larrick acknowledged that publishers often capitulated 
to racists. Publishers altered illustrations and the color 
of characters if subscribers objected to the treatment of 
prejudice. With the advent of the Council for Interracial 
Books for Children, as a body to encourage the publication 
of more wholesome black-inclusive books, Nancy Larrick 
viewed the future optimistically. Nevertheless, she ex¬ 
pressed this compelling warning: 
What is good for the Ku Klus Klan is not necessarily 
good for America—or the book business. White 
supremacy in children's literature will be abolished 
when authors, editors, publishers and booksellers 
decide that they need not submit to bigots.3 4 
Larrick's study was extremely comprehensive and 
valuable because it underscored the collusion of publishers, 
3Ibid., p. 63-85. 
4Larrick, "The All-White World of Children's Books", 
p. 85. 
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editors, authors, booksellers and illustrators in the per¬ 
petuation of white supremacy in children’s literature 
between 1962 and 1964. Her commentary emphasized that the 
omission or distortion of African Americans from books 
handicapped both Euro- and African American children. 
Elaine Wunderlich continued Larrick's study to discern 
any trend toward black-inclusion in children's books.5 She 
wanted to know if sensitivity toward the Black American in¬ 
creased in books published since 1970. In contrast to 
Larrick’s data, Wunderlich found contemporary Americans 
portrayed in at least 28 percent of the books published 
in her sample. 
Wunderlich analyzed twenty-five books selected 
randomly from the 175 books purchased for the children's 
literature section of a midwestern university library in 
1972. She found that sixty percent of the books 
demonstrated a positive sensitivity toward minority groups 
while the remaining forty percent had no negative 
sensitivity, tending to be stories where the race of the 
people involved is not clear. 
Wunderlich's research held a narrow scope without 
clear criteria. She sampled only 4 percent of books 
5Elaine Wunderlich, "Black Americans in Children's 
Books," Reading Teacher, 28 (December, 1974): 282-285. 
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included in Larrick's study. In spite of these limitations, 
she concluded that the most glaring weakness of black- 
inclusive books marketed between 1970 and 1971 was that 
Black characters and images were biased with a white value 
perspective. Moreover, Wunderlich surmised that it may be 
more difficult for a white American to evaluate what might 
be considered racist by some Black Americans. She made 
it clear the white value bias that pervaded black-inclusive 
books warranted further analysis and review. 
Effie Lee Morris found parallels between the treatment 
of African Americans in literature and their historical 
treatment . Her analysis of role, theme, setting, 
characterization, language and illustrations of African 
American characters during six historical periods yielded 
the following data: 
1. Before 1900, Black characters may have added 
regional and historical authenticity to stories. African 
Americans appeared as either slaves or servants. 
2. From 1900 to 1921, African Americans provided 
comic relief in books for children. The roles were con¬ 
fined to clown, minstrel or buffoon. 
6Effie Lee Morris, "A Mid-Century Survey of the 
Presentation of the American Negro in Literature for 
Children Published in the United States Between 1900 and 
I960" (Master’s thesis, Western Reserve University, 1956) 
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3. Between 1921 and 1930, the first stories of the 
Underground Railway appeared but usually Blacks appeared 
on plantations in servant roles, comics and fugitive 
slaves. 
4. Between 1931 and 1940, the African American 
characters appeared as both real persons and as stereotypes. 
They were portrayed in major roles and slave life described 
without nostalgia. 
5. Between 1941 and 1945, stereotyped presentations 
persisted in weakened forms while African Americans as 
second class citizens predominated. 
6. Between 1945 and 1950, African Americans were 
given minority groups representation. They were treated 
in a more realistic manner and more interracial stories 
were noted.7 
Morris' study contributed to an understanding of how the 
treatment of African Americans during various historical 
periods might be reflected in key aspects—role, theme, 
setting, characterization, language and illustration--of 
the presentation of the African American experience in 
children's literature. 
7Morris, "A Mid-Century Survey,” pp. 116-120. 
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Julie Ann Carlson analyzed the treatment of the 
African American in children’s books in 125 books publish¬ 
ed between 1929-38 and 420 books published between 
g 
1959-68. She tested books to determine (1) whether the 
Black character was mentioned in the literature of one 
period more than in the other, and (2) whether a difference 
existed in the degree of racial stereotyping contained in 
the books of the two periods. Two tests were applied to 
books under this study. Data from the first test indicated 
that 15 percent of the books of the first period and 10 
percent of the books of the second period mentioned Black 
characters. The second test examined the quality of portray¬ 
als according to four major categories: caricatures, 
stereotypes, individuals with a race problem and individuals 
with a universal problem. She concluded that African 
American characters tended to be stereotyped between 
1929-38. According to her findings in the 1959-68 periods, 
there was a tendency to present the African American 
character as an individual with a race problem or as an 
individual with a universal problem. 
8Julie Ann Carlson, ”A Comparison of 
the Negro in Children's Literature in the 
1938 and 1959-1968” (Ph.D 
of Connecticut, 1969). 
dissertat ion, 
the Treatment 
Periods 1929- 
The University 
of 
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While Carlson's work traces the intensity of stereo¬ 
types, it did not associate the nature of African American 
characterizations with sociological, historical and 
political data which might have influenced the periods 
under study. In this work, the categories for measuring 
African American characterizations are restrictive. 
Carlson failed to ask why the African American characters 
were not more fully developed with a full complement of 
human issues. 
Jane Bingham investigated the ways in which the 
African Americans had been depicted in the illustrations 
of children's picture books published between 1930 and 
1968.9 Forty-one books with a total of 1,067 illustrations 
found on recommended books lists were examined. They were 
drawn from four historical periods: 1930-44, 1945-54, 
1955-64 and 1965-68. To differentiate and describe the 
treatment of African American characters in illustrations, 
four major categories were constructed: physical 
characteristics, environmental characteristics, adult 
roles, and children interaction. A coding instrument was 
utilized to analyze the collection. The major conclusions 
®.jane Marie Bingham, "A Content Analysis of the 
Treatment of Negro Characters inMCh^^®ns®^CunIversity 
1930-1968” (Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan State Ln^ y, 
1970). 
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of this study were: (1) Black characters were depicted 
with a variety of skin colors; most exaggerations occurred 
in the earliest period; (2) almost no important conclu¬ 
sions could be drawn about environmental conditions; (3) 
there were more Blacks shown in work roles in the first 
two periods than there were Caucasians shown in such roles 
during the last two periods. Additionally, more African 
Americans than Caucasians were shown in home roles; and 
(4) the interactions among a variety of characters did 
not differ from period to period. The findings of 
Bingham's research make it clear that the illustrations 
of African Americans in children's picture books reflect 
the prevailing attitudes held at different historical 
periods. 
Dorothy Broderick studied the presence of Black 
images in children's fiction from 1827 to 1967 in forty- 
nine books recommended by Children's Catalog from 1909 
and 1968.10 She posited that the black images described 
in fourteen chapters of her book represent what the 
adult white establishment wished white children to know 
about black people. In trying to discern what African 
^Dorothy M. Broderick, 
rv-i-i 1 dren ' s Fiction (New York 
1973). 
Tmage of the Black_in 
p^ Bowker Company, 
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American children would learn about their racial heritage 
from reading any or all books within the study, she found 
that books geared to reach black audiences were directed 
at helping African Americans accept the lowly status 
assigned to them within society. For example, Broderick 
noted that the themes, storylines and scenes in books 
about slavery or the slave era paralleled popular American 
sentiments and beliefs held at that time—i.e., "slaves 
were not real people" and "God intended slavery as part of 
his scheme for the world". Omitted from such works was 
mention of the laws/slave codes which prohibited the black 
people from having control over their existence. Generally, 
Broderick documented the fact that Euro-American pub¬ 
lishers and authors produced derogatory images of African 
Americans as ugly, having bestial tendencies, physically 
deformed, superstitious, immoral, and naturally sub¬ 
servient and stupid. 
In examining the emergence of black images in 
children's literature projecting black-white conflict and 
statements of black pride published after 1945, Broderick 
observed the following prevailing attitudes/tendencies. 
■^Broderick, The Image of the Black in Children's 
Fiction, p. 11. 
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1. In no book is a black depicted in a position of 
authority over a white. 
2. With the exception of a few "poor white trash 
types," all white people are depicted as benevolent and 
patronizing toward blacks. 
3. Blacks may express anti-white opinions to each 
other, but not to white. 
4. The idea that "class" or "quality" white people 
are not mean to black people is promoted. 
5. In most instances, black characters passively 
resisted white people's anti-black behavior. 
6. Fate is unkind to bigots. 
7. The message that good manners and patience will 
serve to combat the inequality experienced by African 
Americans is promulgated. 
8. Black people dislike or look down upon other 
members of their race who do not meet white standards. 
9. Black characters often condescended toward 
their fellow Blacks. 
10. Themes suggest that differences should be 
12 
made on the basis of color. 
■^Broderick, The Image of the Black in Children's 
Fiction, pp. 37-41. 
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Broderick concluded that the image of the African 
American based on a sample of children's books analyzed 
reflected a high degree of reality in terms of how most 
white American viewed Black America. Thus, she held 
that the content of any given book was directly related 
to the society in which the book was produced. Her thesis 
was elucidated in the following terms: 
The situation is circular; the society dictates the 
content and attitudes within the books and the books 
serve to perpetuate the societal attitudes from one 
generation to the next. When a book breaks the 
circle...it is a landmark book in history...In the 
field of children's literature about blacks analyzed 
here, there are no landmark titles.13 
Broderick noted a major literary problem of black- 
inclusive books was posed by whites who have preconceived 
ideas of what black people are like. Such narrow¬ 
mindedness has constricted the evolution of black 
character. In addition, this author noted that one out¬ 
standing flaw in the books studied: the race issue was 
personalized and not examined as a social-economic- 
political problem. 
For Broderick, the quality of African American images 
may be imuroved when knowledge and thoughtfulness are 
13 Ibid., p. 177. 
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combined to heighten the awareness and sensibilities of 
young children about humankind. She concluded; 
Good books, whether labeled realism or fantasy, are 
good precisely to the degree they offer insight 
into intentions renowned for their contributions 
to mankind.14 
The historical, literary and critical analysis of 
the portrait of African Americans that emerged from 
Broderick's research on children's books published over a 
one hundred and forty year time span represented a sig¬ 
nificant study. It substantiates the correlation between 
information contained in the illustrations, storylines 
and themes and the status of African Americans in the 
history of the United States. Nevertheless Broderick’s 
study did not address the quality of African American 
images in children's literature during the epoch that 
followed 1967 which was marked by uprisings in America's 
urban centers and the infusion of billions of dollars to 
publishers from the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act for the purchase of library materials for low-income 
and minority children (which supported increased popular 
demand for inclusion of the African American experience 
in children's fiction). 
■^Broderick, The Image of the Black in Children's 
Fiction, P. 182. 
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Joan Baronberg examined fiction picture books 
featuring African American characters published between 
1939 and 1971. The criticism proffered by Baronberg 
concurred with Broderick's thesis that children's litera¬ 
ture, like all the arts, reflected the attitudes and mores 
of the society in which it appeared. In her evaluations 
of black inclusion in fifty-six picture books, Baronberg's 
concern was to determine whether or not books mentioned 
race -and/or implied that racial differences were desirable. 
Three books met these criteria. Although Baronberg was 
able to identify gross distortions, her discourse lacked 
substantive historical, sociological and anthropological 
background data which would have enabled her to delineate 
clear lines of demarcation between those books that were 
racist and those that were non-racist. Nevertheless, she 
recommended the involvement of African American writers, 
illustrators, editors and publishers on the production of 
children's books which "tell it like it is" from an 
African American perspective as a means of improving 
quality of black-inclusive books. 
Joan Baronberg, Black Represent at ion in children—s 
Books - ERIC/IRCD Urban Disadvantaged Series, Number 21 
(New York: Columbia University ERIC Clearinghouse of the 
Urban Disadvantaged, 1971) ER 050 188. 
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Sharon Bell Mathis reviewed 18 historical and fiction¬ 
al black-inclusive children's books published between 1965 
X 6 
and 1974. Fourteen books included in the study were laden 
with self-hatred producing images. She believed that too 
many children's authors undertook racist excursions at the 
expense of African Americans. She excerpted "the poison 
words" from children's books to illustrate racism messages. 
Her criticism indicted many Black-inclusive books for per¬ 
petuating distorted facts and time-honored stereotypes. 
Mathis found repeated images of ever-smiling, eternally 
ugly and shuffling Black people. Story lines continued to 
confirm Africa as a land of savagery and ignorance. 
Descriptions of physical attributes imputed beauty to 
lighter skins and showed preference for wavy, straight or 
curly Afro-American hair. 
As a* result of her study, Mathis determined that 
young African American children were overwhelmed with pain¬ 
ful, loathsome and destructive images. As a writer, she 
pledged and solicited others to devise reasonable alterna¬ 
tives to the prevailing negative reality pervading 
children's literature. Moreover, she urged a broader 
16Sharon Bell Mathis, "True/False Messages for the 
Black Child," Black Books Bulletin, 2 (Winter, 1974): 
12-19. 
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audience to recognize that African American children were 
under attack and will continue to be under attack until 
the racism false propaganda messages become a national 
issue. 
While Mathis' findings confirmed earlier studies 18 
historical and fictional books offered limited bases for 
generalizations. An explication of the criteria utilized 
to evaluate children's black-inclusive books was missing, 
making it impossible to replicate Mathis' design. Mathis 
urged a more thorough investigation of the false prop¬ 
aganda messages which pervaded black-inclusive literature 
for children. 
Winifred Maxine Fisher examined the portrayals of the 
everyday lives of Black American children found in con¬ 
temporary realistic fiction written with central 
17 
characters between the ages of eight and fourteen. 
Fisher's research focused on the activities recurring in 
the daily lives of fictional children. Toward this end, 
she examined the participation of the characters in 
formal and informal social institutions and associations 
and the attitudes, values and goals attributed to the 
17Winifred Maxine Fisher, "Images of Black American 
Children in Contemporary Realistic Fiction for Children 
(Ed.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1971). 
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characters by the authors of the children's fiction. 
The forty books included in this study were grouped under 
six main categories representative of the lives of fic¬ 
tional Black American children: (1) home and family life, 
(2) school experiences, (3) recreation, (4) community 
services and participation, (5) religion, and (6) 
emotional lives. She concluded that: (1) fictional 
Black children were found living in all sections of the 
United States, with one-fourth of the characters living 
in New York City, (2) most Black main characters valued 
education as a means of getting ahead and aid to personal 
development, (3) recreational activities varied with the 
age of the characters and the type of community in which 
they lived, (4) interaction between main character and 
community varied and in most instances, acceptance by a 
community of white residents was a problem for the black 
child or family, (5) references to religion or churches 
was contained in half the books, and (6) the main 
character's career plans, personal development and re¬ 
actions to situations unique to black children were main 
aspects of the emotional lives of the children in the 
selected fiction. Black children were shown adapting, 
maturing, meeting challenges and developing self-concepts 
as authors developed many kinds of characters. 
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Fisher s research was limited to an examination of 
realistic fiction books in which the protagonist was an 
African American character between ages eight and fourteen. 
Four books included in this study were published in 1945, 
1946, 1948 and 1949. Fisher reported nothing that happened 
to African American children in schools or any other as¬ 
pects of their lives was influenced by the 1954 Supreme 
Court Decision, the Civil Rights movement of the 1960s, 
the uprisings in American cities or other critical his¬ 
torical/social data. The value of Fisher's work rested 
with its assumption that an author's choice of setting, 
characterization and events would give the young readers 
a view of a segment of society. Aware of the limitations 
of her investigation, Fisher recommended that images found 
in children's literature be compared with sociological 
studies of African Americans to determine the accuracy of 
literary images. 
Zelma Frank made a comprehensive assessment of the 
qualitative and quantitative portrayal of Black Americans 
in illustrations and content in 42 Caldecott Award Books 
and 135 Honor Books from the inception of the award in 
1938 to 1978. Her investigation sought answers to two 
18Zelma Ann Lloyd Frank, "The Portrayal of Black 
Americans in Pictures and Content in the Caldecott. Award 
Books and Honor Books from 1938-1978"^(Ed.D. dissertation, 
University of Missouri - Columbia, 1979). 
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basic questions: (1) What is the quality and quantity of 
Black representation in illustrations and content in the 
Caldecott Award Books and Honor Books from 1938-1978? 
(2) Do comparisons by decades show a significant difference 
in treatment of Black characters in the areas of analysis 
four historical periods: 1938-1947; 1948-1957; 1958-1967, 
and 1968-1978? To assess the portrayal of African Ameri¬ 
cans in the books selected, Frank devised an evaluative 
tool based on the criteria listed in "10 Quick Ways to 
Analyze Books for Racism and Sexism", and the "Values 
Checklist", two instruments designed by the Council on 
Interracial Books for Children. 
After analyzing the illustrations and content in 177 
Caldecott Award Books and Honor Books, Frank concluded: 
1. Racism was evident in the fact that Black Ameri¬ 
cans were either omitted in illustrations and text or 
shown in sterotypic or demeaning.roles. 
2. Whenever reference was made to Blacks in the text, 
they were mentioned as slaves with the exception of two 
books. A Black minstrel was mentioned in one book. In 
another, African Americans were called Freed Negroes and 
Negro Helpers. 
3. Racially potent or loaded wordfe were found in six 
(11%) of the books indicating that the use of loaded words 
while present, was not a prevalent practice. 
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4. The Caldecott Award Books and Honor Books from 
1938 to 1978 have shown no improvement in the qualitative 
and quantitative depiction of Black Americans and the 
number of books depicting Black characters from six in the 
1938-1947 period to one in the period from 1968-1978. 
5. While research has shown that children's books 
began to depict more Black characters after the political, 
social, economic and racial upheavals in the 1960s, the 
Caldecott books have not kept pace with the times. 
6. All of the Caldecott Award Books and Honor Books 
were racist in some way. 
7. The portrayal of Blacks as main characters in 
only two books, both of which had all Black characters 
implied that Black Americans could only be heroes, 
heroines or leaders among their own race. 
8. The Caldecott Award and Honor Books tended to 
encourage and perpetuate racism and acceptance of the 
status quo among writers and publishers. 
9. The Caldecott Award and Honor Books primarily re¬ 
flected the attitudes, values, standards, and life-styles 
of the white, middle-class majority and, therefore, could 
be seen as contributing to the perpetuation of racism in 
, , 19 
children's books. 
19Frank, "The Portrayal of Black Americans in Pictures 
and Content in the Caldecott Award Books, " PP• 150-lod. 
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The criteria formulated by Frank rated the art and 
words books according to whether they are anti-racist, 
non-racist and racist. In this investigation, the 
criterion for rating a book as non—racist seemed the most 
ambiguous. Books judged as neutral, books where it would 
not have been logical or natural to include African Ameri¬ 
cans, were placed in this category. For the most part, 
Frank's study was extremely comprehensive. She very 
successfully made connections between the events in the 
lives of African Americans and how publishers in concert 
with the Caldecott Award Committee have responded to the 
depictions of African Americans in books which have coveted 
this most prestigious award. Frank maintained that the 
imperative for teachers, publishers, and the award committee 
to become astute in selecting books which were not racist, 
had global implications, and was grounded in the United 
Nations Declarations of the Rights of the Child. She 
called for the development of more exacting criteria for 
evaluating minority characters in children's literature. 
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The research of LilliAnn B. Williams20 served two 
purposes. First, she wanted to determine if and how 
selected Black traditions have been portrayed in picture 
books about Black people living in the United States for 
children from seven to nine years of age. The second part 
of the study was designed to determine what impact these 
portrayals had on the self-concept of children who were 
exposed to these books. The first part of Williams' re¬ 
search had a great deal of relevance to this study. 
In part one of her dissertation, Williams read and 
evaluated 133 picture books about African American people 
written for children seven to nine years of age published 
from 1956 to 1976. The books selected were contemporary 
realistic fiction and biographies. The protagonist in 
each story was African American. The three Black tradi¬ 
tions investigated were Black music, Black family traditions 
and race pride. To determine if and how Black traditions 
had been portrayed, Williams designed a rating instrument 
20LilliAnn B. Williams, "Black Traditions in Children's 
Literature: A Content Analysis of the Text and Illustra¬ 
tions of Picture Story Books About Black People in the 
United States to Determine How Selected Black Traditions 
Have Been Portrayed and to Determine What Impact These Por¬ 
trayals Have on the Self-Concept of Children Who Are 
Exposed to These Books" (Ph.D. dissertation, University o 
Michigan, 1979). 
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to analyze the content. To evaluate the portrayal of 
each tradition, Williams constructed a checklist of words 
and phrases which enumerated characteristics or components 
of each tradition. Her instrument derived its content 
from sociological research and historical documents. For 
example, the first Black tradition, music, listed eight 
major characteristics of that tradition: (1) jazz, (2) 
blues, (3) spirituals, (4) Black musician(s), (5) music 
involving a single call-mass response, (6) music shown as 
an intricate part of a Black person's life, (7) music used 
to reject white cultural values, and (8) music used as a 
survival technique (escape, solace, strong psychological 
release). 
As a result of the content analysis, Williams made the 
following conclusions: (1) Black traditions were portrayed 
significantly more frequently in picture books about Black 
people published between 1970 and 1976; (2) Black dialect 
was used more frequently in picture books about Black 
people published between 1970 and 1976; (3) Black traditions 
were portrayed more frequently by Black authors than non- 
Black authors; (4) Black traditions were portrayed more 
frequently by Black illustrators than non-Black illustra¬ 
tors; (5) Race pride was the Black tradition most frequently 
portrayed in picture books about Black people, and (6) 
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Black traditions were portrayed more frequently in the 
text of picture books than in illustrations.^ Williams 
credited the civil disturbances of the late sixties, the 
Civil Rights movement and Black consciousness struggle with 
having a major impact on how Black people and their tradi¬ 
tions have been portrayed in children's literature. 
Of the twenty-seven books which rated highest in race, 
pride, twenty were biographies. This suggested that biog¬ 
raphies about famous African Americans, Malcolm X, 
Paul Robeson, Frederick Douglass, Mary McLeod Bethune and 
others, have more effectively communicated the Black ex¬ 
perience than fiction materials. 
Williams' research was significant to this study for 
two fundamental reasons. First, this study gave credence 
to the fact that African Americans have shared salient ex¬ 
periences which may be identified, isolated and evaluated. 
Second, this research made it clear that a valid basis for 
evaluating various aspects of the African American literary 
experience in children's works may be derived from 
sociological and historical documents/research. 
The findings of these empirical studies were augmented 
by criticisms which have been developed to educate teachers, 
^Williams, "Black Traditions in Children's Litera- 
," pp. 152-216. ture 
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librarians, parents and adults working with children 
about portrayals of African Americans in children's litera¬ 
ture. Critics generally support the position that 
realistic Black portrayals were most frequently produced 
by authors and illustrators who "think Black", were 
African American or who had knowledge of African American 
life. 
Carole Parks traced the emergence of the black 
character in children's books published from the 1920's 
to the early 1970's in the article, "Good-bye, Black 
22 
Sambo". She maintained that the glut of stereotyped 
Black images which have lingered to this day were produced 
by major white publishers of children's books which barred 
the contributions of Black authors and launched Little 
Black Sambo as the epitome of the Black hero in 1901. Her 
treatise documented how African American writers have his¬ 
torically waged the most vociferous battle to counteract 
negating portrayals of African American life and have 
dedicated themselves to safeguarding and beautifying the 
black child's image. 
In this criticism, Parks argued that the most whole¬ 
some African American children's works have been developed 
22Carole A. Parks, "Good-bye, Black Sambo," Ebony 
(November, 1972), pp. 60-70. 
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and created by independent African American publishers 
and a few African American writers supported by white 
publishing companies. According to this chronicle, such a 
trend was evident in 1920 with W.E.B. DuBois’ The Brownies 
Book, a monthly magazine designed for children; with Popo 
and Fifina: Children of Haiti by Langston Hughes and Arna 
Bontemps in the 1930s, and continued with children's books 
published during the 1960s and early 1970s by African 
American publishing houses such as Johnson Publishing 
Company, the Drum and Spear Press, Third World Press and 
Broadside Press. June Jordon, John Steptoe, Eloise 
Greenfield and Sharon Bell Mathis showed that black 
language fuctions to express love, and they effectively 
utilized their works as media for teaching African 
American children about their heritage, culture and collec¬ 
tive group values. In sum, Carole Parks' criticism 
argued that African American writers with a personal 
commitment and knowledge of African American life ex¬ 
periences produced more authentic and positive African 
American themes, storylines and images than any other 
authors. The issue of who was most qualified to write 
about the African American experience was central to other 
criticism. 
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The Librarians and other participants at the May 1972 
New England Round Table asserted that African Americans 
in black-inclusive books published between 1968-1972 con¬ 
formed to four major patterns: as caricatures; as 
stereotypes; as individuals with race problems; and as 
individuals with universal problems. White writers were 
reproached for flooding the market with low quality black- 
inclusive books which followed these restrictive patterns. 
The panel concluded that the presentation of the black 
experience in children’s books was necessary to help 
African American children to achieve better self-images 
and to help white children develop more open attitudes 
toward African American people. The need to investigate 
the authenticity of the African American portrayal was 
accentuated. The Round Table panelists raised one funda¬ 
mental question: Is there a relationship between the 
quality of the African American portrayals and the race 
of the author or illustrator? 
Because race/color is an intricate part of the value 
system of the United States and governs how African 
American people and white people view realities, Julius 
Lester viewed the color of the author as a significant 
23Granstrom and Silvey, "A Call for Help: Exploring 
the Black Experience in Children's Books.” p. 396. 
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factor in the presentation of Black experience. He argued 
that only African American writers could write books 
which engender a black perspective, have relevance to 
African American children and give black children a sense 
of strength, pride and self on which to build. Lester 
illuminated the significance of the color factor in the 
American context: 
We live in a world where race has meaning, conferring 
superiority to white and inferiority to black. . .Down 
here on earth, however, color determines standards of 
beauty... Color has determined not only my standards 
of beauty, but where I lived, worked, ate and slept, 
not to mention what neighborhoods I was in after dark 
...in this society, color has come to be synonymous 
with the inner reality, whether we like it or not. . . 24 
His criticism summoned white writers to write what they 
know best: the white side of racism. Lester explained: 
I'd like to see a children's novel about a little white 
boy who goes with his father to a lynching. On about 
a little white kid who goes with his mother to scream 
at black children on the first day of integration... 
Where are the books for children that deal with whites 
and their racism? They don't exist, because it is 
easier to be paternalist than honest...25 
24Julius Lester and George Woods, "Black and White: 
An Exchange" in The Black American in Books for Children: 
Readings in Racism, eds. Donnarae Mac Cann and Gloria 
Woodard (Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 
1972), pp. 33-34. 
25 Ibid, P. 34. 
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Darwin Turner, Chair of Afro-American Studies at the 
University of Iowa, responded similarly to the distinctions 
made between black authors and white authors in their 
presentation of the Black experience. According to his 
analysis, no individual African American author should be 
expected to treat all the various experiences which con¬ 
stitute the African American experience. However, he 
posited that there was a higher chance of getting a 
credible interpretation of aspects of the African American 
through the African American writer. In accord with Lester, 
he reasoned that contemporary white authors may more 
effectively present the reactions of white characters to 
their involvement in the Black experience. On the other 
hand, Turner conceded that white writers could effectively 
capture the Black experience. He recognized the tendency 
of some contemporary white writers to view African 
Americans as individuals to be admired for a kind of 
recklessness or to be pitied. Turner observed that most 
writers have some difficulty in presenting members of 
+ u 26 another group. 
As a result of her historical assessment of the 
African American depictions in children's works, 
26Tony Manna and Jan Yoder, "Focus on Black 
Literature, Conversations with Darwin Turner, Eng1ish 
Journal, 64, No. 9 (December 1975), 79. 
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Dorothy Broderick insisted that writers who have examined 
their own racial biases and fantasies and were knowledge¬ 
able about the diversity of African American people might 
adequately create realistic children's books about Blacks. 
She rejected the notion that only African Americans are 
qualified to write about African American experiences as 
inherently racist in these terms. 
...Let's look at the idea that only blacks should 
write about blacks. The racism in that is no better 
than the view held up by white southerners that they 
were the only whites who "knew" blacks because they 
lived so closely with them. All black people are not 
alike, any more than all white people are alike. All 
blacks do not have a single view on any subject... 
it is a simplistic answer and must be rejected.27 
In contrast to Broderick's point, Binnie Tate's ex¬ 
position claimed that African Americans shared a core of 
attitudes in spite of variations in class and in levels 
2 8 
of consciousness which bred unconscious unity. From 
this perspective, Tate and others settled on one abiding 
principle for writing on racial issues: write what you 
know about. More specifically in regard to white writers, 
27Broderick, Image of the Black in Children's Fiction 
p. 181. 
28Binnie Tate et al, "In House and Out House: 
Authenticity and the Black Experience in Children's Books, 
in The Black American in Books for Children: Readings in 
Racism, eds. Donnarae MacCann and Gloria Woodward 
(Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1972), 
pp. 39-49. 
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they affirmed the position that white authors have per¬ 
meated the field with black-inclusive books born out of 
guilt and wish fulfillment, and evolving from inbred 
racism. 
Illustrator Tom Feelings, writer Don L. Lee and 
critics Judith Thompson and Gloria Woodward agreed that 
authentic African American experiences, those which were 
true to life, in children's fiction required creative 
ability combined with Black consciousness. As Tom 
Feelings put it, "authenticity and syntheticness hinge 
29 
upon that life experience." ‘ The debate over who was 
qualified to write about the African American Experience 
suggested a need to further identify/codify salient features 
of the African American experience. 
In an investigation of the range of values and 
attitudes found in contemporary children’s fiction about 
African Americans, Rudine Sims analyzed one hundred and 
30 
fifty books about Blacks published between 1965 and 1979. 
29Sharon Bell Mathis, "Who Speaks for a Culture?" 
in Reading Children's Books and Our Pluralistic Society 
eds. Harold Tanyzer and Jean Carl (Newark, Delaware:” 
International Reading Association, 1972) pp. 29-33. 
30Rudine Sims. Shadow and Substance: Afro-American 
Experience in Contemporary Children's Fiction, Urbana 
Illinois: National Council of Teachers of English, 1982. 
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The population of books, appropriate for young people from 
preschool through eighth grade, were drawn from the New 
York Public Library's annotated bibliography entitled 
—Black Experience in Children's Books. Her examination 
of a representative sample of Black—inclusive children's 
fiction published since 1965 focused on three major issues: 
(1) To whom are books about Afro-Americans primarily 
addressed? (2) How is the term Afro-American experience to 
be interpreted? and (3) What cultural perspectives inform 
31 books about Afro-Americans? 
Throughout her research, Sims made it clear that 
authors who accepted and transmitted an Afro-American world 
view, produced a literature that was distinguishable from 
that written by authors who related Euro-centric world 
view. More significantly, she reported that the perspec¬ 
tives of the intended audience might greatly influence the 
literature. Her discourse confirmed that fiction written 
by Afro-Americans for Afro-American children was markedly 
distinctive from fiction written for non-Afro American 
children. As a result of an in-depth analysis of the con¬ 
tent and quality of contemporary realistic fiction, she 
concluded that books published between 1965 to 1979 
generally served one of three major socializing purposes: 
31 Ibid., p. 5. 
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(1) to promote racial harmony; (2) to promote American 
cultural homogeneity; and (3) to provide self-affirmation 
for Afro-American children. 
In conformance with these patterns, Sims identified 
three major categories of works. First twenty-one books 
in this survey were classified as social conscience works 
which encouraged non-African American readers to develop 
empathy, sympathy and tolerance for Afro-American children 
and their problems. Second, forty identified as melting 
pot books, the majority of which were picture books, 
were presumed to be written for both African- and Euro- 
American readers on the assumption that they were cul¬ 
turally homogeneous. According to this study, this genre 
of books deliberately ignored racial and cultural differ¬ 
ence by creating African Americans in appearance only. 
Third, eighty-nine books were categorized as culturally 
conscious. From this investigation, it was determined 
that those such works, primarily written for Afro-American 
readers reflected institutions, cultural behaviors and 
traditions that were part of African American life ex¬ 
perience . 
Sims's study was significant because it defined ways 
in which the sensitivities toward African American people 
have been presented in Black-inclusive fiction since 
Larrick's monumental review. Dr. Sims’s assessment of the 
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field of contemporary realistic Black-inclusive fiction 
published since 1965 was a major contribution in the area 
of children's literature because it offered frames of 
reference and identified trends for reviewing the publica¬ 
tions of children's works about African American people. 
Her research was relevant to this undertaking because it 
gave credence to the body of Afro-American children’s 
fiction which affirmed Afro-American cultural traditions, 
sensibilities and world view that evolved during the past 
fifteen years. Sims suggested that elements of the 
African American experience as religion, value systems and 
belief systems, historical and cultural traditions; names, 
nicknames and terms of address; relationships between 
young and old; extended family and Black English may be 
found in culturally conscious books. 
Guidelines and Criteria for Assessing the 
Quality of African American Portrayals 
Guidelines and criteria developed by critics were 
designed to help teachers, parents, caretakers and the 
significant others of children to detect racism and the 
degree to which African American portrayals were negative. 
Because so few books can be considered nonracist, readers 
(adults and children) of black-inclusive works should 
learn to utilize a set of criteria as an instrument fo± 
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detecting the racial biases that shape black characteriza¬ 
tions and as a tool for questioning societal attitudes 
which invade children’s works. 
In 1938, Augusta Baker set up a model collection of 
books about the African American experience at the Countee 
Cullen Regional Branch of New York Library. She devised 
criteria for reviewing books about Black life, involving 
three factors: illustrations, language and themes/ 
attitudes. Illustrations were reviewed to find black 
depictions which would be attractive to children and which 
had distinction and were natural. Visuals which made 
Black boys and girls look like white children with brown 
wash or black were not desirable. Consistency in speech 
patterns and the avoidance of derogatory terms were taken 
into account when language was assessed. Baker was con¬ 
cerned that all white characters did not have the 
linguistic competencies of Ph.D.'s from Oxford while all 
Black characters did not communicate in patois or dialects. 
When examining themes and attitudes, she called for 
realism in stories about African Americans from all levels 
and facets of life. Baker noted that because so few 
books met these general criteria in 1938, 1939 and 1941, 
the issue of quality could not be addressed. She contended 
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that none of the books written in the 1930's would have 
measured up to the standards of the 1970's for quality.32 
In 1941, Librarian Charlamae Rollins published We 
Build Together, an annotated bibliography under the 
auspices of the National Council of Teachers of English, 
which criticized publishers for the proliferation of 
caricatures, plantation themes, homemade dialects and 
derogatory portrayals of African Americans. At that time 
only two dozen books were judged as written and illustrated 
in an acceptable way. In reviewing African American 
representation in children's books, Rollins set forth the 
following checklist: 
1. Derogatory terms referring to Blacks should be 
deleted. 
2. Inclusion of more eminent and less eminent blacks 
in reference books was mandatory. 
3. Stereotypes should be avoided. 
33 4. Race should be mentioned rather than avoided. 
32Augusta Baker, The Black Experience in Children's 
Books, (New York Public Library, 1971), pp. 1-4 and Augusta 
Baker, "Guidelines for Black Books, An Open Letter to 
Juvenile Editors," in The Black American in Books for 
Children: Readings in Racism, ed. Donnamae MacCann and 
Gloria Woodward (Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, 
Inc., 1972), pp. 50-56. 
33Charlamae Rollins, "The Role of the Book in Com¬ 
batting Prejudice," Wilson Library Bulletin 42:2 (October 
1967) pp. 176-179. 
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The criteria established by Rollins incorporated 
guidelines for assessing the language and illustrations 
which were similar to those developed by Baker. Guide¬ 
lines for selecting books about African Americans took 
the form of five questions: 
1. Does the book honestly portray people. 
2. In its illustrations and imagery does the book 
rely on caricatures and stereotypes of Black 
Americans? 
3. Do Blacks occupy menial positions in the story? 
4. If the author is attempting to use dialect, does 
he represent it accurately? 
5. Does the author avoid using words that carry 
negative connotations for blacks?34 
The criteria developed by Rollins urged Euro-American 
publishing houses to explore broader interpretations of 
African American life. 
Jean E. Britton sought books which would give African 
American children a sense of dignity and self-respect for 
their heritage and which would at the same time provide 
suburban children with knowledge and appreciation of their 
fellow Americans. Britton was concerned that there was a 
paucity of real literature about African Americans for very 
young children; a need for more books about African 
34Rollins, ’’The Role of the Book in Combatting 
Prejudice,” pp. 176-179. 
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American heroes in city settings and a need for more 
suitable history books about African Americans. In order 
to compile a comprehensive bibliography of selected books 
featuring African Americans as main characters for kinder¬ 
garten, first and second grade children, Britton organized 
criteria which evaluated the general literary worth along 
with the accuracy of African American portrayals. In 
addition to language and illustrations, she applied 
standards which considered the appropriateness of settings, 
the content of interracial situations, the tone of the 
book, and the nature of characterizations. Her criteria 
enabled a reviewer to probe in a more detailed way into 
books published during the late sixties. To determine if 
African American people were honestly and accurately por¬ 
trayed, Britton developed the following criteria: 
1. Are the characters natural or distorted? 
2. Are the characters referred to by names which 
humiliate; names such as boy, darkie, or nigger? 
3. Do the characters speak acceptable English or are 
they using an artificial dialect? 
4. Are the fictional characters placed in present 
day settings or are they still back in plantation 
days or ancient Africa? 
5. Are the illustrations warm and attractive or are 
they caricatures, making fun of typical Black 
features such as kinky hair? 
Is the general tone of the book condescending? 
Would it bring out feelings of superiority or 
inferiority? 
6. 
7. Does the book present interracial situations in 
a democratic way without overstressing differences 
of race, class distinction, education or 
relition.35 
Jessie M. Birtha, a children's book selection 
specialist in the Free Library of Philadelphia, outlined 
six major points that should be considered in selecting 
books featuring racial and integrated themes. Philoso¬ 
phically, she believed that children needed books through 
which both Blacks and whites could be educated to real 
life situations through accurate portrayals of life; 
histories and historical fiction which show the total 
picture and biographies that present people to whom children 
of all races can look for inspiration to live better lives. 
Toward this end, Birtha deemed the portrayal of African 
Americans in children's literature as an all important 
factor. Her criteria centered on six points of concern, 
approach, style of writing, characterizations, language 
and illustrations and bias. Birtha confronted the 
credentials of the author in the standards. Additionally, 
Amer: 
Mass; 
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Innovation, x-i- - 
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she required that the degree of bias or prejudice be 
evaluated in light of these criteria: 
1. Approach--Does the author know black people well 
enough to write about them? 
2. Style of Writing--Is it dated as far as descrip¬ 
tions, attitudes, or incidents are concerned? 
3. Characterization: Are characters offensively 
portrayed in any way or are they shown in a 
realistic way? 
4. Language: Dialogue is very close to character¬ 
ization. How do characters speak? Is the 
language natural and convincing? 
5. Illustrations: Do most illustrations present 
realistic images? 
6. Bias: This refers to the bias or prejudice of 
the author. Is the book presented in an 
objectionable manner or does it respect the 
intelligence of the reader?36 
The standards provided by Birtha were important because 
they added relevance to the view that "thinking Black" 
was a requisite for capturing realistic portrayals of 
African Americans. 
In Starting Out Right, Choosing Books About Black 
People for Young Children, Bettye I. Latimer and others 
offered definitive criteria for judging the quality of 
33Jessie M. Birtha, "Portrayal of Blacks in 
Children's Literature," in The Black American m Books 
for Children: Readings in Racism, edited by Donnamae 
MacCann and Gloria Woodward (Metuchen New Jersey. The 
Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1972), pp. 116-1*3. 
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books involving African American people. The criteria out¬ 
lined were based on three major areas: (1) the pictures 
and illustrations, (2) the word content and (3) the tone 
and perspective set by the author. The editors of 
Starting Out Right believed that the world of literature 
should reflect the reality of and offer significant options 
for the African American child. They formulated a com¬ 
prehensive set of sixteen criteria designed to analyze and 
assess how Blackness functioned and to uncover ways in 
which the book was burdened down with the white perspec¬ 
tive. They proposed the following criteria: 
1. Is the book written so that a Black perspective 
has been taken into consideration? 
2. What is the dimension of Blackness in the book? 
3. How responsible is the author in dealing with 
problems and issues? 
4. Do the Black characters look like human beings? 
5. Will the young reader know that he is looking at 
a Black person, or do the characters emerge 
"grey” in appearance to resemble Caucasians in 
black face? 
6. Is the Black character portrayed as a unique 
individual or as a representative of a group? 
7. Does the clothing or behavior seem to perpetuate 
the stereotypes about Blacks being primitive or 
submissive? 
8. Is the story romanticized? 
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9. Is the setting authentic so that the child reader 
is able to recognize it as an urban or suburban 
or rural or fantasized situation? 
10. Does the author set a patronizing or a paternalis¬ 
tic tone? 
11. Is the Black character used as a vehicle to get 
a point across so that he becomes a tool of 
literary exploitation and acts artificial rather 
than real? 
12. How are the Black characters shown in relationship 
to white characters and vice versa? 
13. If any dialect or slang is used, does it have a 
purpose? 
14. How accurate is the story if it deals with 
historical or factual events? 
15. In a biography, is the personality as well as the 
accomplishments of the main characters shown? 
16. How much does this book free the child from the 
white-centered middle class world with its 
connotation of superiority?37 
While the authorsof Starting Out Right identified how 
racism and discrimination in black-centered books were 
perpetuated by negative characterizations, racial stereo¬ 
types, paternalistic and patronizing authors and inaccurate 
historical events, they offered little insight into how 
Blackness might be affirmed or expressed more adequately. 
Jacqueline Young articulated three standards that 
African American oriented literature must achieve: 
37 Latimer, Starting Out Right, p. 11. 
1. Black literature must completely nullify the 
deceptive influences that present African 
American children from finding self-esteem. 
2. Black literature must convey realism; and 
38 3. Black literature must be authentic. 
Young argued that authentic African American literary 
children's works were derived from authors who understood 
two aspects of the African American experience: the 
historical and environmental forces that affect black 
children and the psychological forces which affect 
African American life. 
The Council on Interracial Books for Children 
fashioned ten guidelines for analyzing racism and sexism 
in children's books. Incorporated in their criteria 
were the central features contained in the other standards 
cited. These evaluative guidelines were very detailed, 
comprehensive and definitive. Given the specificity of 
the criteria, the teacher, librarian or user would be 
guided to assess the importance of particular situations 
conveyed by the presentation. For example, the evaluatoi 
would have to determine if it took "white" behavior 
38Jacqueline Lee Young, " 
Black Literature for Children, 
1973), pp. 107-116. 
Criteria in Selection of 
" Freedomways 13 (Spring 
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standards for a minority person to "get ahead". The 
following ten points along with subpoints are addressed 
by the criteria: 
1. Check the illustrations. Look for stereotypes. 
Look fcr tokensim. 
2. Check the story line; standard for success; 
resolution of problems; role of women. 
3. Look at the lifestyles. 
4. Weigh the relationships between people. 
5. Note the heroes. 
6. Consider the effects on a child's self-image. 
7. Consider the author's or illustrator's background. 
8. Check out the author's perspective. 
9. Watch for loaded words. 
39 10. Look for the copyright date. 
The criteria developed by the Council and those generated 
by Latimer in Starting Out Right achieved two purposes. 
First, they identified manifestations of racism and dis¬ 
crimination in specific terms. Second, they were 
constructed or designed in a way to increase awareness and 
enhance knowledge about the phenomenon of racism. 
^The Council on Interracial Books for Children, "Ten 
Quick Ways to Analyze Children's Books for Sexism and 
Racism," in Guidelines for Selecting Bias-Free Textbookjs 
and Storybooks^ (New York^ Council on Interracial Books 
for Children, 1975, pp. 24-26. 
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In one section of her book, Masha Kabakow Rudman 
concentrated on the treatment of Blacks in children's 
40 
books. By dealing with the depiction of African American 
characters, she hoped to present a wide-enough range of 
responses and suggestions so that the reader might transfer 
the ideas to any minority group. Rudman added to the 
criteria published by the Council on Interracial Books for 
Children. In her adaptation of criteria, she reminded the 
critic to look at the stereotypes presented by images of 
poverty and crime ridden ghetto life or the inherently 
rhythmic singer and dancer; the limitations imposed on 
the work by the author's perspective; settings as a place 
that affirmed the identity of characters; the descriptions 
of family relationships and the qualities that black 
heroes and heroines were permitted to have in works of 
fiction. Rudman further refined the instrument devised 
by the Council on Interracial Books for Children to detect 
racism. By improving the Council's criteria, she aided 
the critic in recognizing forms of racism in contemporary 
works. 
40 Masha Kabakow Rudman, Children's Literature; An 
Issues Approach, (Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Hearn 
and Company, 1976), pp. 172-251. 
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Francione H. Lewis and LilliAnn B. Williams developed 
instruments for evaluating and understanding the degree to 
which salient features of the African American were ex¬ 
pressed in children's books. Their guidelines and tools 
were designed to analyze the extent to which the content 
of children s books affirmed the African Ameircan exper¬ 
ience in a realistic way. 
The standards developed by Francione H. Lewis were 
based on historical, literary and philosophical data which 
communicated African American perspectives, views, 
sensibilities and aspirations. Lewis extrapolated in¬ 
formation from the works of African philosophers, St. 
Clair Drake, sociologist, C.L.R. James, West Indian 
scholar, Leopold Senghor, poet, scholar and former 
president from Senegal, David Walker, African American 
revolutionary, Aime Cesaire, Martinique, W.E.B. DuBois, 
historian, sociologist and philosopher, Stokely Carmichael, 
activist, and others. For background, she researched the 
themes of Black pride, the African Diaspora, Civil Rights 
Struggle of the 1960s, Pan Africanism and Black Power. 
Lewis believed that children's books about the African 
American experience should inform its readers about Afro¬ 
centric values and institutions and the concept of struggle 
in African American life. To evaluate content and 
illustrations, Lewis applied six general criteria: 
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1* Evidence of intent to include Black people 
2. Book informs about Black people 
3. Written content has a Black perspective 
4. The book stereotypes Black people 
5. The general tone is positive 
6. The book is meaningful to children41 
To make these guidelines more explicit, she provided a 
lengthy list of subpoints for each criterion. For the 
most part, Lewis succeeded in creating standards which 
assessed the historical accuracy of content. For example, 
Lewis would require that books include information about 
Black individuals, Blacks as a group and/or experiences 
that have occurred to them as people. To be rated highly, 
content about the African American experience would need 
to measure up to some of the following criteria: 
—Contributions of Black people to their own people 
and/or the society 
--Significant event(s) in the history of Black 
people (e.g., Civil War, Harlem Renaissance, March 
on Washington) 
—Key issues in the history of Black people (e.g., 
racism, integration, discrimination, etc.) 
--Goals and objectives of Black people (e.g., freedom, 
independence, Black liberation, Black power, Black 
pride, etc. ) 
41Francione N. Lewis, Selecting Children's Books with 
a Black Perspective (Preschool - Third Grade), (San 
Francisco: Far West Laboratory for Educational Research 
and Development, 1975), p. 100. 
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—Methods Black people used to meet objectives and 
work toward goals (e.g., underground railroad, 
sit-ins, Watts riots, Haitian revolution, etc.) 
—Contributions (e.g., peanut butter, jazz, under¬ 
ground railroad) of Black people.42 
Although the guidelines did not measure Afro-centric 
values and institutions as purported, they did deal with 
the concept of struggle endemic to African American life. 
The preciseness needed to examine a single aspect of the 
African American experience adequately was lacking in these 
guidelines. However, Lewis contributed to the idea that 
instruments structured to appraise African American por¬ 
trayals must result from a thorough investigation of the 
historical or other scholarly documents written by African 
Americans about their experience. 
"The Black Traditions Questionnaire" developed by 
LilliAnn Williams focused on three aspects of African 
American experience: music, family and race pride. 
Williams used the same method employed by Lewis in putting 
this instrument together. Like Lewis, she extrapolated 
data from scholarly literature which reflects African 
American perspectives. The research of Frantz Fanon, 
Ralph Ellison, Joyce Ladner, Archie Shepp, LeRoi Jones, 
Martin Luther King, Andrew Billingsley and others form the 
42Lewis, Selecting Children's Books, pp. 128-171. 
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basis for the instrument. To determine if portrayals of 
African American family traditions were authentic, 
Williams weighed some of the following issues by her in¬ 
strument : 
!• Extended family living together (blood relatives 
from the same and/or different generations). 
2. Outside members (non-blood members) living with 
the family. 
3. Outside members (non-blood members) living 
and performing family functions. 
4. Children adopted by relatives instead of 
strangers.43 
To evaluate if the traditions of African Americans 
were adequately expressed, Williams recorded with her in¬ 
strument the number of times jazz, blues, spirituals, 
Black musicians and music involving call and response 
v/ere presented in picture books about African American 
people in the United States. Under the rubric of race 
pride, books which mentioned and illustrated pride in 
Black political leaders like Malcolm X and Martin Luther 
King ranked highest. Unlike Lewis, Williams did not give 
much significance to how the concept of struggle had 
influenced African American life in America over the 
decades. Her instrument did have the precision that Lewis' 
43Williams, "Black Traditions in Children's Litera¬ 
ture," p. 135. 
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model lacked. To a large degree, Williams set standards 
for ways in which books about African American might more 
accurately express and affirm their experiences. 
Salient Aspects of Shared African 
American Experience 
Madhubuti, Billingsley, Hale, Herskovitz, Carmichael, 
Wilcox, Bennett, Cole, Ofari, Owens, Akbar and others from 
diverse disciplines have defined and described the shared 
African experience in terms of a frame of reference, cul¬ 
ture, level of consciousness, community process, behavior 
(i.e., attitudes and values), milieu (i.e., modes of ex¬ 
pression and sensibilities), Africanisms, and retentions 
44 
or reinterpretations. All have attempted to clarify the 
44Haki R. Madhubuti, Enemies: The Clash of Races 
(Chicago: The Third World Press, 1978) pp. 10-12; 20-21; 
98, Andrew Billingsley, Black Families and The Struggles 
for Survival; Teaching our Children to Walk Tall (New York 
Friendship Press, 1974) pp. 12-19; Janice E. Hale. "De- 
mythicizing the Education of Black Children," First World 
(May,/June 1977) pp. 30-33; Melville J. Herskovitz. The 
Myth of Negro Past (Boston: Beacon Press, 1958. Stokely 
Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton, Black Power (New York. 
Vintage Books, 1967) p. 45; Preston Wilcox, "Education for 
Black Humanism: A Way of Approaching It," in What Black 
Educators Are Saying, ed. Nathan Wright, Jr. (New York: 
Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1970) pp. 5-11; Lerone Bennett The 
Challenge of Blackness" Black World (February 1971) pp. 20 
26; Johnetta Cole, "Culture: Negro, Black and Nigger, 
New Black Voices: An Anthropology of Contemporary Afro_ 
American Literature, ed. Abraham Chapman (New iork^ New 
American Library, 1972) pp. 493-495; Earl ?fa^’ . ® 
Emergency of Black National Consciousness m America,. 
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relationship between Americans of African descent with 
their African past and offer Afro-centric ways of viewing 
the world. 
Africanity. Those who have defined salient features of 
African American experience have agreed that an accurate 
perception of Black American life begins with an African 
frame of reference which gives credence to the fact that 
thirty-five million plus blacks living in the United States 
are African derived people whose common ancestry begins in 
Africa and extends to the worldwide African population 
making up a significant proportion of the world's people. 
Author Haki Madhubti viewed Black people living in the 
United States as an African people. He explained their 
Africanity in these terms: 
(Black Americans) are an Afrikan people! ... An 
African is a member of the black race and from times 
immemorial he was known as such by all the peoples of 
the world ... I write about Afrikan people ... I 
am dealing here with essentially one people, one 
44 continued 
Black World (February 1971), pp. 75-85; Leslie Howard 
Owens, This Species of Property: Slave Life and Culture in 
the Old South (New York: Oxford University Press), 1978; 
Na'im Akbar, "Cultural Expressions of the African American 
Child," Black Child Journal 2 (Winter 1981):7-40; Wade 
Nobles, African Philosophy: Foundations for Black 
Psvchology, in Black Psychology, ed. Reginald L. Jones 
(New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1972) pp. 18-31. 
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"race,” if you please the African race. Black people 
in the United States are an African People . . We 
number in this country thirty-five million plus! With 
the possible exception of Brazil, we are the largest 
concentration of Black people outside of Africa.45 
Sociologist Andrew Billingsley concurred with Haki 
Madhubuti's judgement that an accurate understanding of the 
African American experience must begin with an affirmation 
of the fact that Black people living in the United States 
are an African people. He substantiated the global 
identity of Black Americans as Africans by documenting the 
presence of African people in Africa, Russia, China, United 
States, the West Indies, Central America, Cuba, Europe, 
Canada, Nova Scotia, South America, South Pacific and other 
geographical locations. He also described seven major con¬ 
centrations of African people in the world. He determined 
that four to five hundred million Africans populated the 
African continental mainland, constituting the largest 
population groups outside of China; more than thirty five 
million Black people in the United States accounted for the 
second largest concentration of Africans; some twenty-five 
to twenty-eight million Africans living in South America 
45Madhubuti. Enemies: The Clash of Races, p. 98. 
46Billingsley. Black Families, pp. 12-18. 
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constituted the third largest concentration of Africans: 
the fourth largest African population resided in the West 
Indies, more than six million Africans residing in Europe 
made up the fifth largest grouping; the two to three million 
populating Mexico and Central America constituted the 
sixth largest concentration; and the one to two million 
Africans concentrated in Canada and Nova Scotia comprised 
the seventh largest African grouping. Billingsley argued 
that one of the most compelling reasons for identifying 
Black people as African was to emphasize that Black 
Americans were not a small insignificant minority: 
When we think of ourselves as African people spread 
out in major concentrations and smaller ones all over 
the world, including a major concentration of Black 
people in Russia and China, we can see that we are 
not a small, insignificant minority. We are an im¬ 
portant part of the world's people ... to the extent 
that we are able to appreciate this and teach this to 
our children, we will be able to enhance the develop¬ 
ment of our own sense of peoplehood . . .47 
Similarly, Stokely Carmichael validated the notion 
that the essence of the African American experience evolved 
from an African frame of reference. He reasoned that the 
effectiveness of African Americans politically was 
determined by the extent to which they can and do "trace 
48 
their roots" to Africa. 
47Billingsley, Black Families, p. 12. 
48Carmichael and Hamilton, Black Power, pp. 34-37. 
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Malcolm X reiterated the same thesis in his affirma¬ 
tion of the identity of Black people in the United States 
as African people in his oration: 
Right now, in this country, if you and I, 22 million 
African Americans,——that1s what we are——Africans who 
are in America. You're nothing but Africans. In 
fact, you'd get farther calling yourself African 
instead of Negro. Africans don't catch hell.49 
Melville Herkovitz identified Africanisms, the sur¬ 
vival of African cultural patterns in the New World.50 He 
documented the Africanisms found in the African American 
family structure and the motor habits, religious practices 
and music of African American people. In 1941, he con¬ 
firmed that many Black American forms of dance were essen¬ 
tially African. Moreover, he observed a perfect example of 
the Charleston in motion pictures taken of the Kwaside 
rites for ancestors of the chief of the Ashanti village of 
Asokore. In another instance, he traced hair-braiding 
patterns from the United States to Dutch Guiana to their 
West African source. His record of vestigial occurrences 
of African tradition in the United States illustrated how 
people of African descent in the New World retained their 
inner values in spite of the acculturation process. 
^°George Breitman, ed., Malcolm X Speaks, (New York: 
Grove Press, Inc., 1966) p. 36. 
50Herskovitz, The Myth of the Negro Past, pp. 9-291. 
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Herskovitz explained that adherence to the principle 
disregard for outer form while retaining inner values, 
characteristic of Africans everywhere, enabled African 
Americans to survive. According to this notion, Africans 
reworked song and dance in accordance with the demands of 
the new setting, accepted European terminology relating 
to the family while disregarding European sanctions 
underlying family structure and termed an old deity by a 
new name. This was the acculturative process in which 
Africanisms were retained and transformed. 
In conformance with this view, historians Blassingame, 
Owens, Genovese and others suggested that while Blacks on 
plantations may have behaved as slaves towards whites, 
they behaved toward each other as Africans albeit Africans 
whose customs had to be adapted to the context of 
51 
slavery. Dr. Leslie Owens revealed how enslaved Africans 
retained their religious connection with their African 
past in the shadow of the slave quarters: 
51John W. Blassingame, The Slave Community Plantation 
Life in the Antebellum South (New York: Oxford Press, 
1982); Leslie H. Owens, This Species of Property: Slave 
Life and Culture in the Old South (New York: Oxford 
Universitv Press, 1978); Eugene D. Genovese, Roll Jordan 
Roll: The World of Slaves Made (New York: Random House, 
19 74). 
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One of the most interesting links with the African 
past in the slave's search for religious solace was 
the hushharbor, bondsmen's secret church in the woods, 
the sounds from which were muffled by walls made of 
trees, brush, and wet blankets hung from branches. 
Here bondsmen communed with the spirit world in ways 
echoing African traditions made all the more 
appealing by lives whose futures slavery encircled. 
In hushharbors throughout the South bondsmen . . . 
talked, shouted and sang, testifying to the glories 
of the spirits and frequently bemoaning the cruelties 
of masters and overseers.^ 
In her investigation of the relationship between Black 
American family structure and indigenous African family 
structure, Professor Niara Sudarkasa contended that the 
most powerful "Africanism," the extended family, survived 
53 
and thereby enabled a people to survive. Her studies 
indicated that although Black people denied their 
Africanity in order to enhance their chances for survival, 
they lived out much of their lives as Africans. Her 
analysis concluded that Africanity was manifested in 
African American family and community relations, music, 
recreation, spirituality and in their rituals and rites of 
passage along with the way African Americans mourn their 
dead. 
520wens, The Species of Property, p. 155. 
53Niara Sudakasa, "African and African American Family 
Structure: A Comparison," The Black Scholar, (November/ 
December 1980), p. 37. 
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In a more informal way, Kofi Quaye, a journalist from 
Ghana, observed that many American Blacks do not realize 
how "African they are." In his day-to-day interactions 
with African American people, he noticed habits, music, 
hairstyles and manifestations of African spirituality and 
custom among African American people. In 1982, he reported 
on the survival of an Akan Ritual which must have endured 
among African American people for over 300 years in this 
commentary: 
A few years ago I accidently touched a co-worker of 
mine with a broom I was using. To my surprise, this 
Black American woman grabbed the broom, laid it on 
the floor and stepped on it a number of times. I was 
both awed and amused by the incident because that is 
common practice back home in Ghana, Akan culture . . . 
has it that performing that particular ritual will 
avert the bad luck that follows when a broom being 
used touched a person.55 
Such commentaries and empirical studies suggested 
that an accurate identity of Black peple in the United 
States should commence with an acknowledgement of their 
Africanity and their global presence. Such an affirmation 
was made by writer James Baldwin in his view of contem¬ 
porary Black literature as both a global and African 
54ICofi Quaye, "The African Stereotype, 
December 1982, p. 128. 
" Essence, 
55 Ibid. 
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phenomenon: "Talking about black literature now, one is 
really talking about the world. One is taling about Brazil 
for example, or Nigeria, or India."56 
Shared Aspects of African American Culture. John L. 
Gwaltney, Robert Blauner, Houston A. Baker, Jr., Joan and 
Stephen Baratz, Sidney Mintz and others have viewed 
African American culture as a whole way of life, patterned 
57 
ways of living, surviving and doing things. Generally, 
they defined African American culture as patterns of 
socially learned behaviors expressed in artifacts, lan¬ 
guages, traditions and the like. As Sidney Mintz has in¬ 
dicated, African American culture may be construed as: 
Mel Watkins, "James Baldwin Writing and Talking," 
The New York Times Book Review. September 23, 1979, p. 37. 
57 
John L. Gwaltney, "The Propriety of Work: A Native 
Assessment," The Black Scholar (May/June 1981):19-20; 
Robert Blauner, "Black Culture: Myth or Reality?", in 
Afro-American Anthropology: Contemporary Perspectives, 
eds. Norman E. Whitten Jr. and John F. Szwed (New York: 
The Free Press, 1980), pp. 347-364; Houston A. Baker, Jr., 
"Completely Well: One View of Black Culture," in Key Issues 
in the Afro-American Experience, eds. Nathan I. Huggins, 
Martin Kilson and Daniel M. Fox (New York: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, Inc., 1971), pp. 20-33; Joan and Stephen 
Boratz, "Black Culture on Black Terms: A Rejection of the 
Social Pathology Model," in Rappin' and Stylin' Out: 
Communication in Urban Black America, ed. Thomas Kochman 
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1972) pp. 3-16, 
Sidney W. Mintz, Foreword to Afro-American Anthropology 
eds. Norman E. Whitten and John F. Sewed (New York: The 
Free Press, 1970), pp. 1-15. 
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patterns of socially acquired behaviors and their 
consequences (which) were principally carried in time 
and space by those descended from African slaves whose 
histories involved enslavement, forced transatlantic 
migration, protracted and complex servitude and 
persisting social isolation and exclusion over 
centuries.58 
However, those who have codified distinct African American 
patterns from this cultural framework have contended that 
those patterns existing today were not merely the result 
of oppression but the product of the interaction of distinct 
African cultures and the New World experience. More 
significantly, those who have described African American 
culture as a way of life that included its own standards 
of moral and aesthetic judgement, values, systems of logic 
and world view have identified seven aspects of shared 
African American experience: (1) kinship patterns, (2) 
the concept of struggle, (3) Afro-centric values, 
orientations and frames of reference, (4) heritage symbols, 
(5) indigenous institutions, (6) African American modes of 
communication, and (7) cultural products (e.g., art, music, 
and literature). 
Afro-centric values, orientations and frames of 
reference such as soul, people orientation, Africa con¬ 
sciousness, race pride and phenomenological time have been 
58Mintz, Foreword to Afro-American Anthropology, p. 3. 
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documented by Janice Hale, Johnnetta Cole, Wade Nobles, 
Earl Ofari, Na'im Akbar and others.00 In their research, 
Hale and Akbar emphasized the people orientation—an 
Afro-centric orientation which held that experiences have 
significance to the degree that they relate directly to 
people—as shared cultural expression. The phenomenon of 
soul was described as an expression of deep emotion and 
long suffering, spiritual energy and the feeling of oneness 
with all African American people by Blauner, Cole and 
Nobles. According to Blauner, the soul orientation can 
be looked at as a philosophy of life that placed tragedy, 
suffering and forbearance in a more central position than 
0 0 did the dominant American ethos. Historian Ofari found 
Africa consciousness and African American liberation as 
two dominant frames of reference which have permeated 
African American national consciousness from the eighteenth 
century to the twentieth century. By focusing on the 
o0Hale, "De-mythicizing the Education of Black 
Children,” pp. 30-33; Cole, "Culture: Negro, Black and 
Nigger,” pp. 493-495; Nobles, "African Philosophy: 
Foundations for Black Mathology,” pp. 18-31; Ofari, The 
Emergence of Black National Consciousness in America,” 
pp. 75-85; Akbar, "Cultural Expression of the African 
American Child," pp. 7-40. 
60Blauner, "Black Culture: Myth or Reality?” p. 357. 
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philosophical-psychological linkages between African and 
Afro-American culture, Nobles identified shared expressive 
behavioral and cultural modalities as the extended de¬ 
finition of self, the concept of survival of the people/ 
tribe, an oral tradition (e.g., rapping, playing the 
"dozens” and the naming ritual) and the concept of 
0 *i 
phenomenal time. According to other commentaries, the 
values evident in the philosophical underpinnings of the 
Ethiopian Manifesto in 1829, the sentiments of David 
Walker's Appeal in 1829, the Pan-Africanist positions of 
W.E.B. DuBois, Marcus Garvey and Malcolm X and the Seven 
Principles or Nguzosaba embodied in Kwanzg, a cultural 
holiday founded in 1967, have been embraced by past and 
present generations of African American people. Such 
values have included: umoja or Black unity, self-reliance 
through Black business and enterprise, milita.nt struggle, 
race pride, self-determination, ujima or collective work 
and responsibility, Black liberation and Africa con¬ 
sciousness . 
610fari. "The Emergence of Black National Conscious 
_ 11 rr__o O n 82-83; M. Ron Karenga, "Kwanzg: Concepts and 
The Black Collegian 10, (October/November 
127-128^ Fansana Mvumbuzi and Ann Lineve Wead, 
"Kwanzaa1' A Holiday Created 15 Years Ago to Tie Black 
Americans to Africans," The Naitonal Leader, 30, Decmebe , 
1982, pp. 15-183. 
ness," pp. 
Functions," 
1979), pp. 
"Kwanzaa" 
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Other researchers, Robert Hill, Harriet Pipes MacAdoo, 
Andrew Billingsley, Niara Sudarkasa and Iva E. Curruthers 
have established that features of African American family 
life such as patterns of residence, lineage, the extended 
family and principles of interpersonal behavior were based 
on an African continuum. Generally they described the 
African American family as a network of mutually inter¬ 
dependent relationships in the Black community governed 
by specific values, specific structures and specific 
characteristics which were based on African familyhood. 
Studies by Billingsley, Hill and McAdoo demonstrated how 
these multifunctional mutual assistance kin groupings 
that are African American extended families have been 
vital to both the survival and the upward mobility of 
African Americans. According to Billingsley, these 
families carried out two major functions: (1) the main¬ 
tenance of the basic physical and social integrity of the 
family unit (e.g., the provision of food, clothing, shelter 
and health care, or instrumental function) and (2) the 
^2Robert Hill, Strengths of Black Families (New York: 
National Urban League, 1971); Harriet Pipes McAdoo, 
"Factors Related to Stability of Upwardly Mobile Black 
Families," Journal of Marriage and Family, 40 (September 
1978):61-761 Andres Billingsley. Black Families in White 
America (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey) Prentice Hall 
Publishers, 1971; Sudarkasa, "African and Afro-American 
Family Structure: A Comparison," p. 52; Iva E. Curruthers, 
"War on African Familyhood" in Sturdy Black Bridge^, ecis. 
Roseann P. Bell, Betty S. Parker and Beverly Guy-Sheffall 
(New York: Anchor Books) pp. 8-16. 
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maintenance and enhancement of socio-emot.ional relation¬ 
ships and feelings among family members on the expressive 
function. 
Through literary works, music, art forms and other 
institutions shared African American experiences were 
expressed and affirmed. Generally, cultural traditions 
reflected ways in which African American people have seen 
themselves on their own terms. The historic Black Church, 
in a generic sense, was viewed as a vehicle for revolution¬ 
ary struggle as well as the center of social and community 
life. Richard Wright stressed the emotional and 
psychological significance of the Black Church for 
0 3 
African American people in an oppressed society. In 
their research, Hortense J. Spillers and Arna Bontemps 
recognized how the Black sermon style and the tradition of 
the "Negro" preacher shaped folk expression, provided hope 
and inspiration and gave African American people the will 
63Richard Wright, "12 Million Black Voices: A Folk 
History of the Negro in the U.S.," in Richard Wright Reader, 
ed. Ellen Wright and Michel Fabre (New York: Harper ana 
Row Publishers, 1979), p. 230. 
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to survive. Like sermons, African American music was 
found to reflect a collective experience. Ann L. Carter, 
W.E.B. DuBois, Arna Bontemps, Abraham Chapman and Donald 
Byrd determined that Black music (i.e., blues, sorrow 
songs, spirituals, gospel songs, jazz and popular music) 
has not only enjoyed a prominent place in African American 
life but has reflected the hopes, struggles, frustrations, 
and dreams of African American people during critical 
historical periods, slavery, Reconstruction, Harlem 
65 
Renaissance and Militant Protest. Other critics, 
Sterling Brown, Abraham Chapman, Addison Gayle, Jr., 
Clyde Taylor, Hoyt Fuller, John O'Neal, Ishmael Reed and 
Larry Neal have maintained that African American writers 
produced a distinctive body of literature which has 
64Hortense J. Spillers, "Martin Luther King and the 
Style of the Black Sermon," The Black Scholar 1 (September 
1971):14-27; Arna Bontemps, Introduction to The Book of 
Negro Folklore by Langston Hugher and Arna Bontemps 
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1958) pp. vii-xv. 
65Ann L. Carter, "Black Music—More Than Meets the 
Ear." The Black Scholar 10 (July/August 1978); 6-9, W.t*. 
Burghardt DuBois, The Souls of Black Folk (Greenwich 
Connecticut: Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1961); Bontemps, 
Introduction to The Book of Negro Folklore p. xiv; 
Abraham Chapman ed. New Black Voices: An Anthropolofv- 
Pnntpmnnrarv Afro-American Literature (New Yor . 
American Library, 1972) p. 42; Do^Ui Byrd "Music Without 
Aesthetics: How Some Non-Musical Forces and Institutio 
Influent Change in Black Music," The Black Scholar 10 
(July/August 1978):2-5. 
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recorded the historical memories, myths, experiences and 
conditions of life for African Americans. Generally, 
they stressed the continuity that flowed between African 
American life and literature. 
Summary 
A review of the literature shows that the prevailing 
attitudes held by Euro-Americans about African Americans 
in different historical periods have been reflected in key 
aspects of children’s literary works: theme, characteriza¬ 
tions, language, illustrations, setting and roles. Various 
historical analyses confirm the parallels between the 
treatment of African Americans as victims of racism and 
^Sterling Brown, Arthur P. Davis and Ulysses Lee, 
eds., The Negro Caravan (New York: Arno Press, 1947) 
pp. 5-7; Abraham Chapman, ed. Black Voices: An Anthology 
of Afro-American Literature (New York: New York Library, 
1968) p"! 22; Addison Gayle, Jr., ed. The Black Aesthetic 
(New York: Doubleday and Company, 1972) p. v; Hoyt W. 
Fuller "Towards A Black Aesthetic," in The Black Aesthetic 
ed. Addison Gayle, Jr. (New York: Doubleday and Company, 
1972) pp. 3-11; Clyde Taylor, "The Folk Spirit and The 
Shape of Black Literature," Black World 10 (August 1972): 
31-40- John O'Neal, "Black Arts Notebook," in The Black 
Aesthetic, ed. Addison Gayle, Jr. (New York,: Doubleday 
and Company, Inc., 1972) pp. 46-56; Ismael Reed 19 
Necromancers from Now-Introduction," m New Black Voices, 
ed. Abraham Chapman (New York: New American ^ibiary 
1972) p 518; Larry Neal, "And Shine Swam On, in B1- 
Fire, ed. Larry Neal and Leroi Jones (New York: Morrow, 
1968), p. 655 
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thsir depictions in children's books. Analysts documented 
how black-inclusive books, in an American society rife with 
racism, featured derogatory images of African American 
people, reinforced white supremacy and restricted the 
development of the African American character. 
After research studies in the early sixties substan¬ 
tiated that the all white world of children's books was 
detrimental to the development of Black and non-Black 
children, there was movement toward expanding the 
representation of African Americans in books for children. 
Researchers agreed that the demands for increased inclusion 
of the minority character came out of the political, 
social and racial upheavals of the 1960s. There was 
general acknowledgement that the 1967 Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act supported the need for more books 
about African American experiences. 
As books about African Americans flooded the market 
during the late 1960s and early 1970s, critics documented 
the emergence of black characters with a white value 
perspective and bias, the persistence of racist content 
and the perserverance of distorted portrayals about African 
American life. Implicated in the conspirary to produce 
negative portrayals of African American were Euro-American 
publishers, authors and book award committees. 
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Assessments of how the African American experience 
should be portrayed varied. Most commentators agreed that 
there was a need for more positive sensitivity toward 
African Americans in children's books. There was less 
consensus about what black-oriented books should communi¬ 
cate about the African American experience. Some critics 
required that all Black-inclusive books engender African 
American perspectives. Others maintained that books about 
African American people should be used as media for 
teaching and informing all children about African American 
culture, heritage and group values. Although criticism 
offered little definition on how books might more effec¬ 
tively communicate the African American experience, they 
generally endorsed the position that books about African 
Americans for children had to be more accurate and had to 
more closely approximate African American life as African 
Americans have known and have lived it. In tandem with 
this position, critics acknowledged that authors and 
illustrators who had knowldge about the African American 
experience or who could "think Black" were best qualified 
to create accurate portrayals of African American life. 
More recent studies suggested that the accuracy of African 
American portrayals could be substantiated and measured 
by sociological and historical data emanating from African 
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American frames of reference. On a limited scale, recent 
studies have attempted to codify aspects of the African 
American experience and measure the frequency with which 
these aspects, e.g., traditions and the resistance move¬ 
ment, of African American life were portrayed in 
children's literary works. 
Guidelines and criteria developed by critics served 
two purposes. First, they were designed to assess how 
racism distorted content. Second, they were devised to 
evaluate the accuracy of African American portrayals. The 
first category of criteria guided the critic in examining 
how racism may impair certain dimensions of books. Pro¬ 
gressively the criteria became more exacting. Toward 
that end, more factors were taken into account for judging 
whether a book was racist or non-racist. The criteria 
introduced by Baker in 1938 which considered three factors 
was limiting when compared to the more detailed criteria 
organized by the Council on Interracial Books for Children 
in 1974 which considered ten factors. Standards addressed 
some combination of the following factors: illustrations, 
language, storylines, lifestyles, heroes and heroines, 
relationships, credentials of the authors and illustrators, 
effects on self-image, copyright data and author's 
perspective. 
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The second category of criteria attempted to evaluate 
the accuracy of the African American portrayals. Grounded 
in historical, literary and philosophical data derived from 
American American scholars, these instruments were devised 
to analyze the content, illustrations and author's per¬ 
spective to determine if books about the African American 
experience presented information about African American 
culture, traditions, values, aspirations, contributions, 
history, and shared group experiences. 
This study was consistent with the research designed 
to formulate more exacting ways and methodologies to assess 
the accuracy of African American portrayals in children's 
fiction. By stipulating criteria/guidelines for deter¬ 
mining if African American depictions reflect salient 
aspects of shared African American group experiences, this 
study offered a more exacting definition of how the African 
American experience may be more effectively communicated. 
Because the guidelines/criteria in this study for assessing 
the degrees to which phenomena of racism, oppression and 
caste function to distort African American portrayals were 
derived from sociological and anthropological data, their 
application should provide information lacking in other 
research for determining if the African American presenta¬ 
tion in children's fiction was restricted by the same 
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forces: racism, oppression and caste which have sub¬ 
ordinated African American people in life. Implicit in 
this study was the notion that central to the reality of 
African Ameircan people were those factors, racism, 
oppression and caste, which affect their lives in the United 
States. By discerning if data about racism, oppression, and 
caste-stratification were communicated in fiction about 
the African American experience, this undertaking, unlike 
any other research in this field to date, attempted to 
determine if the African American portrayals in children's 
realistic fiction approximated the realities of African 
American life. 
While much of the previous research has concentrated 
on how the African American experience has been distorted, 
few have attempted to identify salient aspects of shared 
African American group experiences. This study was 
designed to: (1) add to the body of literature which has 
attempted to codify how the African American experience in 
children's literature is distorted, and (2) contribute to 
an understanding of how the African American experience 
may be more affirmatively and realistically portrayed. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
Given the view that fiction has oriented children to 
their cultural heritage and has influenced their attitudes, 
behaviors and their perceptions about themselves and others, 
the purposes of this descriptive study were: (1) to deter¬ 
mine if and how the content and illustrations of realistic 
fictional books written about African Americans between 
1967 and 1982 for children ages ten to fourteen were in¬ 
fluenced by the phenomena of racism, caste-stratification 
and oppression, and (2) to determine if and how selected 
works communicated salient aspects of shared African 
American experiences. 
This investigation was based on two underlying 
hypotheses: (1) if you understand those forces that affect/ 
govern the power status of a given people in a society, then 
you can predict the extent to which their portrayals will 
be distorted in children's fiction; and (2) if you are able 
to conceptualize elements endemic to the African American 
experience, then you can validate how African American 
realities in children's fiction may be authentically affirmed. 
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Th© plan for this study includ©d th© following four 
stops, (1) selection of books to be included in the study, 
(2) construction of evaluative instruments, (3) procedure 
for analyzing the content and illustrations, and (4) 
summation of data. 
Selection of Books 
Books selected for this study were fictional books 
which feature the African American experience. Titles were 
taken from, but not limited to, four major sources: (1) 
The Black World in Literature for Children edited by Joyce 
White Miles of Atlanta University School of Library Science, 
(2) Integrated School Books prepared by the NAACP Education 
Department, (3) The Black Experience in Children's Books 
selected by Barbara Rollock, coordinator of Children's 
Services for the New York Library, 1979, and (4) the 
contemporary realistic fictional books listed under the 
category of "Books Including Blacks or Africa" contained 
in Human Values in Children's Books by The Council on 
Interracial Books for Children. 
Twenty books for older children, ages ten to fourteen, 
intermediate through junior high school level, were analyzed. 
Ten of the books were written by African American authors 
and ten works written by Euro-American writers. All were 
published between 1967 and 1982. Books selected for this 
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study were realistic fictional books which featured the 
African American character as the protagonist. 
Instrumentation 
To assess the content and illustrations of the twenty 
books this investigator developed two analytic tools. One 
instrument was used to determine the extent to which man¬ 
ifestations of racism, caste-stratification and oppression 
marred the African American experience. Another instrument 
was used to identify ways in which salient aspects of the 
African American experience were affirmed in selected works. 
Both contained criteria which were derived from sociologi¬ 
cal, anthropological and political science research. 
Assessment of Manifestations of Racism, Caste and 
Oppression. The phenomenon of racism restricted the con¬ 
tent and illustrations of contemporary realistic fiction if 
the following existed: 
1. The prediction of decisions and policies on con¬ 
siderations of race for the purpose of subordinat¬ 
ing a racial group and maintaining control over 
that group 
2. Individual whites acting against individual blacks 
3. The total white community acting against the black 
community 
4. Active pervasive operation of anti-black attitudes 
and practices 
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5. Various processes and practices of exclusion, 
rejection and subjugation based on color are’ 
built into the major public institutions (labor 
market, education, politics and law enforcement) 
6. White group's sense of its own superiority and 
inferiority of black and non-whites 
7. The propensity to categorize people who are cul¬ 
turally different in terms of non-cultural traits 
(e.g., skin color, hair, structure of face and 
eye) 
8. Scholarship as intellectualized racist theory/ 
ideology or pseudoscientific theories which posit 
the innate and permanent inferiority of non¬ 
whites 
9. Racism as a means of rewarding and promoting whites 
to obtain a sense of personal adequacy 
10. Racism transmitted from generation to generation 
as a positive social value similar to patriotism, 
religion and good manners 
11. White racism depicted as classic pathology with 
the usual destructive behavior: acting out, 
denial of reality, projection, transference of 
blame, disassociation and justification 
12. White supremacy in patterns of thought, speech 
and action 
13. White people as the real numerical minority 
illusionally feel and represent themselves as the 
world's majority although they represent a min¬ 
ority on one-tenth of the world's population 
14. African Americans illusionally feel and view them¬ 
selves as a minority of the world although they 
constitute a majority of the world's population 
15. Assumed differences in social conditions between 
one group of people and another due to innate 
group abilities and capabilities 
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To measure the extent to which the phenomenon of 
oppression distorted the illustrations and content of real¬ 
istic fiction, ten criteria were used: These included the 
following: 
1. The existence of situations in which decisions 
having positive and negative consequences on a 
people are made without those people fully par¬ 
ticipating in establishing the rules, policies 
or norms that govern those decisions 
2. Decisions affecting African American people as a 
group made by the white power structure 
3. Cultural invasion as a means of forcing those sub¬ 
ordinated to view their culture as inauthentic 
and as a means of maintaining control over the 
oppressed 
4. Inferiorization as a conscious, deliberate and 
systematic process utilized by the social system 
through all of its major and minor institutions 
(including the institution of the family) to 
shape and mold specific peoples classified by the 
racist system as nonwhite into functional in- 
feriors and become convinced of their intrinsic 
inferiority 
5. Oppression as crimes committed against humanity 
by governments 
6. Legalized oppression based on the pathology of 
American laws as ways of restricting African 
American participation in the United States 
7. 
8. 
Oppression functioning as a means of extending 
privileges to Euro—Americans 
ie use of various mechanisms of control which 
ly involve force, violence, cultural beliefs anc 
ieologies to maintain control over subordinated 
3ople 
9. The equating of whiteness with power 
The victimization of those with the highest levels 
of melanin in the epidermis 
10. 
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The phenomenon of caste marred portrayals of African 
Americans if there was an indication of the following: 
1. A fixed hierarchy of endogamous groups whose 
membership is determined permanently at birth and 
where socially defined race is the idiom employed 
to rank the white caste as superior and the black 
caste as inferior 
2. Certain hierarchically ordered occupational 
specializations within a given society must be 
carried out 
3. Groups whose membership is defined by birth as¬ 
cription are kept distinct by strong social 
sanctions 
4. Unquestioned assumptions of intellectual, moral 
and aesthetic inferiority as an inherited un¬ 
changeable aspect of particular human groups 
prevail and operate to sustain and justify social 
sanctions 
5. A phobia that contamination would result from 
contact between the "more pure" with the "less 
pure" individuals exists (e.g., children are 
socialized in a way to emphasize the polluting 
nature of contact with the Black caste) 
6. African Americans representing what is primitively 
aggressive and sexual and what is racially and 
ritually unclean and debasing 
7. High caste and low caste relations approximate 
adult-child relations 
8. The status of low caste people is determined by 
"the will of God” 
9. Members of the pariah caste as unsocialized beings 
10. High caste women as beautiful, prized and revered 
beings while low caste women depicted as un¬ 
desirable and denigrated humans 
Low caste people as naturally servile, passive, 
irresponsible and generally deserving of their 
status 
11. 
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12. The existence of an overarching ideology de¬ 
veloped by the dominant group to rationalize 
and support the inferior position of caste 
minorities 
13. The occupation of two different worlds which 
require different attitudes, values, personal¬ 
ities, skills and behavioral patterns by caste 
groups 
14. Institutionalization of differences in their 
formal education of African Americans and Euro- 
Americans 
15. Existence of caretaker institutions (e.g., 
welfare, and economic, legal, communication, 
education and political institutions) controlled 
by the dominant caste in African American 
communities 
16. Lower school performance on the part of African 
Americans as an adaptation to their lower social 
and occupational positions in adult life 
The items listed on the instrument, The Assessment of 
Manifestations of Racism, Oppression and Caste, matched the 
features of racist, oppressive and caste-like societies as 
defined and described by various social scientists. Al¬ 
though the concomittants of societies governed by some form 
of oppression (i.e., attitudes, values and rules that govern 
group interaction and social behavior) may be similar, the 
following understanding of the terms racism, oppression 
and caste obtained in this study: 
1 Racism was the predication of decisions and 
policies based on race for the purpose of sub- 
ordinating and maintaining control over one racial 
group regarded as "inferior” by another racial 
Iroup which viewed itself as "superior." Ia 
permeated all minor and major institutions for t 
purpose of perpetuating white supremacy/superiority 
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2. Oppression addressed the power factor. It was 
viewed as the dynamic process by which one seg¬ 
ment of society maintained the power by exploiting 
and controlling another segment of society for 
the purposes of generating privileges, unfair 
advantages and systematic headstarts. It was 
based on government directed actions and policies 
which have resulted in crimes against humanity. 
The phenomenon of oppression functioned to 
decimate the culture of those subordinated. 
3. A caste-like system was considered a hierarchy 
of endogamus groups whose membership was deter¬ 
mined permanently at birth. Socially defined race 
was the idiom employed to rank the white caste as 
superior and the black caste as inferior in the 
American milieu. In a racially stratified society 
governed by the principle of caste, major and 
minor institutions were organized to prepare 
groups to accept roles, occupational and social, 
as determined by the hierarchical order permanently 
ascribed by birth. 
To determine the extent to which content and illus¬ 
trations were distorted by the phenomena of racism, 
oppression and caste-stratification, the instrument, The 
Assessment of Manifestations of Racism, Oppression and 
Caste, as shown in Table 1 was constructed to record three 
kinds of data. First, the presence of distortions governed 
by racism, oppression and caste-stratification was noted. 
Second, examples of distortions occurring in the six 
aspects of books (illustrations, settings, relationships, 
characterizations, language and perspective) were recorded. 
Third, with these data, a summary review of the nature and 
quality of distortions for each book was rendered according 
to the form displayed in Table 2. 
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Table 2 
Summary of the Assessment of Manifestations of 
Racism, Oppression and Caste for Each Book 
Book Title:_ 
Author :_Race /Gender 
Illustrator:_Race/Gender 
Publisher:__ 
Place :_Date :_ 
Brief Synopsis:_ 
Prevalent type of distortions: racism_ 
oppression_ caste_ 
Area of book most distorted: illustration_ 
language_ setting_ relationships 
characterization_ perspective_ 
Summary of Findings 
Illustrations 
Settings 
Language 
Relationships 
Characterization 
Perspective 
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Assessment of Salient Aspects of Shared African American 
Experience. Fictional books about African Americans 
communicated salient aspects of shared African American 
experiences if illustrations and content communicated the 
following elements: (1) kinship patterns, (2) concept of 
struggle, (3) Afro-centric values, frames of reference and 
orientations, (4) heritage symbols, (5) indigenous in¬ 
stitutions, (6) Afro-centric modes of communication, and 
(7) cultural products. These seven aspects of shared American 
experience were defined in the following terms: 
1. Kinship patterns referred to the structures of 
African American family life which were based on African 
antecedents and have enabled people of African descent to 
survive in the United States. They were construed as net¬ 
works of mutually interdependent relationships which were 
governed by specific values, structures and characteris¬ 
tics. The extended family, high incidence of informal 
adoption, collective child care, diverse patterns of 
residence, multi-functional mutual assistance kin group¬ 
ings, and the importance of grandparents have distinguished 
African American kinship patterns. 
2. The concept of struggle referred to all those 
political movements, active resistance strategies and cul¬ 
tural programs African American people have used to end 
oppression and achieve freedom in their lives. 
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3. Afro-centric values, orientations and frames of 
reference were deemed as defined ways in which African 
American people collectively perceived their reality and 
which were derived from their particular social, political 
and cultural milieu. For example, soul, an Afro-centric 
orientation manifest in expressions of long suffering and 
great emotion, pervade aspects of African American daily 
life and culture. 
4. Heritage symbols oriented African American people 
to significant aspects of their collective historical and 
cultural experience. For example, the bendora flag con¬ 
ceived by Marcus Garvey gave African people three national 
colors: (1) Black for African American people, (2) red 
for struggle and (3) green for the African American 
people's hopes and their youth who signify those hopes. 
These symbols functioned to remind African American people 
who they are as a people, where they came from, and where 
they are going. 
5. Indigenous institutions referred to religious, 
social and civic institutions as the Black Church, Black 
Press and informal associations founded by African Americans 
to preserve their cultural integrity and propagate their 
way of life. The Black Church generically typified an 
indigenous African American institution which has functioned 
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as revolutionary force and social agency within the Black 
Community. Since the founding of the first African Ameri¬ 
can newspaper in the United States, Freedom’s Journal in 
1827, the Black press has sought to present African 
American perspectives. 
6. African American modes of communication referred 
to the expressive conduits of the culture. Interactional 
patterns, Black dialect (i.e., Africanized forms of English 
reflecting Black America's linguistic-culture, African 
heritage and conditions of servitude, oppression and life 
in America), and Black language (i.e., Euro-American speech 
and Afro-American meaning, nuance, tone and gesture) were 
observed under this rubric. Black discourse as called 
response, signification (e.g., the dozens of "signifying 
monkey"), tone semantics (i.e., speakers rely on tone, 
rhyme, rhythm and repetitive sounds to convey meaning), 
image making and metaphor, and narrative sequencing were 
construed as Afro-centric modes of communication. The use 
of highly colorful and exaggerated speech patterns were 
considered in this category. 
7. Cultural products referred to intellectual and 
imaginative work in three areas: art, music and litera¬ 
ture, that reflected African American culture as a shared 
way of life. Visual arts which illustrated African 
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American culture were considered. Music, sacred and 
secular, such as spirituals, gospel, jazz, soul and con¬ 
temporary Black music shaped by a distinctive African 
American culture was considered a collective and salient 
phenomenon of African American people. African American 
literature referred to a distinctive body of literary ex¬ 
pression produced by African American writers which 
described, narrated and communicated the historical 
memories, myths, experiences and conditions of life for 
African American people. It illuminated, affirmed and 
celebrated the cultural richness and diversity of the 
African American experience. 
The second instrument, The Assessment of Salient 
Aspects of Shared African American Experience, shown in 
Table 3, was designed to document the extent to which 
fictional books communicated salient aspects of shared 
African American experience in three ways. First, the 
presence of affirmations of shared African American 
experience was recorded. Second, examples of affirmations 
of shared African American experiences were presented in 
illustrations, settings, relationships, characteristics 
and perspective. Third, a summary of the nature of 
affirmations was rendered for each book in accordance with 
the form displayed by Table 4. Given the weight of this 
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Table 4 
Summary of the Assessment of Affirmations of 
Salient Aspects of Shared African American 
Experience for Each Book 
Book Title:_ 
Author:_Race/Gender 
Illustrator :_Race / Gender 
Publisher:_ 
Place :_Date:_ 
Brief Synopsis:_ 
I. Rating 
A. Presence of affirmations: 
1. Low 
2. Medium (2 to 3 categories checked) 
3. High (4 or more categories checked) 
B. Type of affirmations: 
Kinship patterns 
Concept of struggle 
Afro-centric values 
Heritage symbols 
Indigenous institutions 
Afro-centric modes of communication 
Table 4 (continued) 
Cultural product 
II. Summary 
Illustrations 
Settings 
Relationships 
Characterizations 
Perspective 
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information, a given book was rated low, medium and high 
in its ability to effectively communicate salient aspects 
of shared African American experience. 
Procedure 
To analyze the content of fictional books about 
African Americans, the following steps were taken: 
1. All books were read for the purpose of develop¬ 
ing a brief synopsis of each. 
2. Ten books written by Euro-American authors were 
reviewed to determine the presence or absence of manifesta¬ 
tions of racism, oppression and caste-stratification. The 
instrument, Assessment of Manifestations of Racism, 
Oppression and Caste, was the basis for evaluating this 
population of selected books. 
3. Ten books written by African American authors were 
subjected to the instrument, Assessment of Affirmations 
of Salient Aspects of Shared African American Experience. 
This population of selected books was read to identify 
specific instances in which the African American were 
affirmed. Examples of salient aspects of shared African 
American experiences were recorded and each book was rated 
accordingly. 
4. A summary of the assessment of each book in both 
populations was completed. 
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Rationale for the Assessment 
The two instruments, The Assessment of Manifestations 
of Racism, Oppression and Caste and The Assessment of 
Salient Aspects of Shared African American Experience, 
were designed to identify two types of data, distortions 
and affirmations of the African American experience, con¬ 
tained in children’s books about African American people. 
The investigation of how shared African American experience 
might be revealed according to Black norms—the way 
African American people have seen themselves through their 
own eyes and on their own terms—was limited to the pop¬ 
ulation of books by African American authors. Presumably, 
Africam American authors as members of an African American 
culture, a shared way of life which included a common 
history, language, behavior patterns, values, attitudes 
and worldview, would provide affirmations of their ex¬ 
perience. On the other hand, the analysis of manifesta¬ 
tions of racism, oppression and caste was limited to 
books written by Euro-American writers. It was determined 
that notions about how white America viewed African 
American people and their experience might be derived from 
books by these authors. Moreover, it seemed reasonable 
to surmise that the beneficiaries of a society stratified 
by race, power and caste and members of a dominant 
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Euro-American culture would provide data about the sub¬ 
ordinated status of African American people from a unique 
vantage point. 
No systematic attempt was made to compare the degree 
to which African American and Euro-American authors 
approximated an authentic representation of the African 
American experience. More importantly, this study did 
compare the devices used by African American and Euro- 
American authors to orient their audiences to an African 
American experience and it did evaluate the salient issues 
addressed by African American and Euro-American authors in 
mediating the African American experience. 
Summation of Data 
On the basis of data generated from this analytic pro¬ 
cess which involved two sets of evaluations: (1) 
assessment of manifestations of racism, oppression and 
caste; and (2) assessment of affirmations of salient as¬ 
pects of shared African American experience, a descriptive 
analysis was presented in response to five research ques¬ 
tions : 
1. Which aspects of books—illustrations, language, 
setting, relationships, characterizations and perspective- 
are most distorted by racism, caste-stratification and 
oppression? 
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2. Which is the most prevalent form of distortion? 
3. To what extent do books about African Americans 
communicate salient aspects of their shared experiences? 
4. Which aspect of shared African American experience 
is most frequently portrayed? 
5. In which major ways does the treatment of the 
African experience by African American writers differ from 
the portrayal shaped by non-African American writers? 
Findings were presented in accordance with these questions. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN'S BOOKS FOR 
MANIFESTATIONS OF RACISM, OPPRESSION AND CASTE 
The illustrations and content of ten fiction works 
about the African American experience written by Euro- 
American authors published between 1967 and 1982 were 
analyzed to determine the extent to which manifestations of 
racism, oppression and caste-stratification mar the presen¬ 
tation. The findings and interpretation of this study 
were based on data yielded by subjecting the books in this 
population to the analytic instrument, The Assessment of 
Manifestations of Racism, Oppression and Caste, developed 
by this researcher. All works studied were written by 
Euro-American women. 
This chapter was organized to present the findings 
of the first part of this two-part study. First, a synopsis 
of each book included in this population was given. Second, 
results of the assessment of manifestations of racism, 
oppression and caste as found in books featuring the 
African American experience were presented to respond to 
two research questions: 
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1* Which aspects of selected books, illustrations, 
language, setting, relationships, characterizations and 
perspective are most distorted by racism, oppression and 
caste stratification? 
2. Which is the most prevalent form of distortion? 
Population 
The ten books analyzed are listed in table 5. A 
brief synopsis is given for each work in this population 
in Appendix A. 
Findings 
A summary of the major distortions found in the 
population of books analyzed is presented in table 6. 
Results of the study identified how the most prevalent 
forms of racism, oppression and caste were manifested in 
the following six aspects of selected books: (1) illustra¬ 
tions, (2) setting-, (3) language, (4) relationships, 
(5) characterizations, and (6) perspective. 
Illustrations 
An assessment of the illustrations entailed an 
examination of all the art and graphics found in selected 
works. In this analysis, an attempt was made to determine 
the extent to which illustrations visually reinforced 
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Table 5 
Population of Books by 
Euro-American Authors 
Author Title 
Year of 
Publication 
Charlotte Baker Cocklebur Quarters 1972 
Betty Baum A New Home for Theresa 1968 
Louise Fitzhugh Nobody's Family is Going 
To Change 
1974 
Bette Greene Philip Hall Likes Me. 
I Reckon Maybe. 
1974 
Belinda 
Hurmence 
A Girl Called Boy 1982 
Elizabeth Jennifer, Hecate Macbeth, 1968 
Konigsbury William McKinley and Me, 
Elizabeth 
Ruth White 
Miller 
The City Rose 1977 
Michele Murray Nellie Cameron 
• 
1971 
Sarah Sargent Edward Troy and the 
Witch Cat 
1978 
Ouida 
Sebestyen 
Words By Heart 1979 
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and/or reflected racism, oppression and caste stratifica¬ 
tion prevalent in the United States. 
Distorted visuals were found in six of the seven 
books which contained illustrations as shown in table 7. 
No evidence of distorted illustrations was found in one 
book, Nellie Cameron. The four visuals featuring African 
American characters in this book were determined to be 
realistic and appealing. 
An analysis of illustrations in these books showed that 
drawings in children’s fiction may be distorted in three 
ways. First, illustrations reinforced racism by manifesting 
anti-black thinking. This was typified in Cocklebur 
Quarters, where the drawings of African American characters 
were distorted by exaggerated, missing and blurry physical 
features. In this book, neither Dolph, the main character, 
an African American boy, nor Jake, an African American man, 
had unique and distinctive physical characteristics. In 
contrast to these illustrations of major African American 
characters, the drawings of an incidental white figure 
reflects carefully etched facial features, a hand with 
five distinguishable fingers and a definite hairline. 
Second, illustrations manifested oppression by 
confirming that African American people were subject to 
the control and power of Euro-Americans. For example, three 
of the eight illustrations in Philip Hall Likes Me.-1 
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Reckon Maybe manifested oppression in their content. 
Illustrations of two Euro-American males placed them in 
situations in which their decisions affected African 
American people in critical ways. In one drawing, Cyrus 
J. Putterham, the white store owner, ultimately determined 
whether or not Beth, the main character, and her comrades 
could redeem their defective merchandise. In another, 
William Paulsen, a white man, is shown controlling the 
outcome of the calf-fitting contest. These images were in 
stark contrast to the depiction of Eugene Lambert, the 
African American parent and husband, who appeared helpless 
and powerless in controlling the loss of his turkeys. 
Taken together, these illustrations reinforced the ideology 
of oppression which maintained that decisions affecting 
African American people as a group were made by the white 
power structure. 
Third, manifestations of caste were prevalent in the 
portraitures of African American women found in three books 
Cocklebur Quarters, Nobody's Family Is Going to Change, and 
Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, 
Elizabeth. Images in these works conformed to a caste mode 
as African American women appeared as low caste women: 
undesirable and denigrated. For example, half or live of 
the illustrations in Cocklebur Quarters portrayed African 
American females from Mrs. Randall, a neighbor, to Madam 
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Astro, the fortune teller, as obese with coarse features 
and no eyes. 
Settings 
Settings were defined as background for the story or 
when and where the story took place. Consideration was 
given to whether or not the story was staged in an urban, 
suburban or rural community and the time period in which 
events occurred. The extent to which the society depicted 
in a given work was stratified by race, power and caste 
was analyzed. 
Four books were set in contemporary urban communities. 
Nellie Cameron was set in Washington, D.C.; Edward Troy and 
the Witch Cat was set in metropolitan Chicago. Both 
Nobody's Family Is Going to Change and A New Home for 
Theresa took place in New York City. While a transition 
from Harlem to Queens was made in A New Home for Theresa, 
Manhattan formed the backdrop for Nobody's Family Is Going 
to Change. Jennifer, Hecate , Macbeth, William McKinley 
and Me. Elizabeth, a contemporary work, was set in a 
suburban area within commuting distance of New York City. 
Four books were set in rural towns. Two, Philip Hall 
Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe and Cocklebur Quarters , took place 
during contemporary times. Rural Randolph County, Arkansas 
provided the background for Philip Hall Likes Me.-1 Reckon 
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Maybe while a small section of a rural town shaped Cocklebur 
Quarters. Words by Heart was set in the early 1900's in the 
western town of Bethel Springs. The 1850’s marked the time 
period for A Girl Called Boy based in western North 
Carolina. The contemporary scenes in The City Rose shifted 
from urban Detroit to the rural town of Mt. Hope, North 
Carolina. 
By and large, the settings in nine books conformed to 
caste as shown in table 8. Generally, places where African 
American people lived subscribed to two basic conditions. 
First, the settings suggested that aesthetics and properties 
of cleanliness served as the basis for distinguishing 
"white" modes of living from "black" modes of living. This 
was exemplified in A New Home for Theresa as Harlem, an 
African American community, was distinguished as "a dirty, 
ugly section of the city" (p. 53). On the other hand, the 
mostly white cooperative development situated in the 
middle of an all-Black neighborhood of Queens was depicted 
as a positive place to live because of its shopping mall, 
"gardens full of flowers" and "lots of grass." (p. 57). 
Implicit in this story was the fact that beautiful, clean 
and fancy living arrangements were reserved for Euro- 
Americans who were protected from decadent all-Black 
neighborhoods by boulevards, bridges and other physical 
barriers. 
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Second, where African American people lived or may 
live seemed largely controlled by their caste-like status. 
Affixed to the lowest status occupations in a caste- 
stratified social order, African American families in three 
books: Cocklebur Quarters, Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, 
William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth, and Words by Heart 
either resided in or had the option to reside in servant 
and/or servant-like domiciles. This was illustrated in 
Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, 
Elizabeth which took place in a new town located in 
suburban New York where Elizabeth, the white girl, lived 
in an apartment, and Jennifer, the African American girl, 
resided in the caretaker's house opposite the apartment 
complex. The descriptions of the residences of African and 
Euro-American substantiated the caste stratification in 
the larger society as whites were placed on expansive 
estates, apartment buildings and houses and the lone 
African American character lived in servant quarters on the 
estate owned by Mrs. Samuellson, a white lady who lived 
in the "big white house." 
The same conditions held for Emeline Burch, the 
single parent in Cocklebur Quarters and Ben Sills and his 
family in Words by Heart. Emeline Burch enjoyed the 
option of "living under the boss's eye" in the nice house 
in the rear of her white employers, the Caspers. In 
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Words by Heart, Ben Sills and his family resided in a 
rented house on the property of and in close proximity 
to his white employer, Mrs. Chism. 
For the most part, settings which were structured to 
limit African American people to ugly, rat-infested, 
crowded, squalid, servant-like quarters, low-income 
projects, or storefront houses presented strong evidence 
to support the fact that African American people 
personified the pariahs of American culture. They were 
shown to occupy a place in the social order below which 
no other members of the American society might sink. 
Language 
In assessing language, consideration was given to the 
extent to which linguistic bias was evident. Given the 
fact that language has reflected and transmitted socio¬ 
political dimensions of a society/culture, attention was 
paid to how expressions and terminology were used to 
subordinate African American people. In this category, 
the equation of blackness with badness was weighed. 
Inconsistencies manifested in language usage were studied. 
For example, was the race of the Euro-Americans omitted 
while the race of African Americans explicitly given? 
Additionally, the use of loaded words which carried 
offensive overtones was examined. 
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Evidence of linguistic bias was found in all ten works 
in this population as presented in table 9. Generally, 
the selective use of descriptive terms or expressions 
which applied exclusively to African American characters 
or their experiences along with the general manipulation 
of the language by Euro-American authors to either 
subordinate or inferiorize African American people and their 
cultural milieu fostered racism, perpetuated oppression 
and assigned a caste-like status to African American 
people. 
Racism. The most prevalent form of racism manifested in the 
language of seven books was anti-black thinking. This was 
expressed in two ways. First, linguistic bias prevailed 
as those things which were demonic, loathsome and carried 
negative overtones were colored black. Second, it was 
found in statements which described African American people 
as pejorations of Euro—American standards. 
For example, anti-black attitudes were in evidence 
as black animals were assigned negative qualities in two 
books: Edward Troy and the Witch Cat and Words by Hea_rt. 
The black cat in Edward Troy and the Witch Cat appeared 
with ears "all frayed and chewed from fights" (p. 11) and 
was shown to be "witch-like," "strange-looking," 
"dangerous," "feeble" and "demon-like. Similarly, there 
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was a proliferation of anti-black attitudes in Words by 
Heart as the black kitten was called a "little black 
devil." (p. 36) Also in this book, the rodent that 
disrupted the class of children was described as "a black 
long-tailed rat." (p. 114) 
By associating blackness with badness, the language 
in three books, Nobody's Family Is Going to Change, The 
City Rose, and Words by Heart reinforced anti-black 
attitudes. In Words by Heart, a black hat was worn by 
Tater, the white boy, who killed Ben Sills, the African 
American man. In one episode of Nobody's Family Is Going 
to Change, Emma, the African American girl in a self- 
deprecating way imagined herself as a "black mess." She 
painted herself in a court of law as a buffoon, and thereby 
perpetuated a negative stereotype as expressed in the 
following passage: 
Who would ever hire a fat black mess to defend them? 
She had a vision of herself in a large, flowered 
dress and straw had like somebody out of a cotton 
field, addressing the court. 
"Your honor, may it please the court." 
"Who is that woman? Get that woman out of here. 
Clear the court of these people not connected with 
the trial." (p. 54) 
In A New Home for Theresa, black skin color became associa¬ 
ted with being dumb. In this book, there was no information 
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to refute the allegation that "You're a lot Black so 
you're a lot dumb" (p. 18). 
Linguistic bias was eminent in two books, Nellie 
Cameron and Nobody's Family Is Going to Change, as African 
American people were described as inferior imitations of 
white models. For example, in one scene of Nobody's 
Family Is Going to Change, Emma called her brother "the 
nigger Nijinsky" (p. 29). Why couldn't Emma have called 
her brother "Arthur Mitchell,” "Dudley Williams," or "Alvin 
Ailey"? The term "nigger Nijinsky" communicated three 
things. First, it suggested that Nijinsky, the Russian 
dancer, was the standard for measuring dance. Second, it 
suggested that the term "nigger," a derogatory racial 
epithet, accurately defined and labeled the talents of an 
African American person. Third, it intimated that African 
Americans existed only as imitations of white dancers. In 
Nellie Cameron, the same bias obtained in the swift i 
indictment of African American people who "purely ain't" 
white by Mrs. Cameron in this passage: 
There's black folks even worse'n white, cause they 
playing white and they purely ain't. (p. 28) 
Anit-black thinking was prevalent in such expressions 
where African American people were projected as not meeting 
Euro-American criteria. 
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Oppression. Oppression in the form of cultural invasion, 
a means of forcing African Americans to view their culture 
and heritage in inauthentic terms, tempered the language 
of most or eight books as identified by table 9. Cultural 
invasion was most consistently displayed in three ways: 
(1) derogatory descriptions of Africa and African culture, 
(2) denigrating depictions of African American culture, 
and (3) negative descriptions of the civil rights movement. 
For example, linguistic bias was evident in both Jennifer, 
Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth and 
Nobody's Family Is Going to Change as Africa was described 
as a land of witchcraft. This representation of African 
life and culture found in Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William 
McKinley and Me, Elizabeth reduced Africa to a place 
inhabited by "witch doctors" and "plenty of lions": 
Even in Africa where there are plenty of witches 
called witch doctors and plenty of lions, not 
many witches get lion's milk. (p. 67) 
In a like manner, the passage found in Nobody's Family Is 
Going to Change implied that the practice of medicine was 
alien to Africa and that training or education was not a 
prerequisite for practicing medicine in that part of the 
world: 
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Emma opened it up. It was a medical book. 
It seemed to be a book you could take into the 
jungles of Africa. You could stay for years curing 
people right and left without even being a doctor 
(p. 38) 
This statement would force the reader to view the practice 
of medicine in the United States as the only legitimate/ 
authentic way to treat infirmities/illness. Unbiased 
accounts about the efficacy of both traditional African and 
western medical practice which would give credence to the 
value of both schools of medicine would propagate a more 
authentic/accurate view. 
In two other books, The City Rose and Philip Hall 
Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe, Africa was described as the 
land of Tarzan and Jane. Recollections of Africa were 
almost identical in these works. In Philip Hall Likes Me. 
I Reckon Maybe, Africa was projected in these terms: 
Walking again, I got to remembering how' Tarzan 
swung from tree to tree across the entire African 
continent without once touching ground. I looked 
overhead. But Arkansas pines weren’t growing no 
ropes. Not this season. (p. 107) 
Tarzan and Jane along with tigers and headhunters also 
shaped the Africa found in The City Rose: 
She decided to play Tarzan and Jane. The woods 
were soon crawling with tigers and snakes. Monkeys 
screamed at her from their perches and she stayed 
close to Tarzan. She took a trip with him through 
the land of headhunters. . . Dee complained to 
Tarzan about how tired she was of eating coconuts 
and bananas. (p. 55) 
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An inauthentic view of the world—a distorted and 
untruthful view of Black people—was maintained by such 
passages. 
Condemnation of African life and culture was replete 
in descriptions found in A New Home for Theresa and A Girl 
Called Boy. According to the message in A New Home for 
Theresa, "it took a lot of courage to go around looking 
like an African" (p. 59). In A Girl Called Boy, Africans 
who were enslaved in the United States represented a 
culture made up of "magic charms," "conjures," "Kush-Kush," 
queer Afrikee talk" and a religion similar to witchcraft. 
Such language which suggested that Africanisms retained by 
Africans in the United States amounted to merely food 
and magic functioned as a vehicle of cultural invasion, a 
means of forcing an audience to view the culture of African 
Americans, a subordinated people, in inauthentic/inaccurate 
terms. 
Descriptions of the civil rights struggle which pro¬ 
jected an inauthentic view of the African American 
experience were identified as forms of cultural invasion. 
In two books, Nellie Cameron and The City Rose, references 
about the significance of the civil rights era for African 
American people contained linguistic bias. For example, 
the urban upheavals in Washington, D.C. during the civil 
rights era were termed: "men . . . running around . . . 
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putting out fires, grabbing things from burning stores 
and running" (p. 15) in Nellie Cameron. In The City Rose, 
the reaction by African Americans to laws requiring 
segregated educational systems was defined as "complaining" 
(P* 4°)* The use of such terminology tended to diminish 
the import of the struggle of African American people 
against oppression and distort the reality as African 
American people historically know it. 
Caste. Generally, expressions, terms and descriptions were 
skewed to reinforce one dimension of caste: high caste or 
Euro-American women are beautiful, prized and revered 
beings, while low caste or African American women are 
undesirable and denigrated humans. This type of linguistic 
bias prevailed in three ways: (1) the use of disparaging 
references for Black mothers, (2) contrasting descriptions 
of African and Euro-American women, and (3) referrents to 
African American women as animal-like, ugly, fat, mammy¬ 
like or otherwise abnormal. As shown in table 9, nine of 
the selected works contained such manifestations of caste. 
Two books, Edward Troy and the Witch Cat and Nellie 
Cameron employed descriptive expressions to denigrate 
African American mothers. An African American man in 
Edward Troy and the Witch Cat was termed "'Peaches’ momma's 
man" (p. 67). A coat worn stood out as "Ma’s old 
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man-getting coat" in Nellie Cameron (p. 22). Such 
terminology, consistent with the designations (e.g., Mary's 
Tom) assigned to enslaved African American men and women 
by Euro-Americans during slavery, defined the roles of 
African American men as the possessions of African American 
women in a limited way—their sex partners or companions— 
and emphasized in a backhanded way the sexual promiscuity 
of African American women. 
Examples of how Euro-American women were portrayed 
in superlative terms while African American women were 
shown as undesirable humans predominated in other works. 
This pattern prevailed in A New Home for Theresa. The 
pronounced assets of Euro-American females included: 
"soft brown eyes" (p. 148), "lovely face with a sprinkling 
of freckles" (p. 108), and the gentle quality of blue eyes. 
On the other hand, African American females with flat 
frog-like countenances (p. 106), blunt noses and wide lips 
(p. 163) with dark skins represented the antithesis of 
beauty. The physical attributes of the one African 
American female judged as pretty were not mentioned. 
Similarly, the contrasting descriptions assigned to Euro- 
and African American women stood out in The City Rose. 
While a white teacher was featured as "a white lady with 
pretty blond hair and blue eyes," (p. 48) African American 
women were described as caricatures. In this book, Aunt 
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Lulu was presented as "a large black woman in a bright 
yellow coat" and looked like "a blown up Mama" (p. 9). 
In most instances, African American women were 
presented physically as animal-like, ugly mammy-like or 
otherwise abnormal. This tendency was exemplified in the 
depiction of Emma, in Nobody's Family Is Going to Change. 
Her physical appearance was likened to animals and 
inanimate objects. She was characterized as looking like 
a pig (p. 19), feeling like a fat frog (p. Ill) with arms 
and legs which resembled "four brown punching bags" (p. 4). 
In a similar vein, in Words by Heart, Lena was described in 
this way: 
[Lena] was different and comical-looking, oozing 
like dark dough over the edge of her last year's 
Sunday dress. (p. 5) 
Characterizations 
Characterizations were evaluated on the basis of the 
qualities and attributes assigned to African American and 
non-African American characters, and factors which shaped 
the main characters were weighed. The main characters in 
these books were African American children between seven 
and twelve years old. The adventures of young African 
American boys were the subjects of two books, Cocklebur 
Quarters and Edward Troy and the Witch Cat. The seven books 
focusing on the developmental issues of young girls 
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included: A_New Home for Theresa, The City Rose, Philip 
Likes Me._I Reckon Maybe. Words by Heart. A Girl 
Named Boy, Nellie Cameron, and Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth. 
William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth. The experiences of two 
siblings, Emma, eleven years old, and Willie, seven years 
old, were narrated in Nobody's Family Is Going to Change. 
Generally, major characters confronted and reconciled 
identity issues, family problems, social concerns and 
personal dilemmas. Dee Bristol in The City Rose and 
Theresa Ellmsby in A New Home for Theresa were sixth graders 
who faced similar problems. Each had to deal with such 
critical psycho-social issues as the death of family 
members, the adjustment ot surrogate parents, self-identity, 
racial hostility, and survival in unfamiliar surroundings. 
Highly intelligent young girls were depicted in five books. 
Giftedness was an attribute which distinguished Jennifer in 
Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, 
Elizabeth, twelve year old Lena Sills in Words by Heart, 
eleven year old Emma Sheridan in Nobody's Family Is Going 
to Change, and eleven year old Beth Lambert in Philip Hall 
Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe. The clever personality of 
eleven year old Blanche Overtha Yancey was displayed in 
A Girl Called Boy. 
The characterizations of African American boys, Edward 
Troy in Edward Troy and the Witch Cat and Dolph Burch in 
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Cocklebur Quarters, were marked by ingenuity and inventive¬ 
ness. Talented Willie Sheridan, the seven year old tap 
dancing prodigy, stood out in Nobody’s Family Is Going to 
Change. 
According to the assessment of characterizations in 
selected books, it was determined that the behavior and 
physical attributes of major and minor characters were 
affected by racism, oppression and caste-stratification. 
Table 10 summarizes the extent to which characterizations 
subscribe to these phenomena. 
Racism. Through most characterizations, racism in the 
form of anti-black attitudes was expressed. The attitudes 
were evident in two ways. First, the physical attributes 
of hair and skin texture of African American characters 
were bases for derision. Second, they were manifested in 
characterizations in which being pro-black was deemed an 
impediment rather than an asset. 
Anti-black attitudes distorted the physical attributes 
of African American characters. Both Edward Troy in 
Edward Troy and the Witch Cat and Mr. Eugene Lambert in 
Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe appeared ’’polished.” 
While Edward Troy "looked like his momma polished him” 
(p. 7), Mrs. Lambert's face "looked as polished as black 
shoes on Sunday morning" (p. 18). In the same way, Miss 
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Maude Grace, a minor figure, in The City Rose possessed 
the ’polished” look because her skin was "so black it 
shone" (p. 31). 
Anti-black attitudes were further propagated as the 
hair of African American females was targeted for ridicule 
in four books. Lena Sills in Words by Hart was startled 
by the mirror's reflection of her "spiky plaits" (p. 59). 
In Nobody's Family Is Going To Change, Emma Sheridan’s 
hair was also unattractive for her Afro hair "did not stand 
up like everyone else's but grew sideways reminding her of 
a bird she had seen in the Bronx Zoo" (p. 4). The braided 
hairstyle of Theresa Elmsby in A New Home for Theresa also 
resembled avain plumage. In The City Rose, Dee Bristol's 
appearance was marred by hair that needs to be "tamed" as 
described in this excerpt: 
Dee combed her hair and tried to plaster it down 
but it refused to be tamed. It still stood in a 
pile of frizz. (p. 21) 
In a different way, anti-black attitudes were trans¬ 
mitted through the characterization of Mrs. Chinton, the 
foster mother from Harlem, in A New Home for Theresa. 
Her desire to know the "truth" about Black people, her 
knowledge on the "long and wonderful history of Africa" 
(p. 90), her high regard for Black leaders, her preference 
for being referred to as Afro-American, and her "black 
nationalist thinking" (p. 94) were some of the 
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procivilities that cast Mrs. Chinton, a short dark skinned 
African American woman in an unfavorable light. Both 
Mr. Chinton, her husband, and Theresa, her foster daughter, 
yearned for her to be less pro-black. In short, Mrs. 
Chinton s character was flawed because of her pro—black 
attitudes and qualities. By being too black this 
character was deemed undesirable. 
Oppression. Overwhelmingly, the attributes and qualities 
which shaped African American characterizations corresponded 
to one aspect of oppression: the phenomenon of inferiori- 
zation, a conscious deliberate and systematic process 
utilized by the social system to mold African American 
people to behave as functional inferiors. As shown in 
table 10, this was prevalent in the characterizations of 
all books analyzed. Generally, this was conveyed through 
African American characterizations in four ways: (1) 
the expression of self-deprecating attitudes African 
American characters had about themselves, (2) their general 
acceptance of the inferiority of other African American 
people and their cultural milieu, (3) their demonstrated 
unintelligence, ignorance or obtuseness, and (4) their 
willingness to behave as functional inferiors to their 
Euro-American counterparts. 
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Characters in four books: Emma Sheridan in Nobody’s 
Family Is Going to Change, Lena Sills in Words by Heart. 
Dee Bristol in The_City Rose, and Theresa Ellsmby in A New 
Home for Theresa, exhibited self-deprecating attitudes. 
Such attitudes were vividly illustrated in Nobody’s Family 
Is Going to Change as Emma, in the midst of her all-white 
class and upon looking at her reflection in the mirror, 
admitted feeling and looking like an animal: 
She had felt like an animal, sometimes at school 
like a strange animal always upon looking in 
the mirror like a fat animal. (p. 169) 
Emma’s indictment of her own humanity is similar to Dee 
Bristol's condemnation of her physical attributes in The 
City Rose. Throughout most of this story, Dee perceived 
herself as a person with animalistic attributes. She 
thought of herself as mouselike and bearing resemblance 
to a great big black shiny skunk with a stripe down her 
back. Additionally, she felt ugly, too tiny and ashamed 
of her hair. So unsightly did Lena Sills find her own 
appearance that "she jumped a foot before she saw that the 
rascal face" (p. 58) was hers in a mirror in one scene of 
Words by Heart. Theresa Ellmsby, the main character in A 
New Home for Theresa, was convinced of her intrinsic 
inferiority. She vilified her physical features: skin 
color, hair and hands. In one scene she was shown hiding 
her hair: 
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Except for her hair, she thought she looked well 
. . . when she redid her braid she made sure it 
was pushed back on her head where it might escane 
notice. (p. 98) 
The idea that her black hands were inferior to white hands 
was advanced during another episode: 
All she could see of the girl were two white hands. 
She marveled at them . . . Her own hands were 
much darker on the nail side than they were on 
the palm side. She hid her hands quickly. (p. 106) 
The fact that Edward Troy in Edward Troy and the Witch 
Cat and Dolph Burch in Cocklebur Quarters found so much 
joy from being licked by stray, mutilated and unsightly 
animals might mean that they were bereft of self-pride. 
The alley cat which elevated Edward’s pride was mistaken for 
a rat, appeared evil and had ears "all frayed and chewed 
from fights" (p. 11). Nevertheless, this young African 
American boy "felt proud" that this cat emerging from a 
trash pile "had liked him" (p. 12). Dolph Burch was over¬ 
joyed at being touched by "a poor, old, crippled, blind, 
gotch-eared hound dog" (p. 36). The intimate attachment 
he established with the "stray mammy" dog was set forth in 
these terms: 
This stray, wary, mammy dog had given him her 
friendship, and she wasn't going to change. . . 
They lay together in the sand, their bodies 
throbbing in sympathy. Tory's flesh and bones 
were covered with coarse, dry skin; Dolph's were 
covered with smooth, sooty skin. At the moment 
that seemed to be the only difference. (p. 39) 
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In other instances, inferiorization as phenomenon 
distorted characterizations in those books in which major 
and minor African American characters appeared unintelli- 
gent. This attribute was most pronounced in the 
characterization of Mr. Eugene Lambert, the African 
American adult male, in Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon 
Maybe. When Beth, his twelve year old daughter, helped 
him understand the difference between two words: 
"subscription" and "prescription," Mr. Lambert's obtuseness 
was confirmed: 
... Pa perking up. "I don’t remember there 
ever being a question that the Answer Man 
couldn't answer, not in all the fifteen years 
that I’ve had a prescription." 
Subscription," I corrected. "Prescription is 
what Doc Brenner gives you when you're ailing. " 
He stood up to give me little pitty pats to 
the top of my head. "Oooo—ee, ain’t I got me 
some smart girl?" (p. 26) 
In Nellie Cameron, Mrs. Cameron’s intellectual short¬ 
comings were amplified. In one scene, she was shown 
incapable of helping her daughter read a second grade 
book as Nellie reported: "Mama tried to help her, but 
Mama didn't read too well herself" (p. 31). 
The phenomenon of inferiorization also affected 
characterizations in books in which African American 
characters generally accepted the inferiority of African 
American people and their culture. This was depicted in 
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the characterization of Sam Cameron, the gifted member of 
the Cameron family in Nellie Cameron, who was convinced 
of the inferiority of other African Americans. His scorn 
for "the ways" of his parents, his disdain for his mother's 
employment as a cleaning woman and his denouncement of his 
parents religiosity demonstrated his low regard for African 
American people. His tendency to view African American 
life and culture as inferior was evident in one scene in 
which he chastised his sister Nellie for listening to a 
neighbor singing gospel music: 
"You're no better than the rest of them," he 
whispered fiercely, "listening to that kind of 
music. Wanting it! Where's it going to take 
you. . . You're like Mama and where she got to?" 
(p. 148) 
An example of how African American characterizations 
were further distorted by oppression was revealed in A New 
Home for Theresa as African American characters were 
inbued with qualities which forced them to behave as the 
functional inferiors of their Euro-American counterparts. 
This type of behavior was exhibited as Dena, the top math 
student in her class, competed for one of the most 
undesirable roles in the play Mikado, sponsored by the Negro 
Junior Civic League offering this rationale: 
"I had no competition," Dean said wryly. "Nobody 
else wanted to be the ugly girl that Nanki-Poo 
runs away from." (p. 144) 
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Her efforts were in marked contrast to those of white 
characters who strove for and earned the more prized 
roles in the operetta. In a similar way, the characteri¬ 
zation of Jonathan as a bright and tough African American 
sixth grader was affected. To insure that his white 
classmate's braces were removed before the club's 
operatic performance, he was prepared to use his allowance 
or sell his guitar, a prized possession, to offset her 
dental expenses. 
Caste. In varying ways, the attributes and qualities of 
African and Euro-American characters in all the books 
studied subscribed to some dimension of caste as shown in 
table 10 on page . Through characterizations, the two 
aspects of caste stratification which were most prevalent 
included: (1) hierarchically ordered occupational 
specializations and (2) high caste women as beautiful, 
while low caste women are undesirable and denigrated. In 
nine books, major and minor characters held occupational 
specializations which corresponded to the caste paradigm. 
Characters in Nobody's Family Is Going to Change stood out 
as the exception. Generally, the hierarchical ordering of 
occupational specializations conformed to caste as major 
and minor African American characters were employed as 
domestics and factory workers; were found in low status 
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and service jobs; controlled the basest occupational 
specialties and were distinguished by their marginal 
occupational roles. In contrast, Euro-American characters, 
minor and major, monopolized professional positions and 
held diversified roles as librarians, airline stewardesses, 
bus drivers, medical doctors, proprietors and "bosses." 
An example of this tendency was presented in a typical 
way in The City Rose. Euro-American characters appeared 
in such diversified occupations as airline stewardess, 
doctor, teacher, principal and bus driver. The airline 
stewardess was "a pretty blond." A "red-headed country 
doctor" made a cameo appearance. The teacher, Mrs. 
Lancaster, and principal, Mrs. Waters, were both white. 
The school bus driver was described as "a young white boy 
with long hair and sideburns." In contrast to these 
varied roles. African American characters were found in 
marginal roles. Eighteen year old Jamie Bristol worked 
as a dishwasher. Dee's aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Carson, 
worked in a hosiery mill. Mr. Carson was employed as a 
mechanic. Before retirement, Mrs. Carson "used to sew 
toes on the stockings at that mill" (p. 30). 
Examples of how occupational specializations appeared 
hierarchically ordered and color coded were vividly 
represented in Words by Heart. In this book, most Euro- 
American characters were shown owning property, controlling 
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businesses and working at some profession. Jaybird Kelsey, 
a Euro-American man, who was described as a good man, 
served as the deacon of the church, ran a feed store, 
prescribed for animal ills and was recognized as a 
cornerstone" of Bethel Springs. Mr. Starnes was also 
featured as an enterprising person who ran a dry—goods 
store, operated an undertaking business, and owned a 
concession from which second hand articles were sold. The 
town's school teachers, Mr. and Mrs. Doans, were also 
white. In contrast, the African American family, the Sills, 
were employed in the lowest status positions. "The dirty 
hard work that other men wouldn't do" was assumed by Ben 
Sills (p. 132). Claudie Sills, wife and mother, washed, 
cooked, ironed and cleaned for Mrs. Chism, the white "boss" 
of the Sills family. For a short period of time, young 
Lena scrubbed the kitchen and "cleaned the chamber pot 
Mrs. Chism kept under her bed" along with an assortment of 
other chores for Mrs. Chism (p. 57). 
Although in Nellie Cameron African Americans appeared 
in diversified occupations—teacher, dentist, cook, barber, 
counselor and minister--the main characters, Mr. and Mrs. 
Cameron, were confined to low status occupations. Mrs. 
Cameron was employed as a low salaried domestic. Mr. 
Cameron worked primarily as a cab driver and found odd 
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jobs for extra income. One of the ways Mr. Cameron 
augmented his income was described in these terms: 
Daddy went out shoveling snow for shop owners 
on their street, walking all the way uptown, 
working as he went and coming home with ten' 
dollars but he didn’t like to do this kind of 
work; it shriveled him up inside. . . (p. 94) 
African Americans were over-represented in low status 
occupational specializations in A New Home for Theresa. 
In contrast to Euro-American women, Mrs. Wilner, a social 
worker, and Mrs. Jannet, a school teacher, African 
American women were factory workers. Mrs. Ellmsby worked 
in a millinery factory. Mrs. Chinton was employed by a 
slipcover factory. African American male characters 
generally enjoyed higher job status. Mr. Chism was a 
postal employee. One white-looking African American male 
character, Mr. Dyson, a supervisor for a private social 
service agency, stood out as the exception in the pro¬ 
fessional ranks. 
In two books, occupational specializations of 
characters corresponded to caste as all the owners and 
proprietors of stores were exclusively Euro-Americans. In 
Edward Troy and the Witch Cat, the grocery store stocked 
with toys was taken care of by a ’’white lady in a green 
coat” (p. 81). Merchants along Pocohantas’s main street 
in Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe, were also white. 
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In the ten books examined, African American female 
characters possessed undesirable qualities which corres¬ 
ponded to a low caste status. Generally, they appeared in 
five varieties: (1) unattractive but highly intelligent, 
(2) obese, (3) dumb, (4) sexually promiscuous, and (5) 
coarse and grotesque. 
Emma Sheridan in Nobody's Family Is Going to Change 
and Lena Sills in Words by Heart exemplified the unattrac¬ 
tive but highly intelligent variety. Emma Sheridan, 
albeit highly gifted, looked like a pig and was called 
"Piggy" by her family members. In contradistinction to her 
less gifted Euro-American classmate, Elsie Rawley who had 
a "soft smile like a lamb" (p. 5), an "angelic smile" 
(p. 116), and owned a "fat stalk of curls," Lena Sills was 
deemed "comical looking" (p. 5) in her physical appearance. 
Obesity was a striking quality of African American 
female major and minor figures. Mrs. Cameron who was 
described as having the aroma "of soapsuds and starch and 
sweet hair cream" (p. 2), was depicted as obese in Nellie 
Cameron. Her daughter Ramona and Nellie's friend Emma Rice 
possessed the same attribute in this story. Mrs. Collier, 
a member of the Little Leaveners social club, was depicted 
as being "plump" (p. 28) with "bulges" (p. 29) straining 
her dress in Cocklebur Quarters. In the same book, fatness 
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set Madame Astro, the fortune teller, apart from other 
characters. 
Being dumb as another distinguishing attribute of 
African American female characters. Aunt Lulu Carson in 
The City Rose was considered poor, old and ignorant. Mrs. 
Emeline Burch, matriarch of the Burch family in Cocklebur 
Quarters, was featured as a "skinny, little black woman" 
who quit school to have "lots of babies" (p. 168). 
Sexual aggressiveness and promiscuity shaped 
characterizations of African American women in three 
books: Sabrina in Edward Troy and the Witch Cat, Emeline 
Burch in Cocklebur Quarters, and Rosalie in A Girl Called 
Boy. The brazenness and immodesty of Sabrina, Edward 
Troy's father's friend, was borne out in this description 
There was Sabrina. . . her belly-button sitting 
there bare and open over those squeezed into 
pants, skin shining everywhere you looked, gold 
chains and dangles jingling and he could see 
clear enough this lady was going to mean trouble. 
(p. Ill) 
The sexually promiscuous behavior of African American 
women was further confirmed through the characterization 
of Rosalie who reveled in the pleasure and rewards of 
"breeding" slaves for her white plantation owner. This 
aspect of her character was emphasized in the narrative: 
She was acknowledged as a good breeder, and the 
master paid good money and brought in superior 
male slaves to father children by her. (p. 77) 
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In most instances, the gentility and thinness of 
Euro-American women existed in contradistinction to the 
coarse and grotesque qualities ascribed to African American 
female characters. The standard of beauty in A Girl Called 
Boy was epitomized by the white plantation owner’s daughter 
as set forth in this description: 
The little girl's ruffled calico dress looked very 
much like one of Boy's own. She was a pretty and 
gentle—eyed child, about eight or nine years old 
. . . (p. 44) 
In the same story, Mrs. Yancey, the mistress of the 
Bellemont plantation, was depicted as a "good," "gentle," 
and "small woman, with gray strands in her smooth brown 
hair" (p. 112). Such appealing qualities did not extend 
to African American women who swelled the ranks of 
"mammies," "grannies," "fat," "sunken-eyed," "bossy" and 
cadaverous" creatures. The depiction of Rosalie, an 
enslaved African American woman, illuminated this tendency 
to ascribe coarse features to African American women: 
Rosalie laid the now sleeping baby across her lap 
and rebuttoned her bodice swiftly with those 
thick, clumsy-looking fingers. She was a short 
woman, but brawny, with powerful arms, and she 
had been a field hand all her life. (p. 77) 
In fact, the main character, Blanche Overtha Yancey, an 
eleven year old African American girl, resembled a boy and 
preferred being called Boy. 
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This differential treatment of the characteristics 
assigned to African and Euro-American women was prevalent 
in The City Rose where all blonds were identified as 
beautiful. On the other hand, African American women 
characters owned sagging bodies, rotund shapes and animal- 
like features. In this story, Florine Franklin, a young 
African American woman, appeared with a face, arms and 
stomach which "sagged" (p. 49). Wendy Martin, an offspring 
of an interracial union, personified classic beauty in this 
story. 
Thinness was found to be a liability for African 
American women and obesity was presented as an asset for 
Euro-American women. While Mrs. Pointer, an African 
American woman, wife of a dentist, Sunday School teacher, 
was presented as a "small and slight" woman, in Nellie 
Cameron, she was perceived as "running around like a 
monkey" (p. 140). In contrast, Miss Wilner, "a huge white 
woman" in A New Home for Theresa, was found to fill "a 
room with friendliness" (p. 24). 
Relationships 
In this category, the nature of interactions and 
the kinds of associations and friendships among African 
and non-African American people were considered. 
Additionally, the roles which African American characters 
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assumed in various situations were evaluated. How 
characters perceived their life or circumstance to be 
restricted by racism, oppression and racism was taken 
into account. 
Relationships and interactions in the selected books 
were influenced by a range of personal and social issues: 
integration, cultivation of friendships, adoption of pets, 
conflicts between parents and children, desire by children 
for respect and approval, and survival in a slave-holding 
society. The issue of integration was paramount in four 
b°oks: Words by Heart, A New Home for Theresa, Nobody1s 
Family Is Going to Change, and Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, 
William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth. Lena Sills in Words 
by Heart and Theresa Ellmsby in A New Home for Theresa must 
reckon with interracial conflict in the community. Both 
attempted to cultivate friendships with Euro-American 
classmates. Emma Sheridan in Nobody’s Family Is Going to 
Change and Jennifer in Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William 
McKinley and Me, Elizabeth had the distinction of being 
the only African Americans in an all-white school. 
The interactions and relationships in Edward Troy and 
the Witch Cat and Cocklebur Quarters were tempered by the 
desire of young African American boys to own pets. Edward 
Troy adopted a black cat while Dolph Burch took in a dog 
in Cocklebur Quarters. 
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Relationships in two books were influenced by the 
presence of extremely intelligent African American 
children. Beth Lambert was declared the smartest Lambert 
Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe. Sam Cameron, 
the gifted child in Nellie Cameron, stood apart from his 
family. 
In The City Rose, Dee Bristol struggled for the 
affection of her uncle Mr. George Carson. Both Willie 
and Emma sought to gain their father’s approval for their 
future aspirations in Nobody's Family Is Going to Change. 
As Boy moved back in time to the 1850’s, she had to 
deal with the exigencies of a slave-holding society in 
A Girl Called Boy. 
Racism. Manifestations of racism were found in the 
interactions of eight books as shown in table 11. Racism 
was most evident in two ways: (1) anti-black attitudes 
and (2) various practices and processes of exclusion based 
on color. 
Anti-black attitudes were manifested in the exchanges 
of six books identified in table 11. Generally, a low 
regard for African American people was expressed in 
various ways during exchanges, discussions and commentaries 
by African and Euro-American characters. 
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An example of this tendency was found in the inter¬ 
action in A Girl Called Boy which suggested that only the 
speech patterns of African American people were indecipher¬ 
able. Eleven year old Boy found the speech of African 
American people in the 1850s ’’foreign and peculiar” sounding 
as revealed in this scene: . . the man began praying 
in the mumbled dialect that Boy found so hard to under¬ 
stand. . . She managed to decipher a few words” (p. 22) 
There was no indication that the speech patterns of Euro- 
Americans in this historical period were as foreign- 
sounding. 
Denigrating views of African American life surfaced in 
discussions of other books. In A New Home for Theresa, 
Miss Wilner perceived African Americans as "frustrated 
people” (p. 31). Anti-black attitudes were advanced in 
Words by Heart as Mr. Ben Sills advised his daughter that 
he "wasn't proud" of himself when he lived in the all 
Black community of Scattercreek where African Americans 
owned their own stores, churches and schools. Such 
attitudes were prevalent in Edward Troy and the Witch Cat. 
In one setting of this story, an old man informed Edward 
Troy and Howard that living as a "black man" was preferable 
to living as a "white man." In this explanation, he 
reasons that Euro-American people were constantly being 
harrassed by African American people. 
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I ve settled into black. . . Being white you got 
to keep looking over your shoulder. You’ve got 
all the time worrying about them pesky niggers 
gaining ground on you and chuckling around behind 
your back. (p. 133) 
It was determined that racism in the form of various 
processes and practices of exclusion, rejection, and 
subjugation based on color restricted the interactions 
between African and Euro-American characters in six books 
identified in table 11. Generally these selected works 
dramatized how African American people were subjected to 
the following five formal and informal exclusionary 
practices based on color: (1) restrictive covenants, 
(2) ostracism at school, (3) legal segregation, (4) double 
standards by law enforcement agencies, and (5) discrimina¬ 
tory employment practices. 
Exclusionary practices were found in Jennifer, Hecate, 
Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth as Jennifer, 
the only African American student at William McKinley 
Elementary was excluded and rejected on the basis of her 
skin color. She was found last in the class line. In 
the Christmas play, she was awarded a non-speaking part 
in spite of her verbal brilliance. 
Racism as processes and practices of exclusion, 
rejection and subjugation based on color built into major 
institutions as the labor market, educational and law 
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enforcement was illuminated in A New Home for Theresa. 
Julie, the Euro-American girl, told Theresa about the 
community center's policy which functioned primarily to 
exclude most of their African American classmates: 
The management of the cooperative does not 
allow outsiders—that means the Negro kids in 
the neighborhood like Bob and Sharon, Kenneth 
and Hattie cannot join any of the clubs or 
activities that take place in the community 
center. (p. Ill) 
Implicit in Julie's explanation was that the policy was 
designated to keep out Blacks who were deemed "outsiders." 
Discriminatory treatment of African Americans in the 
labor force was made clear in the same book. For African 
American men, securing employment was shown to be problem¬ 
atic. This was typified in one scene in which Mrs. 
Gardiner cites the difficulties of her husband in this 
area: 
Mrs. Gardiner went on to talk about her husband 
. . . Each job her husband had gotten was worse 
than the one he lost. Finally, he lost all hope 
of getting a good job here and moved to another 
city. (p. 30) 
Victimization of African American men by "last-hired-first- 
fired" (p. 72) employment practices were reported during 
other testimonies. Of course Theresa readily understood 
such practices and learned: "it's always that way for 
black people" (p. 72). 
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In A New Home for Theresa, what happened in all-Black 
schools was qualitatively different from what happened in 
predominantly white schools. Mrs. Gardiner blamed the 
"backwardness" of her children on the teachers in Harlem. 
She contended that 
In an all-Negro school, the teachers did not teach 
because they were prejudiced and did not truly 
believe that black children were able to learn 
like white children. (p. 30) 
The experience of Tony Gardiner, a sixteen year old 
African American male, also illustrated the benefits of 
attending a predominantly white school and the liabilities 
of attending an all-black school. 
He (Tony) had begun school uptown in a class that 
was mostly white. He had been doing well. Then 
the family had moved to Harlem. . . "And look at 
me now, an about-to-be-dropout. . .” (p. 30) 
Episodes in both A New Home for Theresa and Edward 
Troy and the Witch Cat illuminated how law enforcement 
based on color functioned to subjugate African Americans. 
While Theresa was alarmed about the spectre of hostile 
police actions, Edward was a victim of it. As a result of 
growing up in Harlem, Theresa was petrified by the mere 
thought of "cops" coming after an altercation. Therefore, 
after an interracial fracas which caused Kenneth, an 
African American boy injury, she became panic-stricken 
about the prospects of police action: 
C°PS Will come, Theresa thought. They always 
came after a fight in Harlem. She ought to run. 
Run, Theresa told herself. (p. 138) 
In Edward Troy and the Witch Cat, both Edward and Peaches, 
his playmate, felt the brunt of police action as they 
were ordered by police officers to leave a "white” neighbor¬ 
hood : 
"What do you kids want hanging around here?" 
He leaned out the window as he tapped the side 
of his car. "You kids move it out of here." 
(p. 96) 
This encounter suggested that African Americans were not 
only excluded from certain housing markets but were held in 
check by law enforcement institutions. 
In A City Rose, young Dee Bristol recognized this 
double standard of police action. When Rick Martin tied 
her up and left her in a secluded place in the old 
abandoned church, she reasoned that police officers would 
be slow to respond to a call to locate a "missing" Black 
person: 
". . . maybe [Uncle George] would call the police 
and report her missing. . . And the police would 
say get somebody on it in the morning." (p. 164) 
Oppression. Inferiorization was the most prevalent form 
of oppression which victimized African Americans during 
the interactions and relationships in seven books 
identified in table 11. For the most part, during these 
interactions, African American characters were inclined 
to behave in three ways (1) they devalued themselves, 
(2) they acceded to inferior standards, and (3) they 
accepted pronouncements of their inferiority by others. 
During interactions in A New Home for Theresa, 
African American people were declared inferior. This was 
typified in one episode in which the Euro-American social 
worker informed Theresa Ellmsby and the Gardiners, African 
American people, that being Black in the United States was 
synonymous with being inferior in this way: 
I think being born a Negro in this country does 
something harmful to a child. He feels inferior 
and because he feels that way he can’t work as 
well as the child who feels good about himself. 
(p. 31) 
When Mrs. Chism met Lena for the first time, she also 
intimated that Lena, the African American child, looked 
inferior in Words by Heart: 
Lena quailed and gulped. "You told my daddy you 
wanted me." 
"I hope you're smarter than you look," Mrs. 
Chism said, steping back grudgingly. (P. 39) 
Inferiorization marred relationships and interactions 
as African American characters came to view themselves, 
their world and their abilities in inferior terms in other 
selected works. This was evident during the interactions 
between Boy and Lookup, the enslaved African American 
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woman in A Girl Called Boy. In one passage, Boy lauded 
Lookup's knowledge about survival in these terms: 
She was a clever woman, was Lookup. In the waking 
waiting hours of afternoon and the many afternoons 
that followed, she taught Boy how to weave a 
basket out of honeysuckle vine stripped of its 
leaves. She showed her where to trim a locust 
thorn below the angle at the twig to make a 
beautiful little fishhook. She told her how to 
trap rabbits. . . how you can catch possums at 
night in a cornfield. She showed her the spark 
that flew from flint chips when she struck them 
together, and that would start a fire. . . (p. 138) 
In spite of the skills and specialized knowledge and 
skills displayed by Lookup, Boy in the next breath 
assailed this African American woman's intelligence: 
She really didn’t know anything. Of all the days 
in the week, Lookup knew only the name of Sunday 
. . . She was also ignorant of the months and 
understood the year only by its seasons. She 
did not know how old she was. . . (p. 138) 
In Nobody's Family Is Going to Change, Mr. Sheridan 
abdicated his role as a supportive parent by devaluing 
his daughter's intellect. Fearful that his daughter 
would achieve a higher grade on the bar exam than he 
achieved, Mr. Sheridan disapproved and made light of her 
aspirations to become a lawyer. A conversation between 
Mrs. Sheridan and Mr. Sheridan revealed that Mr. Sheridan 
had encouraged his daughter to adopt inferior standards 
in order to make him feel superior: 
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"Why are you so cold with her?" asked Mrs. 
Sheridan. "Her questions seem reasonable enough." 
'iou don't understand. Her questions are those 
of a law school student. I sometimes get the 
strange idea that she could pass the bar exam 
right now." 
"But aren't you proud?" It was one her mother's 
rare interruptions. 
"and she thinks she'd get a better mark than I 
did." Her father finished on a note of despair, 
(p. 22) 
Like Mr. Sheridan, Ben Sills, another African American 
parent, appeared convinced of his own inferiority in 
Words by Heart. This was quite vivid in one scene where 
Mr. Sills was shown to value his own life less than that of 
his young white attacker, Tater Haney. The following 
conversation between Ben Sills and his daughter underscored 
this parent's low regard for his own well being: 
"I got to get you home, Papa. Into the wagon." 
"Tater first." 
"Papa! He tried to kill you. . .We'll send 
somebody for him." 
"Good lord already send somebody." Papa leaned 
his head against the tree trunk, resting, finding 
strength for words, the smile. "Heard him yelling 
way off. Got to him, finally, but the horse keep 
spooking. Pulled him loose. That was yesterday, 
I think. I was ready to start home." 
"Papa, why didn't you just get into the wagon 
and leave!" 
He looked surprised. It had never occurred to 
him. He said, "I tried to drag him on the slicker, 
but I kept passing out. Haven't been much help 
to him. . ." (p. 143) 
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Such interactions substantiated the low regard an African 
American man had for his own life and the welfare of his 
family, and the high regard and ability to sacrifice for 
whites. 
Caste. Based on an analysis of interactions, associations 
and relationships, it was determined that caste strati¬ 
fication influenced the portrayals of African Americans 
in the selected works in three major ways: (1) a fixed 
hierarchical order obtained, (2) the idea of high caste 
versus low caste women was reinforced, and (3) African 
Americans as low caste people were naturally servile. As 
shown in table 11, the interactions in all ten books 
were tempered by some dimension of caste. 
A fixed hierachical order in which caste stratification 
based on socially defined race was evident in nine books. 
In those books, incidental Euro-American figures were shown 
to represent the apex and highest standard in the social 
order. A typical way of representing this phenomenon was 
found in The City Rose. Madison Brownlow, a white 
philanthropist, symbolized the highest point in the 
hierarchical order in the town of Mt. Hope. His wealth 
was acclaimed by Mrs. Maudie Grace, an African American 
woman, in these terms: 
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• Madison Brownlow. . . used to own all this 
property for miles around. And half the folks 
living here now got their land from Brownlow. He 
lives near us. My mama and papa, your grand¬ 
parents, bought their place from Brownlow 
(P. 17) 
ln Words by Heart, the idea of the superiority of white 
caste was maintained in Ben Sills's appraisal of Bethel, 
an all-white town. In one scene, Mr. Sills informed his 
daughter, Lena, that Bethel, an all-white town, might be 
considered "the promised land," a spot hallowed by God, 
although he and his family were regarded as "outsiders." 
Interactions and relationships in all selected books 
defined Euro-American women as high caste, beautiful, 
prized and revered beings and African American women as 
low caste, undesirable and denigrated humans. Generally, 
Euro-American women were distinguished by their heroic 
feats and keen sensitivity; they appeared to be deserving 
of more sympathy and empathy than their African American 
counterparts. On the other hand, African Americans 
functioned as "no good," neglectful mothers and panderers 
of Euro-American affection; and they appeared deserving 
of more abusive treatment. 
Euro-American women behaved in exemplary ways in four 
books: Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, 
Elizabeth, A New Home for Theresa, Words by Heart, and A 
Girl Called Boy. In Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William 
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McKinley and Me, Elizabeth. Elizabeth, the Euro-American 
girl, admired the beauty of her neighbor and classmate, 
Cynthia. As Cynthia coveted the role of the beautiful 
piincess in the Christmas play, the white girl's estimation 
of beauty was confirmed. In this work, the white female 
character stood out as "pretty" and "perfect," correspond¬ 
ing to the attributes applied to high caste women. 
In A New Home for Theresa, Euro-American females 
demonstrated exemplary qualities. Julie, declared "the 
protector of the weak" (p. 109), taught Hattie, her 
African American classmate, the most fundamental hygienic 
skills: how to bathe and comb her hair in one episode: 
Julie took Hattie into the girl's room to talk 
with her. She did not tell anyone what she 
said, but Theresa could guess; the next day 
Hattie came in looking well scrubbed. (p. 127) 
In another episode, when Julie succeeded in rescuing the 
African American children staging the sit-in from violence 
by summoning all parents, her heroism was lauded by 
Theresa, the African American girl, in these terms: 
"Julie. . . did as much for the strike as I did. If Julie 
hadn't brought the grown-ups, we might have been licked" 
(p. 181). Like Julie, Mrs. Shinnerman, her foster mother, 
performed heroic feats and gained praise for her actions. 
Mrs. Shinnerman succeeded in guiding parents to form a 
protective circle around the predominantly Black group of 
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children shielding them from the onslaught of their white 
attackers. This act of bravery garnered the praise of 
Mrs. Chinton, Theresa's foster mother: 
Mrs. Shinnerman took a big risk out there. . . 
she made all those people come around and protect 
our children from those hoodlums. . . I don't 
know what might have happened if she had not 
been there to organize a defense. (p. 174) 
Mrs. Shinnerman's actions made her an extremely sensitive 
person while Julie's behavior demonstrated that she "knew 
black kids and she wasn't prejudiced” (p. 144). 
In A Girl Called Boy, interactions were tempered to 
show Euro-American women as prized beings and African 
American women as less deserving. As this story progressed, 
interactions showed that the young African American girl 
had more empathy and sympathy for white women than toward 
Black women. Though enslaved, Boy felt sorry for Mrs. 
Yancey, the plantation owner, because she was "isolated in 
her mansion" at Bellemont, "the largest plantation for miles 
around" (p. 113). Her sentiments were not equally shared 
for African American women who "be working" most of the 
time (p. 70). Such inclinations suggested that Euro- 
American women were more suited for their exalted status. 
Both LaVerne Cooper's mother in Nellie Cameron and 
Florine Franklin in The City Rose behaved as neglectful 
parents. In Nellie Cameron, LaVerne Cooper, Nellie's 
best friend, had an "awful mother" who fought her children 
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and recklessly pursued men. When LaVerne confided in 
Nellie about her poor academic performance, she readily 
admitted that her mother "don’t care." In another scene, 
LaVerne made it clear that her mother would not take 
care of her while she's sick in this exchange with Nellie: 
"Getting sick? I just had the flu." (Nellie said) 
"Don't know. Maybe. So what? My Ma'll never do 
a thing for it. She don't care." LaVerne tossed 
the jack ball into the air. "All last night she 
was fighting--ooh, you should have heard her! 
My sister Anna, she never said one word back. 
But this morning she just moved on out with the 
baby an' all. I gonna miss that Buchie babie, 
I think. And my Ma said she didn't care one bit. 
She said once I be big enough to work, I could 
get out, too, then she would be happy for once." 
(p. 22-23) 
In The City Rose, Florine Franklin fawned over her 
white husband because he's white. To hold onto her white 
man, she neglected her seven children. To her own 
detriment, she prized and revered her white husband who 
got "too drunk to see anything" and ran afoul of the law. 
The degree to which Florine catered to the affection of 
this Euro-American man was evident in this scene in which 
Wendy described what happened to the chicken Aunt Lulu 
gave to the Franklins: 
"Didn't you get some of the chicken I carried 
to your house one day?" 
"No, the boys hogged it all, I didn't even get 
a neck piece. Flossie fussed at them, but that 
didn't help. She didn’t get any either and saved 
the best pieces for Rick." (p. 115) 
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This African American woman, subdued by a marriage of 
convenience to a white social pariah, eked out a marginal 
existence on welfare and personified a woman at the 
bottom of the social ladder. 
Interactions in nine books presented African Americans 
as low caste people who were naturally servile, passive, 
irresponsible and generally deserving of their status. For 
the most part, African American characters were found to 
exhibit three types of behaviors: (1) they behaved as if 
they were born to serve others and entertain others; 
(2) they acted as if African Americans were not dependable 
or could not be trusted; and (3) they behaved as if 
musical accompaniment improved working conditions. 
In two books, Words by Heart and Jennifer, Hecate 
Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth, interactions 
suggested that African Americans were born to serve others. 
In Words by Heart the death of Ben Sills meant the loss of 
a hired hand for Mrs. Chism, his white employer. To 
replace him with all deliberate speed, she beseeched 
Claudie to identify another family member to serve in 
Ben's stead in this encounter: 
Mrs. Chism said, "You people always have a brother 
or a cousin or an uncle. Don't you have anybody 
back there that could make me a good hand?" 
"Sisters, is all," Claudie said. 
"I don't mean there can be as good a hand as Ben, 
damn it,” Mrs. Chism said. Her mean old face 
turned away and she gazed into distance. (p. 158) 
Such interactions suggested that African American people 
were obligated to serve white people as a consequence of 
birth ascription. 
The notion that African Americans existed to serve 
others was reinforced by the interactions in Jennifer, 
Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth. The 
white teacher asked Jennifer to assist a white classmate, 
Cynthia, the prettiest girl in the class, in transporting 
a mixer. Although Jennifer refused, the impression that 
African American girls existed to serve Euro-American 
girls was promulgated. 
The impression that African American people functioned 
to entertain Euro-American people was transmitted in two 
books, A New Home for Theresa and Nobody's Family Is Going 
to Change. Theresa, the young African American girl, in 
A New Home for Theresa acted as if the key to friendly 
interactions between African and Euro-Americans depended 
on African Americans being able to entertain Euro-Americans 
into liking them. Such thinking was evident in her dreams: 
Her dreams that night were friendly ones, with 
Jonathan (an African American boy) chasing Bert 
(Euro-American boy) all around the topsoil hill 
playing a guitar and singing while he did so. 
(p. 124) 
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The implication here was that if Bert, who despised 
African American people, enjoyed Jonathan's entertainment, 
then he would despise African Americans less. 
Employing a similar mode of thought, Mr. Sheridan 
in Nobody's Family Is Going to Change objected to his son 
entering the field of entertainment because he saw the 
role of African American entertainers, singers, dancers and 
comedians limited to people running around, making fools 
of themselves, "laughing and scratching to make honkies 
laugh” (p. 47). 
With the accompaniment of music, African Americans 
demonstrated their natural servility in three books, 
Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe, A Girl Called Boy, 
and Words by Heart. As Lena polished the silver and 
cleaned up her employer's house to the beat of ragtime 
music in Words by Heart, the image of the happy and 
contented servant emerged: 
As she wiggled and giggled all by herself. . . 
the music started again. Lena began to polish, 
entranced. Her body surged to its glad beat 
. . . Move those feet. Accept it all. That 
is what happy is. (p. 81) 
This scene along with others suggested that African 
Americans as low caste persons were happiest when working 
for Euro-American people in the lowest status occupation. 
Like Lena, Beth Lambert showed this natural 
inclination to serve with musical accompaniment in Phi1ip 
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Hall Likes Me._I Reckon Maybe. When her mother chastised 
her for doing her friend Philip Hall’s chores, she admitted 
that she did not mind doing Philip's work while he strummed 
the guitar: 
Ma pressed her hands against her wide waist. 
”He's got you cleaning out his dairy barn— 
doing his work!" 
"Well, I don't mind a bit," I told her. "He 
strummed some songs on his guitar while I 
worked. It was nice." (p. 4) 
In A Girl Called Boy, Boy observed how enslaved 
African American people "sang cheerfully" on their way to 
work in the fields. Interactions conveyed the idea that 
African Americans accommodated to the institution of 
slavery rather matter-of-factly with "cheerful" work 
songs: 
Down the rutted road men and women tramped toward 
the woods. They carried axes and mauls across 
their shoulders, and wedges and coils of rope 
in their arms, and they sang cheerfully. . . 
Don't mind working 
From sun to sun, 
If Massa give me dinner 
When the dinner time come. 
In fact, in this book the valiant voices of African men 
were raised only in song. 
A typical way in which the irresponsible behaviors 
of African American adults corresponded to the attributes 
of low caste people was evident in Edward Troy and The 
Witch Cat. Edward Troy's father displayed a very 
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irresponsible attitude toward his son. For this reason, 
Louise Troy reminded her son that his father was self- 
centered and not dependable; she urged him to forget 
about his dad: 
Edward, you have got to forget that man. You 
start hoping there, you'll be standing on sand. 
Your dad wants things easy, Edward. He’s not 
thinking past himself. That's hard saying, 
Edward, but it's true. (p. 35) 
After Edward visits his dad in Chicago, he learned that 
his mother's estimation of his dad was accurate. When 
his father left him alone in Chicago one evening with a 
refrigerator stocked with two cans of beer, "some moldy 
looking ham," three sticks of butter, some bread on the 
table and no substantial dinner, Edward found out for 
himself that his father was not a fair and decent parent. 
When Edward tried to inform his Dad about his hunger pangs 
and his experience with his father's enraged friend 
attempting to storm the apartment where he was held up 
alone, his father dismissed him by immediately hanging up 
the phone. Edward reacted to his dad's irresponsible 
conduct in this manner: 
"What're you saying to me, Dad? You're leaving 
me here, nothing to eat, that Vincent storming 
around after you? You get over here and take 
care of things, Dad! Dad!" 
There was a click just before Edward finished 
talking and then the buzz meant that nobody was 
listening anymore. (p. 118) 
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After having these experiences with his dad, Edward "knew 
he was on his own" (p. 121). 
Perspective 
The perspective of selected works was construed as 
the overall point of view set forth by the author through 
the presentation of events and characters in the story. 
This researcher’s interpretation of perspective is consonant 
with the definition offered by author Richard Wright, who 
viewed perspective as that part of a novel which a writer 
never puts directly on paper. More specifically, he 
considered it as the author's set of preconscious assump¬ 
tions, something a writer takes for granted and something 
which a writer wins through living.1 In this study, an 
attempt was made to deal with that "intellectual space" 
by pinpointing those assumptions that might have been made 
about African American experience may have been viewed by 
the author to orient the audience to an African American 
experience. 
In assessing the perspective of an author, racism, 
oppression and caste were viewed in more general terms. 
Emphasis on Blackness or being African American as negative 
1Richard Wright, "Blueprint for Negro Writing,” in 
Richard Wright Reader, ed. Ellen Wright and Michel^Fabre 
(New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1978), pp. 45-46. 
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and stress on whiteness or being Euro-American as 
positive/superior terms constituted a racist point of view. 
When authority, power, standards and culture flowed 
exclusively from Euro-centric models, it was determined 
that oppression marred the writer's perspective. When 
events and characterizations functioned to place African 
American people in a pariah category or a fixed place in 
the depicted social order, then it was found that caste 
operated to impair the author's presentation. 
Racism. To orient the audience to the African American 
experience, Euro-American authors fostered racist points 
of view because they tended to: (1) rely heavily on 
stereotypes and caricatures, (2) equate Blackness with 
evil, and (3) suggest that being African American was 
incongruent with being positive. 
Stereotypes and caricatures. Five authors employed 
caricatures and stereotypes as devices for transmitting 
the African American experience: Belinda Hurmence in A 
Girl Called Boy, Louise Fitzhugh in Nobody's Family Is 
Going to Change, Ouida Sebestyen in Words by Heart, 
Charlotte Baker in Cocklebur Quarters, and Betty Greene in 
Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe. 
Both Hurmence in A Girl Called Boy and Sebestyen in 
Words by Heart gave prominence to the "happy slave" 
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stereotypical image. In Hurmence's work, the beneficence 
of slavery was upheld as a way of life enjoyed by the 
perpetrators and victims with minimal disruption. The 
extent to which African American people perceived/felt 
their victimization was not significant to the events of 
the story. Most assuredly, Belinda Hurmence's creation of 
African American people as loyal, submissive and irrespon¬ 
sible slaves functioned to soothe the conscience, relieve 
the psyche, and purge the guilt of Euro-American people in 
the United States. 
Like Hurmence, Sebestyen presented African American 
people as objects rather than participants in the human 
drama. Her stereotypical images of African Americans as 
people who relished picking cotton and cleaning other's 
bedpans while dancing to the syncopated rhythms of ragtime 
advanced this point of view. The African American 
characters in this book were bereft of culture and pride; 
and lived in a world where they cared more about the life, 
health, welfare and economic conditions of white people 
than their own. 
The stereotypes Louise Fitzhugh fashioned in Nobody’s 
Family Is Going to Change functioned to subordinate African 
American people as extensions of pickaninnies, boot-licking 
minstrels and prejorations of white genius. "Cotton-pickin" 
mammy images were reborn in her narrative. 
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In concert with Fitzhugh, Charlotte Baker’s panoply 
of filthy, low-aspiring, criminal, shiftless, lazy, and 
ignorant stereotypes of African American people in 
Cocklebur Quarters communicated a low regard of African 
American life and culture. African American male 
characters in her book appeared as unproductive, parasitic 
and marginal beings who expended their lives "hustling." 
In a different way, Betty Greene’s African American 
experience in Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe was 
based on caricatures. She used code words which referred 
to certain food dress and physical attributes to orient her 
audience to the African American experience. According to 
her rather simplistic formula, African American people had 
a penchant for fried chicken, black-eyed peas, corn bread, 
sweet milk and watermelon. In Greene's work, they were 
distinguished as "chocolate brown" people who preferred 
"dime-stored lipstick"-, hued items, owned "good, strong 
teeth," and gave birth to "chilluns," not children. 
By mediating the African American experience through 
the use of stereotypes and caricatures, Hurmence, 
Sebestyen, Fitzhugh, Baker and Greene were forced to treat 
African American people as merely shadows of white exis¬ 
tence. Their portrayals of the African American 
experience were rather shallow and transparent because 
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they were limited to code words and the rebirth of 
derogatory stereotypes rooted deep in the American culture. 
Equation of blackness with evil. Authors propagated 
perspectives in which Black was equated with evil. Black 
was not beautiful in three works: Sarah Sargent' s Edward 
—-?.Y_a-fld the Witch Cat; Elizabeth Konigsburg's Jennifer, 
Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth: and 
Ruth White Miller's The City Rose. In Sargent's work, it 
signified witches, evil, demons and negative qualities. 
Through the assignment of witch-like attributes to an 
African American character, Konigsburg's work succeeded 
in presenting the stereotype of African Americans as 
demonically endowed humans. According to New College 
Edition of The American Heritage Dictionary of the English 
Language, the word witch is defined: 
1. A woman who practices sorcery or is believed 
to have dealings with the devil. 
2. An ugly, vicious old woman, a hag. (p. 1471) 
The nuances of the story Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William 
McKinley, and Me, Elizabeth and subtleties of Jennifer's 
character convinced the audience that Jennifer had all the 
markings of a witch. Moreover, this strict association of 
blackness or being African American with what was evil, 
ugly and vicious reinforced anti-black attitudes. 
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Pervasive anti-black attitudes abided in Ruth White 
Miller's The City Rose. The assignment of witch-like, 
parasitic, bestial, not-too-bright, and inferior qualities 
to most African American characters served to equate black¬ 
ness with negative attributes. This was typified in the 
iS^ratively castrated depictions of African American men. 
In this story, though eighteen year old Jamie Bristol was 
Black and proud, he was hampered by addiction to drugs. 
Although strong in other respects, George Carson was known 
to fear white people. In short, Miller offered an African 
American experience in which African American males might 
be law abiding citizens and good family providers, but 
were considered no match for old mean white male cast-offs 
who were considered more prized spouses for African 
American women. 
By strictly associating and identifying African 
American people with what was evil, witch-like and inferior, 
Miller, Sargent and Konigsburg offered a distorted view of 
African American life. 
Being African American is not positive. Three authors: 
Michele Murray in Nellie Cameron, Charlotte Baker in 
Cocklebur Quarters, and Betty Baum in A New Home for Theresa, 
transmitted the African American experience as a set of 
irreconcilible incongruities. Generally, their narratives 
suggested that being African American and being positive 
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were polar opposites. Through characterizations and 
events, these writers posed three basic incongruities: 
(1) being African American and living in a clean neighbor¬ 
hood, (2) having dark skin and being intelligent, and 
(3) being African American and physically attractive. 
In Cocklebur Quarters, Charlotte Baker made it clear that 
African American people could tolerate a higher level of 
filth and squalor than was safe or could be endured by 
animals. In Nellie Cameron, the author placed a great 
deal of emphasis on the dissonance between Sam, the 
intellectually gifted family member, and his parents. 
Interactions in this book supported the assumption that 
uneducated African American parents were not capable of 
communicating with their high achieving children. Many 
episodes in this work stressed Sam Cameron’s disdain for 
African American people and culture. Such emphasis in 
this book fostered the view that intellectual advancement 
for African American people was measured by their 
disassociation from African Americans culture, their 
alienation from their family, and their condemnation of 
African American people. In A New Home for Theresa, Betty 
Baum provided proof that high intelligence corresponded 
with fair skin as irrefutable data: 
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She did not want to talk about skin color. But 
silently, she agreed with Tony. Wasn't Val the 
lightest one in the room? And Val always had 
had the highest marks. Wasn't she Theresa the 
darkest one here? And she always had had poor 
grades. (p. 18) 
In this work, darkskinned Theresa Ellmsby, the main 
character, was considered both physically unattractive and 
intellectually deficient. Because the works of Baum, 
Murray, and Baker offered substantiation of the aforemen¬ 
tioned incompatibilities within the African American 
experience, their works set forth perspectives about the 
African American culture which were both racist and 
restricted. 
Oppression. Based on this writer's analysis of various 
aspects of books written by Euro-American authors, it was 
determined that the writings of Euro-American authors 
tended to reinforce four major assumptions about an 
oppressive society: (1) only whites wielded power, 
exercised authority and constituted a respectable force, 
(2) Euro-Americans were the sole beneficiaries and dis¬ 
pensers of privileges, (3) African American people were 
willing victims who acquiesced to their own oppression, and 
(4) reality was derived from Europe, a. Euro—centric world- 
view’ of life, culture and history. 
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Only whites wield power. The tendency of Euro- 
American authors to project whites only as people who wield 
power, exercise authority and constitute a respectable 
force was reflected in the perspective of four books: 
Charlotte Baker’s Cocklebur Quarters, Michele Murray's 
Nellie Cameron, Betty Green’s Philip Hall Likes Me. I 
Reckon Maybe, and Ruth White Miller's The City Rose. For 
example, oppression was evident in Charlotte Baker's 
Cocklebur Quarters as only minor white characters appeared 
to exercise power and authority. This was exemplified in 
one episode as Mr. Speck, the white taxi driver, intimated 
that he had the power/authority to effectuate change in 
the Black community "by speaking to the landlord" (p. 43). 
In this book, this was also evident in forms of address 
which showed deference to Euro-American men over African 
American men. All minor and incidental white male 
characters were referred to as "Mr." None was greeted or 
acknowledged in the text on a first name basis. In 
contrast, all African American adult male characters were 
greeted or referred to as brother, uncle or by a first 
name. The use of such deferential modes of address 
throughout Charlotte Baker's book further illuminated how 
white characters were shown to represent power and authority. 
Betty Greene perpetuated a similar view in Philip Hall Likes 
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_I Reckon Maybe by making the highly respected 
community members—doctors, store owners, judges--white. 
The City Rose, Ruth White Miller affirmed this view as 
she emphasized in her work that "law would naturally be 
on [a white man's] side" (p. 113). 
This tendency was also evident in Nellie Cameron by 
Michele Murray. The impression that the white power 
structure effectuated decisions that have had a major 
impact on African American people was maintained. This 
was stressed in one scene in which Miss Lacey, the African 
American reading specialist, blamed the white power 
structure for her termination from employment. 
Euro-Americans: sole beneficiaries and dispensers of 
privileges. The assumption that Euro-Americans were sole 
beneficiaries and dispensers of privileges was reinforced 
in three books: Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley, 
and Me, Elizabeth by Elizabeth Konigsburg, Edward Troy and 
the Witch Cat by Sarah Sargent, and A New Home for Theresa 
by Betty Baum. The imbalanced characterizations of 
Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, 
Elizabeth suggested that most African Americans were poor, 
ill-fed, lack social graces and were subjugated by white 
authority while most whites were privileged, economically 
well-off and wielded authority. 
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Through characterizations and flow of events in A New 
Home for Theresa, Betty Baum succeeded in propagating the 
notion that African Americans existed to insure the 
privileges of Euro—Americans. Interactions in this story 
were predicated on the assumption that if African 
Americans did special things for white people then inter¬ 
racial conflict would subside. To attract the support of 
their Euro-American classmates, African American children 
were advised to be ’’extra nice” and volunteer to help their 
white counterparts. In return for their participation in 
the activities provided by the Negro Civic League, white 
children accrued privileges of ’’being on a real stage for 
the first time" (p. 62) and getting choice roles. 
In Sarah Sargent's Edward Troy and the Witch Cat, 
Euro-Americans were depicted as more privileged than 
African Americans. This was most apparent in one scene 
in which Edward Troy's and Peaches' hunt for "valuable 
things" to raise money lead them to "some alleys off 
behind the shopping centers" where presumably white people 
lived (p. 85). By rummaging through trash in "white" 
areas, they, of course, would find "more interesting 
stuff" (p. 97). 
African Americans as willing victims. The impression 
that African American people were willing victims of 
slavery, poverty and oppressive forces of society was 
transmitted by two books: A Girl Called Boy by Belinda 
Hurmence, and Words by Heart by Ouida Sebestyen. This 
view was advanced in Belinda Hurmence’s antiseptic version 
of the dynamics of the 1850s. Absent from her narrative 
were the unnameable acts and the unspeakable crimes 
committed by Euro-Americans against African people in 
order to preserve the social order. With the story A Girl 
Called Boy, she created a view that African American 
people were willing participants in a respectable paternal¬ 
istic society governed by "gentle-eyed" white folks. It 
was no wonder that Boy, the eleven year old African 
American girl who journeyed back to 1853, could so readily 
conclude that "there are actually some things about 
slavery that didn't bother her at all" (p. 129). 
A Euro-centric worldview. The tendency to construct 
a view of the world that was controlled by European or 
Euro-American standards and models distorted the representa¬ 
tion of the African American experience by authors in eight 
books: Belinda Hurmence in A Girl Called Boy, Ouida 
Sebestyen in Words by Heart, Louise Fitzhugh in Nobody's 
Family Is Going to Change, Michele Murray in Nellie Cameron, 
Elizabeth Konigsburg in Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William 
McKinley and Me, Elizabeth, Ruth White Miller in The City 
Rose, Betty Baum in A New Home for Theresa, and Betty 
Greene in Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe. In 
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differing ways, these works heralded Euro-American 
standards of beauty, lauded white heroes and heroines, 
depicted African culture as the antithesis of "civilized" 
European culture, and cited literature and other culture 
products which have been produced by Europeans or Euro- 
Americans. In spite of their African American derivation, 
such intellectually gifted characters as Lena Sills in 
Words by Heart, Jennifer in Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, 
William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth, and Sam Cameron in 
Nellie Cameron displayed no knowledge of African American 
history and culture. Because a Euro-centric perspective 
held, Emma Sheridan in Nobody's Family Is Going to Change, 
Boy in A Girl Called Boy, Theresa Ellmsby in A New Home 
for Theresa, Beth Lambert in Philip Hall Likes Me. I 
Reckon Maybe, Jennifer in Jennifer, Hectate, Macbeth, 
William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth, and Dee Bristol in 
The City Rose, children of African ancestry, dismissed 
Africa as the land of witch doctors and Tarzan and Jane. 
The world of Jennifer in Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William 
McKinley and Me, Elizabeth was controlled by Euro-centric 
frames of reference: Cotton Mather, Van Gogh, Captain John 
Alden, Macbeth and Mona Lisa. In a similar vein, white 
women—Anne Frank, Bella Abzug, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Gloria 
Steinem and Simone de Beauvoir—shaped the worldview of 
Emma Sheriden in Nobody's Family Is Going to Change. Walt 
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Whitman, as Euro-American poet, was Lena Sills’ literary 
hero in Words by Heart. Through their portrayals of 
African American people whose reality was shaped solely 
by a Euro-American worldview, the authors of the afore¬ 
mentioned books demonstrated their extreme distance from 
African American life, history and culture. 
Caste. Based on an assessment of all aspects of books 
included in this population, it was determined that the 
perspective Euro-American authors held about African 
American culture/society. This was achieved as the 
attributes and qualities which shaped African American 
characterizations subscribed to the characteristics 
assigned to low caste people. The distilled view of 
African American life offered by Euro-American writers 
generally relegated African American people to a fixed 
place at the bottom of a seemingly ossified social order. 
The views about African American life and culture 
as conveyed by Euro-American writers through their fictional 
works were governed by the principles of caste as measured 
by the assessment instrument. This was achieved in four¬ 
teen ways. 
Euro-American authors depicted African American and 
Euro-American characters sharing the same culture in which 
Euro-American characters represented the pinnacle of 
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society and African American characters were condemned to 
the lowest point or bottom of the social order. In most 
instances, they described a social order in which the 
highest standards of living were enjoyed by incidental 
Euro-American characters who appeared prominently as 
property owners and the most financially able. In 
contrast, their portrayals showed African American char¬ 
acters viewing their place in the social order as "at the 
bottom" or close to "dirt." In Words by Heart, Ben Sills 
observed how the African American people governed by laws 
prohibiting the right to vote and upholding the racial 
segregation in 1900s placed them "back into the dirt" 
(p. 30). Similarly, in A Girl Called Boy, Boy’s feelings 
of being at "the bottom" of the social order in the 1950s 
were expressed in these terms: 
Mama always said that when you're at the 
bottom, the only way is up. Well from now on 
she would be heading up, because this was 
bottom. (p. 48) 
Authors, by and large, depicted hierarchically ordered 
occupational specialties in which Euro-American characters 
monopolized the most critical high status professional 
roles. In contrast, African American characters appeared 
in unpleasant, low-status, servant-like or service positions. 
More importantly, there was no indication by the authors 
that African American and Euro-American characters 
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could openly compete for more desirable occupations on 
the basis of qualifications. 
Euro-American authors generally demonstrated that 
free and open social discourse between African American and 
Euro-American characters and communities was subject to or 
prohibited by the strong societal social sanctions that 
operated. This was evident in Ouida Sebestyen's Words by 
Heart in which Lena, the African American girl, learned 
that her "Magic Mind" and "amazing memory" were not 
enough to prevent her from being an "outsider" in the all- 
white town of Bethel Springs during the 1900s. Similarly, 
strong social sanctions were shown to prevent Emma 
Sheridan, a middle class African American girl, in Nobody * s 
Family Is Going to Change and Jennifer in Jennifer, Hecate, 
Macbeth, William McKinley and Me, Elizabeth from openly 
cultivating friendships in predominantly white schools. In 
a different way, social sanctions were shown to keep 
African Americans and Euro-Americans separate and distinct 
in The City Rose. Because the interracial marriage 
between white Rick Martin and Wendy's mother, an African 
American woman, was ostracized, "not a soul in the countv 
would let out a place for them to live" (pp. 72-73). 
Writers marshalled out ideologies and rationales which 
pronounced the moral and intellectual inferiority of 
African American people without presenting contradicting 
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data or arguments. For example, Ouida Sebestyen's 
narrative Words by Heart was shaped by biblical references 
to the Songs of Solomon and the White Man's Burden's 
ideology which indicated that African American people were 
"lacking something." 
Euro-American writers organized interactions between 
African American characters and Euro-American characters 
to emphasize how an African American phobia determined 
the extent of distance Euro-Americans maintained from 
African Americans. This tendency was underscored in Betty 
Baum's book, A New Home for Theresa, when Mrs. Shinnerman, 
a white character, readily admitted that she "knew some 
people who were afraid of Negroes" (p. 48). 
As authors distinguished African American people as 
unclean and licentions, the pariah caste status of African 
Americans was upheld. In mediating the African American 
experience to convey high regard for animals, Charlotte 
Baker, author of Cocklebur Quarters, developed a narrative 
which demonstrated that the health and physical well-being 
of animals might be jeopardized by the vermin and garbage- 
strewn district inhabited by African American people. In 
their portrayals of minor and major African American 
characters, Euro-American authors reinforced the idea that 
African Americans represented what was unclean and 
debasing in the universe of things. This was expressed in 
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similar ways as four characters—LaVerne in Nellie Cameron, 
Ben Sills in Words by Heart, Boy in A Girl Called Boy and 
Hattie in A New Home for Theresa—were shown as unclean 
and unkempt. In one scene of Ouida Sebestyen's Words by 
Heart, Ben Sills' uncleanliness appeared as his most 
striking attribute: 
[Lena] wished Papa had bathed. He had said it 
was bad enough to stop work two hours early on 
a Saturday, much less getting all cleaned up. 
But the cotton-grin dust had whitened his dark 
clothes and face, and people would notice. . . 
(P- 7) 
His sullied appearance matched Hattie's in A New Home for 
Theresa by Betty Baum. She also needed bathing as this 
description suggested: 
(Hattie) was huddled low in her seat. Her hair 
was matted and greasy-looking; her neck needed 
washing and her dress was missing a botton. It 
was held together with a safety pin. (p. 106) 
Like Hattie, LaVerne Cooper in Michele Murray's Nellie 
Cameron looked scraggly, tattered and held together with 
safety pins: 
LaVerne Cooper was. . . wearing a purple velvet 
coat far too big for her. . . All buttons were 
off. It was pinned with two big safety pins, 
but through the big gaps Nellie could see 
LaVerne's ragged dress. There was a big tear 
down one side. Nellie was sure that was why 
she was wearing the coat to school. (p. 22) 
Similarly, four year old Gregory in Sarah Sargent's Edward 
Troy and the Witch Cat looked unclean and unscrubbed. He 
was depicted as "always kind of dusty looking, his knees 
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gray, his arms streaky" and it appeared that "nobody ever 
washed that child" (p. 89). The depiction of a mother 
figure working as a prostitution in Edward Troy and the 
Witch Cat and the portrayal of Janetta, Dolph’s sister in 
Cocklebur Quarters who, "had a way of slipping in and out 
of the house so noiselessly that nobody knew in the morning 
whether she had just come in or just got up" (p. 81) left 
the impression of licentious people. 
Regardless of the time period, whether in the 1850s, 
the 1900s, or staged in more recent times, authors 
structured interactions between Euro-Americans and African 
Americans which approximated adult-child relationships. 
This was exemplified in Ouida Sebestyen's Words by Heart 
as Ben Sills, an African American adult male, was shown to 
be "as happy as a child" (p. 61) as he responded to Mrs. 
Chism, his white employer. 
Euro-American authors peopled their fictional 
accounts of the African American experience by vividly 
showing how African American characters did not intervene 
in the most critical life-threatening experiences, but 
rather waited for "the will of God" to prevail. This was 
prevalent in the scenes of Betty Baum's A New Home for 
Theresa. Theresa Ellmsby, the young African American girl, 
was compelled to "take what comes without crying" (pp. 13-14) 
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instead of seeking assistance for her mother. In a differ¬ 
ent way, the events in Ouida Sebestyen's Words by Heart 
illustrated how African American people were inclined to 
hope that the mythical hand of God would offer protection 
from a barrage of bullets and the hostilities prevalent 
in the all-white community of Bethel Springs. Although 
Ben Sills was the target of attack and lived in constant 
fear, he protected himself from his enemies with "the 
shield and buckler of the Lord" (p. 85). 
The tendency of Euro-American authors to exclusively 
assign bestial qualities to African American characters 
suggested that African American people may be unsocialized 
beings. For example, as Ruth White Miller analogized the 
behavior and physical appearance of African American people 
to animals in The City Rose, it was difficult to dis¬ 
associate people who were characterized as vicious and 
resided in slums, dirty and ugly houses, from animals who 
dwelled in rancid and squalid conditions. 
All Euro-American authors created characterizations of 
African American women that conformed to a caste paradigm 
in contrast to Euro-American women. Invariably, African 
American women were featured as low caste women, declared 
unattractive, ignorant, obese and grotesque, while Euro- 
American women were declared paragons of beauty, intelli¬ 
gence and sensitivity. 
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Euro-American authors shaped events and African 
American characters to illustrate that African American 
people were innately lazy, created to serve or be enslaved 
by others and wantonly irresponsible. In this way, the 
principle of caste was reinforced. This was vividly 
illustrated in Belinda Hurmence's book, A Girl Called Boy 
as one African American male was portrayed as a person 
physically endowed to serve white folks: 
He was a gigantic man . . . and far more power¬ 
fully built. His huge frame seemed designed the 
way some machines are, for functional strength 
alone. He had the jaw of an anvil. (p. 12) 
The loyalty of enslaved African American people to Euro- 
American people who held them in bondage was virtually 
uncontested in this book. 
By structuring two different worlds which required 
African American and Euro-American people to function in 
different ways, Euro-American authors reflected a caste¬ 
like order. This was typified in Betty Baum's A New Home 
for Theresa. In this book, Mr. Chinton, an African 
American adult male, attributed his success in his govern¬ 
ment position to the fact he had learned "to get used 
to working with white people" (p. 73). More significantly, 
in this book, as in others, the adequacy of African 
American characters was measured by their ability to endure 
adjust or otherwise accommodate to the abusive behavior of 
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Euro-Americans with the tacit understanding/recognition 
that some whites "of this world will never change" 
(p. 182). In Charlotte Baker's Cocklebur Quarters, the 
language which placed Euro-Americans on "the other side 
of town" and restricted African Americans to "quarters" 
communicated the idea of caste. Cocklebur, the name of 
the district, the specific section of town where African 
Americans were confined, gave the impression of a coarse 
and rough section of town which could only be inhabited 
by "burrheads," a racial epithet commonly applied to 
African American people. It was doubtful that a street 
on "the other side of town" where Euro-Americans lived 
would be called "Alley" as it was so named in the Cocklebur 
area where African Americans resided. 
Euro-American authors indicated that African and Euro- 
American formal education was qualitatively different. 
Both Betty Baum through A New Home for Theresa, and Michele 
Murray through Nellie Cameron, labeled "white" schools as 
superior and classified "black" schools as inferior. 
The preponderance of school dropouts, about-to-be- 
dropouts, and the demonstrated lack of commitment by gifted 
African American characters to school achievement in the 
selected works written by Euro-American authors reinforced 
the idea of caste in the African American experience. The 
stories developed by Charlotte Baker in Cocklebur Quarters, 
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Michele Murray in Nellie Cameron, Ouida Sebestyen in 
Words by Heart, and Sarah Sargent in Edward Troy and the 
^itch Cat, which are peopled by freeloaders, religious 
fanatics, service workers and people with little or no 
ambition to change their circumstance in life, offered 
support to the thesis that low school performance on the 
part of African American children may be an adaptation to 
their lower social and occupational positions in adult 
lif e. 
CHAPTER V 
Results of the Assessment of Salient Aspects 
of Shared African American Experience 
The second part of this study was designed to determine 
if and how selected realistic fiction books written about 
African Americans by African American writers affirmed 
seven salient aspects of shared African Americans 
experiences: (1) kinship patterns, (2) concept of 
struggle, (3) Afro-centric values, (4) heritage symbols, 
(5) indigenous institutions, (6) African American modes 
of communication, and (7) cultural products. Ten 
realistic fiction books written by African American 
authors for older children, intermediate through junior 
high school level, published between 1967-1980 were 
subjected to the analytic instrument, Affirmations of 
Chared African American Experience, developed by this 
researcher. The descriptive data generated from the 
application of this instrument were presented to respond 
to two questions: 
1. To what extent to books about African Americans 
communicate salient aspects of their shared experience? 
2. Which aspects of shared African American ex¬ 
perience are most frequently portrayed? 
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The presentation of data was organized in two parts; 
(1) a summary of the ten books, and (2) a description of 
findings. 
Population 
The ten books assessed are listed in table 12. A 
brief synopsis has been given for each work in Appendix B. 
Findings 
A summary of ways in which selected works affirmed 
salient aspects of shared African American experience in 
five areas; (1) illustrations, (2) setting, (3) relation¬ 
ships, (4) characterizations and (5) perspectives was 
presented in table 13. 
Illustrations 
Six of the ten works reviewed contained art work, 
drawings or some type of graphics, that affirmed salient 
aspects of shared African American experience. As shown 
on table 14, illustrations reinforced six aspects of 
shared African American experience; (1) kinship patterns, 
(2) concept of struggle, (3) Afro-centric values, 
orientations and frames of reference, (4) heritage 
symbols, (5) indigenous institutions, and (6) Afro¬ 
centric modes of communication. 
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Table 12 
Population of Books by African 
American Authors 
Author Title 
Year of 
Publication 
Lucille Clifton The Lucky Stone 1979 
Eloise Greenfield Sister 1974 
Virginia 
Hamilton 
Zeely 1967 
Kristin Hunter The Soul Brothers and 1968 
Sister Lou 
Sharon Bell 
Mathis 
The Hundred Penny Box 1975 
Dindga 
McCamnon 
Wilhemina Jones, 
Future Star 
1980 
Walter Dean 
Myers 
The Young Landlords 1979 
Mildred D. 
Taylor 
Roll of Thunder, Hear 
My Cry 
1976 
Brenda Ludell's New York Time 1980 
Wilkinson 
Mary Elizabeth 
Vroman 
Harlem Summer 1968 
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Visuals most frequently affirmed African American 
kinship by emphasizing the extended family, stressing 
child care as a collective responsibility, and calling 
attention to the bonds that connect generations-- 
grandmother to grandaughter or great aunt to great 
nephew. The extended family was the most prevalent type 
of kinship pattern illustrated. 
Examples of books which contained positive illustra¬ 
tions of the extended family included: Zeely, The 
Hundred Penny Box, and Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. 
Images of Uncle Ross looking after his neice and nephew 
for the summer and of Uncle Ross conversing with nephew, 
John, illustrated this kin grouping in Zeely. In The 
Hundred Penny Box, the drawings of Aunt Dew and Michael 
presented this expanded family unit. The frontispiece, 
the only visual in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, affirmed 
the extended family which included the Logan family, 
Mr. Morrison, a friend of David Logan and Big Ma, eldest 
of the Logan clan. 
Settings 
In assessing the settings of selected works, factors 
and forces which shaped and honed the environment in 
which African American people lived were weighed. 
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Institutions and activities which had major impact on the 
communities depicted were assessed. In this category, the 
time and place of the story were considered. 
Seven of the ten books analyzed were contemporary 
fiction works which took place in urban areas. Four of 
these, Harlem Summer, Wilhemina Jones, Future Star, 
Ludell's New York Time and The Young Landlords, were set 
in Harlem, New York during the ’60s. Soul Brothers and 
Sister Lou was also set in an all-African American 
community, the Southside of a city. Washington, D.C. 
formed the backdrop for Sister. Although The Hundred 
Penny Box, a contemporary book, was set in a major city, 
it used flashbacks to cover nineteenth and early twentieth 
century events. 
Rural communities were depicted in three books: Roll 
of Thunder, Hear My Cry, Zeely and The Lucky Stone. The 
events of Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry transpired in 
rural Mississippi in the 1930s. Zeely was set in a 
farming community. Through flashbacks, the events of 
The Lucky Stone staged in a rural community, moved back 
and forth from the twentieth century to the nineteenth 
century and early twentieth century. 
The settings of all books studied presented evidence 
of the seven types of shared African American experience 
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measured as shown in table 15. Indigenous institutions 
were shown to have a major impact on the settings of 
seven books: Ludell's New York Time, Wilhemina Jones, 
Future Star, The Young Landlords. Soul Brothers and 
Sister Lou, Harlem Summer, Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, 
and Sister. In these works, the following three 
indigenous institutions appeared as pillars of the 
African American community: (1) Black Churches, 
(2) street corner rituals and (3) social and civic 
organizations. Generally, Black Churches were presented 
as a social, religious and welfare institution committed 
to self-help and racial uplift. Street corner rituals 
gave other clues about the African American experience. 
Recreational activities, group singing and jumping rope 
claimed the sidewalks. Platforms for political diatribes 
were mounted on other street corners. Landmarks such as 
the Schomburg Library, Micheaux’s Book Store and The 
Apollo oriented the reader to indigenous African American 
institutions. 
In most books, Black Churches stood out as helping, 
social and stable institutions within the African 
American community. Examples of how the Black Church 
shaped the context were illuminated in six books. In The 
Young Landlords, the headquarters for the Action Group was 
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located in the room of a building owned by the church. 
Friendship Baptist Church, located "right of Lenox at a 
Hundred and Thirtieth Street,” (p. 96) complemented the 
Harlem community in Ludell's New York Time. Mount Calvary 
Baptist Church on One Hundred Forty-Second Street was 
identified in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. A church 
located "on Lenox Avenue, upstairs over a store" in Harlem 
Summer was dedicated to racial uplift and helping its own. 
It's mission was set forth in these terms: 
We in this church take care of our own. We care 
for the sick and needy and we send our youn'uns 
to college. We take out insurance on the old 
folks so we can bury them decent when they die. 
And we do a lot of other things too. (p. 126) 
In a like manner, Great Faith Church in Roll of Thunder, 
Hear My Cry subsidized the education of African American 
students and hosted annual revivals which served people 
from neighboring communities. Cheerful Baptist Church in 
Soul Brothers and Sister Lou was revealed as a place where 
African Americans may shout cry and act out "extreme 
displays of deep emotion" that satisfied the soul. Store 
front churches also appeared in this book as places you 
often passed by and heard tambourines, drums and a piano 
"played with a lively bouncy rhythm that made (your) feet 
want to dance" (p. 13). 
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Characterizations 
In this category, the extent to which the attributes 
and qualities assigned to African American characters 
affirmed salient aspects of shared African American 
experience was determined. Additionally, factors which 
shaped characters were considered. The degree to which 
the assigned roles of African American characters reflected 
shared African American experience was taken into account. 
Young African American characters featured in selected 
works were between nine and eighteen years old. The main 
characters, African American females in seven books 
concerned about their development included: Sweet Baby 
Tee in The Lucky Stone, Doretha Freeman in Sister, Elizabeth 
Perry in Zeely, Wilhemina Jones in Wilhemina Jones, Future 
Star, Ludell Wilson in Ludell*s New York Time, Cassie 
Logan in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, and Louretta Hawkins 
in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. Three books presented 
African American male characters: Michael in The Hundred 
Penny Box, Paul Williams in The Young Landlords, and John 
Brown in Harlem Summer. 
In three books, African American characters gained 
self-knowledge. By moving from the South to Harlem, 
eighteen year old Ludell Wilson from Waycross, Georgia in 
Ludell’s New York Time and sixteen year old John Brown 
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from Montgomery, Albama in Harlem Summer adjusted to the 
pace of urban life and developed their own identities. 
Like Ludell, Wilhemina Jones in Wilhemina Jones, Future 
Star, graduated from high school, entered the world of 
work, fell in love and made a transition into womanhood. 
Growing up during the ’60s, these African American 
characters learned to value African American institutions 
and develop a sense of race pride. 
By listening to the stories handed down by their 
elders, two major characters, Sweet Baby Tee in The Lucky 
Stone and Michael in The Hundred Penny Box, became aware 
of their family history and their African American 
heritage. Fourteen year old Sweet Baby Tee recounted the 
stories narrated by her great grandmother. Michael enjoyed 
the commentaries of his great-great Aunt Dewbet Thomas. 
By struggling with the exigencies and harsh realities 
of life, twelve year old Doretha Freeman in Sister and 
fourteen year old Louretta Hawkins in Soul Brothers and 
Sister Lou developed a special sense of themselves and 
skills to cope with critical moments of life. 
The main African American characters in two books 
engaged in improvement projects. With the help of his 
comrades, fifteen year old Paul Williams in The Young 
Landlords spearheaded a campaign to rehabilitate housing 
in his neighborhood. Fourteen year old Loretta Hawkins 
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in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou encouraged her brother 
to open his own business and urged her cohorts to organize 
a popular singing group. 
Characterizations in the books examined reflected the 
seven aspects of shared African American experience as 
shown by table 16. 
Kinship Patterns. African American kinship patterns were 
most frequently reinforced as African American characters 
were shown to assume collective responsibility for child 
care. This attribute was prevalent in the characterizations 
of five books: Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, Sister, Zeely, 
Harlem Summer and Soul Brothers ans Sister Lou. For 
example, in Zeely, the character, Uncle Ross was featured 
as a nurturing relative for his niece and nephew. His 
care for them during the summer illustrated how shared 
responsibility for child carewas a salient aspect of 
shared African American experience. Aunt Candice and 
Uncle Ernie in Harlem Summer responded similarly to their 
nephew, John Brown. During the summer, they gave John a 
place to stay for the summer and an opportunity for a 
little vacation. 
Likewise, child care was a collective responsibility 
in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. As the Logan children 
arrived from school, Big Ma greated them with supportive 
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words and pots of hot soapy water. When Uncle Hammer 
visited from Chicago, he brought gifts and taught the 
Logan children moral principles and lessons. Mr. Morrison, 
the hired hand, advised the children against patronizing 
a white owned store where African American were viewed 
as comical objects. David and Mary Logan cared for their 
children by teaching them about the richness of their 
cultural heritage, respect for other African Americans, 
a philosophy for survival in a hostile world with respect 
and dignity, a sense of their real enemies, and pride in 
themselves. 
Like the members of the Logan family, the Hawkinses, 
Mama., William and Louretta, shared child care duties in 
Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. While her mother went to 
church and when her old sister Arneatha was out on dates, 
Louretta tended to all her younger siblings and her niece, 
Cora Lee. William as "the man of the house" would mete 
out discipline and nurture his brothers and sisters. Mrs. 
Hawkins was raising her granddaughter, Cora Lee. 
The tendencies of characters in Harlem Summer to take 
over the responsibility for child care demonstrated 
authentic African American kinship patterns. Old Paul 
Mason, a seventy-three year old man, reared his grandson 
Marcus Garvey Mason II after the loss of Marcus’s parents 
in an automobile accident. He also acted like a surrogate 
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father to Deena Johnson, a neighbor, who was neglected by 
her family. Mark Two assumed the role of Deena’s brother 
by giving her guidance about life and making sure that 
she was always appropriately dressed. 
Concept of Struggle. Through the attributes and qualities 
of African American characters in eight books—Sister, The 
Lucky Stone, Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, Roll of Thunder, 
Hear My Cry, Harlem Summer, Ludell's New York Time. The 
Young Landlords and Wilhemina Jones, Future Star—the 
concept of struggle as a salient aspect of shared African 
American experience was affirmed. All dimensions of 
struggle as measured by the assessment instrument were 
conveyed through characterizations. Generally, African 
American characters were shaped by their struggle to sur¬ 
vive and triumph over adverse circumstances. For the most 
part, survival was based on the notion of doing what you 
had to do to make the best of your life without compromis¬ 
ing your self-respect and without endangering the lives of 
family and friends. 
Survival. Survival, the aspect of struggle most prominently 
displayed, was revealed through characterizations as the 
will, strength and fortitude with which African American 
characters prevailed. In Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, 
survival for African American characters meant helping 
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each other. After Mr. L. T. Morrison lost his job at 
the railroad for fighting some white men, he was invited 
by Mr. Logan to stay with his family. In exchange for 
protecting the Logan family while David Logan was away 
working on the railroad, Mr. Morrison, "a most formidable- 
looking being,” possessed those qualities and attributes 
which provided protection necessary for the survival of 
the Logan family in a hostile environment. When marauding 
gangs of night riders terrorized the African American 
community, Big Ma and Ma protected their family with 
loaded weapons. 
In Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, the struggle to 
survive was manifested in the characterization of Phil 
Satterwaite, known as Fess, short for professor, by his 
peers. Fess conceived of The Weekly Truth newspaper and 
circulated it freely on the Southside to educate African 
Americans about the following survival issues: "crooked 
merchants” in the neighborhood, identification of stores 
to patronize and those to boycott, how to make landlords 
more responsive, how to effectively use the vote, how to 
identify and overcome racism in the school, and other 
relevant areas. 
Examples of how African American characters survived 
in the face of adversity were depicted vividly in other 
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works. Because Mississippi is hell for colored people," 
Carolyn Jones in Ludell's New York Time purchased a bus 
ticket and ventured to New York with little money and 
without job prospects. With the assistance of the church, 
Carolyn found employment and survived the harshness of 
New York City. In Harlem Summer, Big John Brown had the 
strength to survive police brutality. Teophilus "Skeeter" 
Marcus in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star triumphed over the 
racism in the armed services and the horrors of the Vietnam 
Way. Paul Williams and his cohorts, in The Young Landlords 
confronted two survival issues: "eyesore" housing in Harlem 
and a legal structure which adversely affected African 
American youth. 
Afro-centric Values, Orientations and Frames of Reference. 
Through characterizations, nine Afro-centric values, 
orientations and frames of reference were affirmed as 
shown in Table 16. Race pride as an Afro-centric value 
was paramount in African American characterizations in 
eight books: Sister, Harlem Summer, Wilhemina Jones, Future 
Star, Ludell’s New York Time, Zeely, The Lucky Stone, Soul 
Brothers and Sister Lou, and Roll of Thunder, Hear_My—Cr^. 
Generally, strength, beauty and positive attributes 
distinguished African American characters. African 
American female characters, young and old, appeared as 
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strong, graceful, beautiful, sweet and proud of being 
Black. African American male characters were also endowed 
with laudable qualities. They were described as exciting, 
intelligent, strong and handsome. 
Characters in The Lucky Stone exemplified race pride. 
Great Grandmother Pickens described Baby Tee as "pretty 
polite. Her husband was described as "kind and gentle." 
Additionally, she affectionately elaborated on how young 
Amos Pickens looked when he rescued her from a ferocious 
dog: "While I was watchin how the sun shined on him and 
made him look like an angel. . . (p. 43). In Ludell's New 
York Time, Carolyn Jones was "truly proud of her Blackness 
and wanted to show it" (p. 169). 
The depictions of African American woman characters 
abound in race pride. The portrayal of Zeely in Zeely 
was shaped by extremely positive attributes: "Tall and so 
pretty," "graceful," "extraordinary tall and beautiful" 
and regal looking. Deena Johnson in Harlem Summer was 
characterized as "very intelligent" and "beautiful". 
In Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, Mary Logan appeared as 
tawney-colored, thin and sinewy with delicate features in 
a strong-jawed face" (p. 33). Her hair "fanned her head 
like an enormous black halo" as she combed it (p. 131). 
Laudable qualities shaped the character of Big Ma, Caroline 
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Logan, in the same work who was described as tall, strongly 
built with clear, smooth skin, the color of a pecan shell. 
It was maintained that she, "in her sixties would work 
like a woman of twenty in the fields" (p. 7). Cassie, 
nine years old, was portrayed as proud, adroit and highly 
intelligent. 
The admirable qualities of African American male 
characters reflected race pride. Highest praise was 
reserved for William Hawkins, the family mainstay, in 
Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. He appeared as "everything 
a big brother should be: tall, strong, handsome, kind, 
stern enough to make you obey him but pleasant enough to 
have fun with" (p. 19). African American male characters 
in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry were shaped by two 
attributes: power and strength. David Logan, a loving 
father, husband and son, was depicted as tall, strongly 
built, man with strong hands and a square, high-cheek 
boned face which opened to a wide smile. At the "manly 
age of twelve," Stacey, distinguished by his honesty and 
other qualities, provided guidance and protection for his 
siblings and friends. Mr. L. T. Morrison, distinguished 
by his phenomenal strength, appeared as a "human tree in 
height. His attributes and qualities were marked by race 
pride: 
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The long trunk of his massive body bulged with 
muscles, and his skin, of the deepest ebony 
was partially scarred upon his face and neck as 
if by fire. Deep life lines were cut into his 
face and his hair was splotched with gray, but 
his eyes were clear and penetrating. (pp. 34- 
35 ) 
Qualities denoting strength and power were used to 
distinguish African American adult males in Harlem Summer. 
Mark Two featured as "rather handsome in a strange kind 
of way," looked strong with a face that came alive with 
laughter and a man’s voice, deep and calm and easy." 
Big John Brown, John's father, was described as: 
stronger and braver than any one else his son 
knew. He was also kinder and happier. But 
he had a mind of his own. Once he decided on 
something, nothing could make him back down. 
John Brown was never afraid of anything. 
(p. 35) 
Similarly, Old Paul personified a bulwark of strength. 
Young John referred to Old Paul as a strong exciting old 
man. His admiration for Old Paul was couched in this 
description: 
In spite of his white hair, Paul Mason didn't 
look old. There were few lines in his dark 
face. He was not a big man, but something 
about him gave the appearance of power. He 
could have been Mark's father instead of his 
grandfather. In a way he couldn't explain, 
Old Paul reminded John of his own father. 
(p. 29) 
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Heritage Symbols. It was determined that African hair¬ 
styles represented the heritage symbol most prominently 
displayed. This was evident in five books: Wilhemina 
Jones future Star, Uidell's New York Tim*. Harlem Summer. 
Zeel£, and Sister. The natural hairstyles of Deena in 
Harlem Summer, Willie Jones in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star, 
and Carolyn Jones in Ludell’s New York Time reflected their 
African heritage. Both Deena and Carolyn cut their hair 
very short and wore it natural. 
Indigenous Institutions. The portrayals of the historic 
Black pieacher affirmed Black Churches as an integral part 
of shared African American experience. Examples of this 
tradition were provided in four books. Rev. Mathew James 
Jones, the circuit preacher in The Lucky Stone was hailed 
as "a mighty man of God" (p. 25). Mother Strong in Harlem 
Summer and Reverand Mamie Lobell in Soul Brothers and 
Sister Lou possessed similar attributes. Mother Strong 
was respected for her "marvelous grace" and "boundless 
energy" (p. 125). Impressions of Mother Martha Strong were 
presented in these terms: 
The woman coming down the center aisle was the 
largest woman John had ever seen and the most 
impressive. . . The big body in the golden gown 
moved with a marvelous grace and pride. . . 
she seemed to have boundless energy, coupled with 
boundless joy that flowed from her to the 
congregation. (p. 125) 
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In §2Hl Brothers and Sister Lon. Reverend Mamie Lobell was 
portrayed as "a tall, heavy dignified woman who had her 
own church" the Cheerful Baptist Church. Her "deep 
powerful expressive voice" was said to match her figure 
(p. 219). 
For Ludell in Ludell's New York Time, growing up 
meant attending an "all day" church program with her 
mother. Attending church was a critical part of Ludell’s 
social experience. She was inclined to invite her friends 
to join her on Sunday mornings. She saw it as an institu¬ 
tion where people got in touch with "the word" and 
supported each other in crisis. 
African American Modes of Communication. The names, 
labels, terms and experssions used to identify African 
American characters were directly related to African 
American modes of communication. Examples of how African 
American characters were distinguished and identified 
by the nuances, hyperbole and subtlety endemic to Afro¬ 
centric modes of communication stood out in three books. 
This was prevalent in Ludell’s New York Time. Denise, an 
African American girl from New York referred to herself as 
a "fox." Ludell was called "country." Monkey Juice was 
the nickname of Ludell and Willie's mutual friend. 
Shirley's sister Freda landed a job because she "got some 
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attitude.” The versatility of African American modes 
of communication was substantiated by Paul Williams, 
fifteen year old main character who transmitted the 
subtleties, complexities and intimacies of the African 
American experience in The Young Landlords. When the 
pressures of a situation became too great to bear, he 
called for "checkout time." In one scene, he identified 
his father as a man who "had his attitude, wearing it, 
like a straw hat" (p. 38). 
In Sister, African American modes of communication 
stood out in the characterization of Grandpa, Doretha's 
grandfather. This was exemplified as Grandpa anthro- 
morphized the arthritis that caused his knees to ache. 
Toward this end, he assailed "Arthur Rytus" as "the 
meanest man" he ever saw: 
"that Arthur's the meanest man I ever saw." 
He rubbed his knee and laughed. Doretha looked 
at him, "Who's Arthur?" she asked. "Arthur 
Rytus. Ain't you never heard of him? He ever 
get after you, Sister, run your behind off." 
(p. 36) 
Cultural Products. The development and behaviors of most 
African American characters were influenced by music, 
an African American cultural product. The significance 
of blues, jazz and popular music was transmitted through 
African American characterizations in five books. In 
these works, African American characters were either 
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inspired by, tutored in, or had some intimate contact 
with the African American musical tradition. In two books, 
Soul Brothers and Sister Lou and Sister, older African 
American men educated young African American children 
about the history and uniqueness of African American music. 
In Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, music as an African 
American art form was highlighted through the characteri¬ 
zations of Blind Eddie Bell and Louretta Hawkins. Blind 
Eddie Bell, who was formerly with Jimmy Lunceford, Erskine 
Hawkins, and Ray Johnson's Little Raiders, taught Louretta 
and her associates the history of the blues. As Louretta's 
mentor, he stimulated a sense of pride in his young 
audience as he attributed the creation of blues music to 
African American people. 
Blind Eddie said with an easy laugh. "White 
people don't write music like this. This is 
something the colored people done all by 
themselves." (p. 75) 
In Sister, Mr. Anderson, a neighbor, depicted as a cheer¬ 
ful smiling man with rimless glasses and a thin mixed 
gray mustache introduced Bobbi Humphrey, the African 
American flutist, to Doretha and expressed an appreciation 
for Black music. 
Black music shaped depictions in two other works, 
Harlem Summer and The Young Landlords. Uncle Ernie, a 
connoisseur of music with the "biggest collection of 
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records in the world," enjoyed old blues sung by Bessie 
Smith in Harlem Summer. Kelly Smith in The Young Landlords 
was identified as a cousin of Earth Wind and Fire, an 
African American popular music group. 
Relationships/Associations/Interactions 
In this section, the extent to which interactions and 
friendships affirmed salient aspects of shared African 
American experience was analyzed. The information 
characters imparted about shared African American ex¬ 
perience was documented. Ways in which kinship patterns; 
the concept of struggle; Afro-centric values; frames of 
reference or orientation; heritage symbols; indigenous 
institutions; and cultural products were stustantiated 
by the observations and associations of African American 
characters were noted. 
Through their associations, relationships and inter¬ 
actions, African American characters dealt with five basic 
issues: (1) sense of Africanity, (2) healthy ways of 
coping with life's problems, circumstances, and issues, 
(3) defining future lifestyles, (4) making life better, 
and (5) growing up. Both Wilhemina in Wilhemina Jones, 
Future Star and Ludell in Ludell's New York Time were 
involved in situations which helped them determine their 
future roles and make choices about the direction their 
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lives should take. Each professed a commitment to the man 
in her life. Realizing her ambition as an artist was 
important to Willie. 
Strong peer relationships were prevalent in three 
books> Harlem Summer, Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, and 
The Young Landlords. As a result of his friendships with 
Mark Two, John Brown learned a great deal about African 
American history and political conditions in Harlem Summer. 
By working collaboratively, Paul Williams and his peers, 
Gloria, Dean, Bubba, Omar and Jeannie, members of The 
Action Group in The Young Landlords gained knowledge about 
their community, owning property and the responsibilities 
attached to revitalizing a neighborhood. In a like 
manner, the interactions in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou 
were influenced by the friendship that linked a group of 
teenagers, fourteen year old Louretta Hawkins with a teen 
gang named the Hawks, made up of Fess, Calvin, Jethro, 
Ulysses, David along with her girlfriends, Joella and 
Sharon. As a consequence of hard work and practice, 
they were launched into national prominence and gained 
economic success as a musical group. 
The interactions in two books, The Hundred Penny Box 
and The Lucky Stone were tempered by the fascination young 
African American children found in their elders. In these 
works, young Michael in The Hundred Penny Box and Sweet 
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Baby Tee in The Lucky Stone spent their time listening 
to stories told by older relatives about their heritage, 
asked questions about how life used to be, and gained 
respect for their history. 
The questions: "Who am I?” and "Where do I come 
from?" stimulated interactions in Zeely. As Elizabeth 
searched for appropriate answers to these questions, 
she developed a sense of Africanity. 
Struggling to survive and cope with life's circum¬ 
stances spawned interactions in two books: Sister and 
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. Doretha Freeman in Sister 
sought help from family and neighbors in reconciling 
life’s hurt and disappointment and finding ways to get 
the best out of life. The associations and relationships 
formed by the Logan family in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry 
were geared to surviving and prevailing in a hostile 
environment. 
Data about the seven aspects of shared African 
American experience as measured by the assessment instru¬ 
ment were generated by the interactions and relationships 
in the books studied as reported by table 17. 
Kinship Patterns. The values, benefits and purpose of 
kinship patterns as a salient aspect of shared African 
American experience were determined from an analysis of 
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interactions and relationships. African Americans who 
functioned as extended family conceived of themselves as 
one. Patterns of informal adoptions were evident in those 
situations where African American were shown giving 
others "homes", making non-kin a "part of" the family, 
and temporarily "making room" for a neighbor in need. In 
those books where collective responsibility for child care 
was affirmed, African American people were engaged in 
four types of interactive behaviors: (1) raising their 
kin, (2) minding or taking care of siblings, (3) socializ¬ 
ing and teaching children about the ways of the world, 
and (4) guarding the welfare of others’ children as their 
own. As grandparents were found either rearing, nurturing 
grandchildren or passing on family legacies and traditions, 
their centrality in the African American kin network was 
affirmed. They emerged as relatives who left their 
imprint and mark on their grandchildren and other relatives 
for generations to come. The benefits of African American 
kinship patterns were further pronounced as African 
Americans pooled their financial resources and "stretched" 
their paychecks to meet mortgage payments, responded to 
emergencies, paid for educational expenses, and collectively 
provided for the basic necessities. 
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Generally, relationships and interactions between 
family members verified the flexible, functional and 
mutually supportive egalitarian family roles characteris¬ 
tic of the African American family. Household chores 
were managed by those most willing and able. African 
American children were shown tenderly consoling parents 
who had been crushed by disappointment. Siblings offered 
each other vision when parents were paralyzed by dispair. 
The interactions in six books, Soul Brothers and 
Sister Lou, Ludell's New York Time, Sister, Wilhemina 
Jones, Future Star, Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, and 
Harlem Summer affirmed the strong religious orientation 
of the kin group. Through various interactions in these 
stories, it was determined that a strong religious 
orientation represented five ideas: (1) "giving" yourself 
to the church, (2) the tradition of going to church on a 
regular basis, (3) belief in God, (4) "treating people 
right," and (5) behaving in a charitable leadership 
capacity. This orientation was revealed in Sister as 
Aunt Flossie told family and friends that she gave herself 
to the church. To Doretha’s Great Aunt Flossie giving 
herself to the church meant giving up playing cards. 
Aunt Flossie’s religiosity was vividly expressed in the 
dialogue in which she engaged her family and friends. 
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’’All I got to say is it’s a good thing I give 
myself to the church last month.” She kept her 
face straight. . . "You ain't supposed to be 
playing cards no way are you?" Miss Pauline 
asked. "This is my last game, Pauline, I 
promised the Lord, just one more game to 
celebrate Cle's birthday and He said it was all 
right. . she fanned herself again. (p. 25) 
In this book, the religious orientation was conveyed as 
a personal commitment between the individual and the 
Lord. 
In spite of her grandmother's religious teachings, 
Ludell in Ludell's New York Time regarded her religious 
orientation as "treating people right." While in church, 
Ludell articulated her religious beliefs in these terms: 
And I kind of believe it's good to give thanks 
when things are going good for you too, ya 
know. My grandmother's whole thing with 
religion was about getting to Heaven. Now if 
there is one, I hope to go, but I don't really 
think about Heaven that much. For me, religion 
is about how I live—about treating people 
right—and hoping I get treated the same in 
return." (p. 110) 
After attending church services with Aunt Candy and 
Uncle Ernie, Young John's respect for his relatives was 
enhanced in Harlem Summer. In church, Uncle Ernie and 
Aunt Candy demonstrated that they were charitable, 
capable and sincere people. By being in church with his 
relatives one Sunday Young John was exposed to a side of 
Uncle Ernie that he hadn't dreamed existed" (p. 127). 
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In church Young John observed Uncle Ernie being trans¬ 
formed into Deacon Matthews: 
Suddenly, a clear, sweet tenor voice began to 
sing: "Lord, oh hear me praying, Lord! Oh, 
hear me praying, Lord 1M With a startle of 
surprise, John realized that it was his uncle's 
voice he was hearing. It was a voice that 
seemed to bear no relationship to Uncle Ernie's 
speaking voice. . . Immediately other voices 
chimed in . . . Uncle Ernie's voice led the 
verse. (p. 123) 
Based on Young John's observation religion not only 
reinforced kinship bonds but appeared to be a "joyous 
thing." 
The people were "getting happy." Uncle Ernie, 
leading them, was moving up and down a 
tambourine in each hand. Sweat was pouring 
down his face. . . he was smiling. . . He 
looked rather like a man filled with wondrous, 
special joy. Aunt Candy, beside John, was 
also singing and moving with the music. She 
seemed to share the same joy. . . John himself 
was feeling it too. . . He felt wonderful. 
Religion should be a joyous thing, he thought 
. . . (p. 124) 
The Concept of Struggle. The five dimensions of struggle 
measured by the assessment instrument were substantiated 
by the interactions and relationships contained in all 
of the ten selected works as shown by table 17. The two 
aspects of struggle most consistently depicted included: 
(1) survival as a prerequisite to all higher forms of 
struggle, and (2) active resistence to all forms of 
oppression. 
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Survival. Generally, data gleaned from the interactions 
suggested that African American people had to struggle to 
survive slavery, racism, violence, victimization by a 
system of justice, education and labor and overwhelming 
odds. There was general agreement by African American 
characters in the selected works that Black people in the 
United States had to deal with seven adverse social 
conditions which threatened their lives: (1) police 
brutality, (2) violence, (3) forms of discrimination, 
(4) slavery, (5) low status jobs, (6) harsh conditions, 
and (7) being perceived as "outsiders.” First, testimonies 
by African American characters evoked the images of hostile 
police. These views were substantiated in Ludell's New 
York Time in which a police officer nearly clubbed to 
death a young African American deaf mute; in Harlem Summer 
in which a policeman’s bullet paralyzed an African 
American father; and in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou in 
which white police officers harrassed and murdered an 
African American youth in the Southside community. In 
the latter book, William most typically articulated how 
most African American characters believed police perceived 
them: "as outlaws" or with suspicion: 
William said seriously, "I learned something 
tonight. These cops can’t tell the difference 
between a respectable Negro and an outlaw. 
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They treated me just as rough as everybody 
else. So that makes us all outlaws, at least 
in their eyes." 
Other episodes in this story underscored the fact that 
African Americans living in the Southside community had 
to survive the wrath and violence of police: 
All the people in the Southside were united 
in their distrust and fear of policemen. An 
outsider might think this meant all of them 
must be criminals. . . practically everybody 
in Southside had had experiences with mean 
policemen. (pp. 8-9) 
It was also mentioned that Southside youth had a difficult 
time securing employment with jail records. 
Second, the gravity of violence African American 
people needed to survive was clearly explicated by other 
works. Examples of the forms of violence African American 
people had to survive were illuminated by the interactions 
in two books, Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry and Harlem 
Summer. The interactions of Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry 
focussed on the handings, lynch mobs, being burned alive, 
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tarring and feathering, massacres, the violent raids of 
night riders and the brutalization of entire families. 
Most vividly, interactions in Harlem Summer brought to 
light how African American people were threatened by the 
violence of poverty, drugs and the streets. The nature of 
violence which African American people had to survive was 
described by T. J. in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. In 
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one episode he informed the 
riders tarred and feathered 
American man, for insisting 
proprietor erred in filling 
Logan children how night 
Mr. Sam Tatum, an African 
that a Euro-American store 
an order: 
"Mr. Tatum's s'pose to done told him that he 
ain't ordered up all them things Mr. Barnett 
done charged him for. Mr. Barnett said he had 
all them things Mr. Tatum ordered writ down and 
when Mr. Tatum asked to see that list of his, 
Mr. Barnett says, 'you calling me a liar boy?' 
And Mr. Tatum says, "Yessuh, I guess I is.' 
That done it!" (p. 75) 
Other interactions centered on the experience of African 
American men who were burned by a white lynch mob. 
According to reports given to Big Ma by church folks, 
John Henry, an African American war veteran, "had a nice 
little place" and "was doing pretty well." Henry, in 
his search for a filling station to buy gas for his Model 
T pickup, was violently overtaken by a gang of whites 
who accused him of "flirtin" with a white woman. The 
incident of how Mr. Henry, along with his uncles and 
nephew, were doused in kerosene and set afire as detailed 
by Mr. Lanier, a church member, transmitted the depth of 
violence which victimized African American people: 
John Henry knowed he was runnin' outa gas and he 
was 'fraid he couldn't make it to his own place, 
so he stopped at his uncle's. But them men 
dragged him and Beacon both outa that house, and 
when old man Berry tried to stop it, they lit 
him afire with them boys. (p. 40) 
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According to the discussions between the Logan family and 
church people, lynching, being burned to death, or tarred 
and feathered were standard punishments African Americans 
were subjected to if they were deemed '’uppity niggers" by 
white men. Because African Americans were so prone to 
such violent acts in Mississippi, Uncle Hammer made this 
observation: "A Black man's life ain’t worth the life 
of a cow fly down here" (p. 138). 
Interractions in Harlem Summer indicated that African 
American people had to survive different forms of violence: 
the weight of poverty, drugs and the streets. In this 
book, Old Paul schooled his grandson in Barbadian stick 
fighting and subjected him to a daily regimen to prepare 
him for hostile streets. Old Paul explained to young John 
Brown that Mark Two's survival in Harlem depended on 
mastering the art of self defense: 
A boy in Harlem has to learn to make it. But he 
has to learn to keep his nose clean, too. I 
didn't want Mark to be soft. But I didn't want 
him to end up with the junkies and the thugs 
either ... I ran his life like a soldier: so 
much time for reading and study, and talks with 
me; so much time for boxing with me, and judo, 
and stick-fighting. (pp. 104-105) 
In the same book, young John Brown observed the violence 
of poverty in the lives of African American people. In a 
letter to his father, he elaborated on the extent to which 
poverty devastated African American life everywhere. 
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Everywhere I’ve been—down home, up here—I've 
seen the poor, which is mostly Black. And 
we’re not blessed. To be poor is to be weak, 
and ignorant, and troubled. We commit more 
crimes because we have more reason. We drink 
and take dope because we have no hope. 
(p. 137) 
Third, forms of discrimination which African Americans 
had to address in order to survive were identified in three 
books: Ludell's New York Time, Roll of Thunder, Hear My 
Cry, and Harlem Summer. Race conscious job discrimination 
was assailed in Ludell's New York Time. The racial segre¬ 
gation in Albama during the 1950s was dramatized in 
Harlem Summer. Surviving the dehumanizing effects of 
customs which forced African Americans to function as the 
subordinates of whites in Mississippi during the 1930s 
was a critical feat in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. 
Most typically, interactions in Roll of Thunder, Hear 
My Cry centered on discriminatory customs African 
Americans had to survive. This was evident in one episode 
in which Cassie explained why she was filled with trepi¬ 
dation whenever approaching Soldiers Bridge, an overpass 
where it was the custom for African American people to 
yield the right-of-way to white families: 
Soldiers Bridge was built before the Civil War. 
It was spindly and wooden; and each time I cross 
it I held my breath until I was safely on the 
other side. . . More than once when I had been 
in the wagon with Mama or Big Ma, we had had to 
back off the bridge when a white family started 
across after we were already on it. (p. 138) 
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In another episode, young Cassie painfully learned that 
African Americans were obliged to capitulate to the public 
demands of whites for apologies or commands to yield the 
sidewalk or face physical harm. 
Fourth, surviving the dehumanization of slavery was 
isolated as a paramount issue in two books, Sister and The 
Lucky Stone. Doretha's grandfather in Sister described how 
his forebears survived the horrors of slavery in his 
narration of the agony which attended the Middle Passage: 
All he knowed was what old Aunt Rilla told him 
about everybody being crammed close coming over 
on the boat they couldn't hardly breathe, and 
folks dying. (p. 38) 
For his granddaughter, he also detailed the brutality of 
slavery which Grandpa Jack was subjected to: 
And he had to sleep right here on the stone hearth, 
with nothing under him but rags, so he could wake 
up before day and build the fire back up, and by 
time folks put their precious feet on the floor, 
it'd be all nice and warm. Poor little fella 
used to wake up in the middle of the night so 
cold he be shivering and aching all over. Got 
whipped more than once too, for sleeping too late 
in the morning. (pp. 38-39) 
In a similar fashion Great Grandmother Elzie F. Pickens in 
The Lucky Stone recounted for her granddaughter, Sweet 
Baby Tee, how Miss Mandy, a young slave girl survived 
slavery. 
Fifth, surviving the rigors of low status jobs was a 
survival which tempered the interactions in two books: 
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Sister and Ludell's New York Time. .In Sister, Mrs. Freeman 
perceived her employment at a towel laundry filled with 
"tired looking women in blue uniforms" in critical terms: 
They think people are horses over there at that laundry" 
(p. 8). 
Sixth, the need for African American people to survive 
in the face of overwhelming odds was dramatized by inter¬ 
actions in Zeely and The Young Landlords. In one scene in 
Zeely, Zeely Taybor explained how her mythical ancestor, 
an eight foot tall Black man survived the harsh elements 
of a cold and unfamiliar land through his own ingenuity. 
He was thin of limb, with skin as black as the 
darkest tree bark. Oh he made a striking figure 
against the ice and snow . . . the man learned 
quickly. He took to hunting as though he had 
done such work all his life. He tricked a bear 
into falling down a deep trap . . . From the 
bear's fur, the man made a long cloak and warm 
shoes. He felt comfortable. . ." (pp. 101-102) 
In The Young Landlords, attention was given to 
absentee landlords and poor housing as conditions that 
must be confronted and overcome. The Captain, the main 
numbers man in the Harlem neighborhood, urged Paul, Gloria, 
Dean, Bubba, Omar and Jeannie to do something to improve 
the conditions around them: 
"I don’t understnad about you young people anyway." 
The Captain went on. "You been to school and you 
don't know nothing, you got you a little bit of 
money and ain't got nothing, got your whole life 
in front of you and ain't going to nothing." 
(p. 6) 
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In response to the Captain's imperative, the teenagers 
engaged in "good doing" conversations and formed the Action 
Group, an organization engaged in "doing things that had 
to be done and doing them right away" (p. 7). Cleaning up 
an empty lot and doing something about Building 356 which 
looked like a "real nightmare" were listed high on the 
agenda formulated by the Action Group. Omar's denouncement 
of the owner of a neighborhood eyesore validated poor 
housing as a survival issue: 
"Look man," he said, "you are oppressing my 
people, you are making them live under condi¬ 
tions under which a dog should not live. And 
we are here to see that justice is done." 
(P. 10) 
Seventh, interactions strongly advocated that African 
American people had to struggle to protect themselves from 
becoming marginal beings who functioned on the periphery 
of society. This was evident during the interactions of 
Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. Accordingly, Louretta 
observed that African American people had to survive the 
prospect of being perceived as "outsiders." She contended 
that Southside residents were treated like criminals by 
white merchants in her community: 
On the Avenue, and in the cheap stores everywhere 
poor people shopped the merchants screamed at 
their customers and treated them like criminals. 
(p. 122) 
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Resisting Oppression. An analysis of interactions 
affirmed the tendency of African American people to 
actively resist all forms of oppression. Various strate¬ 
gies for resisting forms of oppression were introduced 
during the interactions of nine selected works, The Lucky 
Stone, Zeely, Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, Sister, 
Ludell1s New York Time, The Young Landlords. Harlem Summer. 
The Soul.Brothers and Sister Lou and Wilhemina Jones, 
Future Star. Generally, the six means of resisting 
oppression validated during the interactions included: 
(1) meeting violence with violence, (2) escape, (3) protest 
actions, (4) retributive schemes, (5) legal actions, and 
(6) learning more about African American history and 
culture. 
Meeting Violence with Violence. Meeting violence with 
violence was cited as a reasonable tactic for resisting 
oppression in four books. Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, The 
Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, The Young Landlords and 
Harlem Summer. To resist the violent incursions of white 
night riders, Big Ma, Mr. Morrison and Ma Logan bore arms 
in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. Cassie admitted feeling 
a sense of security by the presence of Big Ma who outlined 
the doorway with a rifle in her hands. In another scene, 
Mr. Morrison was shown subduing his white attackers by 
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hurling them up like ’a sack of chicken feathers" to the 
ground. To resist "racist cops" in the Southside 
community, Fess in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou urged his 
associates to use violence: 
As long as we run from them they’ll go on beating 
us. . . We've been running from the Man for 
three hundred years, and he’s still chasing us. 
We have to stand up to him and stand our ground 
and maybe remove a few of his teeth to make him 
respect us. (p. 9) 
In The Young Landlords, the Action Group entertained the 
notion that violence may be an appropriate response for 
forcing Joseph Harley, an absentee landlord, to alleviate 
delapidated housing. Omar and Dean offered this violent 
proposition: 
"What we ought to do is to go down there and 
throw a rock through his window." Omar said 
as we settled on the bus. "We must show the 
oppressed can stick together and rise." 
"Sometimes violence is the only answer, Dean 
said. (p. 13) 
As John Brown in Harlem Summer wrote to inform his father 
that African Americans rioted in the streets of Harlem to 
redress their grievances, violence was acknowledged as a 
tactic for resisting oppression. 
Escape. In two books, Zeely and The Lucky Stone, escaping 
from enslavement was recognized as a mode of resisting 
oppression. Both Uncle Ross in Zeely and Great—Grandma 
Pickens in The Lucky Stone discussed how African Americans 
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plotted their escape from slavery. It was Uncle Ross that 
John learned how enslaved Africans who sought emancipation 
incorporated codes in their spirituals to signal each 
other: 
"Slaves used to sing that," Uncle Ross said. "That 
was how they planned to get away from slavery . . . 
There's a song about the drinking gourd ... It tells 
about this man with a wooden leg. The slaves never 
saw him but they'd follow the mark of his wooden leg 
through forest trails and along riverbanks." (p. 82) 
The story Great-Grandmama Pickens shared with Sweet Baby 
Tee in The Lucky Stone explained how Miss Mandy, a runaway 
slave saved herself from starving to death by striking an 
African American driver with an initialed Black stone: 
And Tee, do you know that while he was walkin' back to 
the carriage that stone came sailin out of the cave 
again and hit him on the neck; the old driver grabbed 
it up where it fell and looked at it and know it for 
the same stone, black as night. But this time it had 
the letter A scratched on one side. Now Miss Mandy's 
right name was Amanda, you know, and her old Mizz 
had showed her the letters of it one time. So of 
course now everybody slave knew where the child hid. 
(p. 21) 
Moreover, Great-Grandmama Pickens revealed how enslaved 
Africans insured Miss Mandy's survival by leaving food near 
the cave where she hid: 
After that every week regular some slave would walk 
or ride by the way of the cave and lose somethin 
there, sometime a chicken and sometime some fruit and 
some potatoes and homemade bread. Every natural week 
until emancipation. (p. 20) 
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Protest Actions. Interactions in most books reinforced 
boycotts, demonstrations, picket lines, petitioning and 
other protest actions as legitimate ways to resist op¬ 
pression. The seven books stressing protest actions 
included: Harlem Summer. Roll of Thunder. Hear My Cry. 
Ludell,s New York Time, The Young Landlords, Sister. Soul 
Brothers and Sister Lou, and Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. 
The use of boycott was perceived as a viable tactic in 
three books: Harlem Summer, Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, 
and Ludell's New York Time. In Harlem Summer, John Brown 
mantained that African American citizens in Montgomery, 
Alabama boycotted segregated buses in 1955 because: 
"[They] had had enough. They got together and decided 
to do something. They wouldn't ride buses until 
everyone would be treated fairly.” (p. 47) 
Logan family members in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry 
boycotted a local merchant accused of lynching an African 
American man. The threat that the boycott by African 
American families posed to the larger white community was 
gauged by Mr. Jamison, a white lawyer friend of the Logans: 
. . you're pointing a finger right at the Wallaces 
in this boycott business. You're not only accusing 
them of murder, which in this case would be only a 
minor consideration because the man killed was Black, 
but you're saying that they should be punished for it. 
That they should be punished just as if they had 
killed a white man, and punishment of a white man for 
wrong done to a Black man would denote equality. Now 
that is what Harlan Granger absolutely will not 
permit." (p. 164) 
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Carolyn in Ludell's New York Time talked about the boycott 
conducted in her hometown designed "to force whites to hire" 
African Americans in their stores. 
Demonstrations were referred to as strategies for 
resisting oppression in three books: Ludell's New York 
Time, The Young Landlords, and Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. 
During a conversation with her boyfriend, Willie, Ludell 
in Ludell's New York Time admiringly described her friend 
Carolyn's civil rights activities: 
"... the other one, from Mississippi, be running 
around demonstrating and stuff with freedom riders. 
All both of them went to Washington for the big 
march and was kind of put out with me for not going." 
(p. 165) 
In The Young Landlords, the Action Group gave an absentee 
landlord an ultimatum: fix up the property or be confronted 
with a picket line. The position of the Group was stipu¬ 
lated by Gloria in these terms: 
"You got forty-eight hours to give us some aciton," 
Gloria said, "or we'll be down here with picket signs. 
And you can smile all you want to, but we'll see 
who’ll be smiling in the end." (p. 11) 
The friendship between Willie and Joe in Wilhemina Jones, 
Future Star was nurtured by their involvement and commit¬ 
ment to the liberation struggle of African American people. 
They participated in meetings, rallies and demonstrations 
organized by CORE. It was through her interactions with 
Joe that Willie gained knowledge of the civil rights 
movement: 
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since'iq^6" sjt1:i"BTinNand Protesting segregation 
since 1943. (said Joe) "What! I thought thev iust 
ST'" TnSald Willie> "N°. they been 
rUr/ n «hrle. They were the original freedom 
restInr»J«eJi,r0Je thS buses to desegregate them and 
restaurants the buses stopped at." (said Joe) 
’’Boy, they have some history, I've seen them in 
demonstrations and protests on TV but I never knew 
they started so long ago." (p. 16) 
The process of petitioning was viewed as another 
strategy for resisting oppression in three books: The 
Young Landlords, Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, and 
Wilhemina Jones, future Star. The Numbers Runners group 
in The Young Landlords petitioned the mayor of the New 
York City to respond to the threat posed to their under¬ 
ground economy by the legalization of number in New York 
State. The Captain, head of the Numbers Runners Club, 
maintained that his involvement in the numbers "comes from 
not being able to do nothing better" (p. 6). The protest 
actions taken by the Number Runners was elaborated in 
these terms: 
Two years before, when they had started the State 
Lottery, the group that ran the numbers racket 
started sending telegrams to the mayor's office about 
how they were being squeezed out of making a living. 
The mayor said that running numbers was illegal and 
that the lottery was legal. (p. 4) 
The committee of teachers headed by Miss Hodge and Mr. 
Lucitano in The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou also petitioned 
the mayor. They demanded an end to police harrassment in 
the Southside Community. As Willie observed a speaker 
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outside the Bronx CORE office asking people to sign a 
petition "to bring about a new day” (p. 12) in Wilhemina 
Jones, Future Star, the process of petitioning stood out as 
a viable way to resist oppression in shared African 
American experience. 
Retributive Schemes. Retaliatory or retributive schemes 
were confirmed as reasonable measures to resist oppression 
in four books: The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, Roll of 
Thunder, Hear My Cry, Sister, and Wilhemina Jones, Future 
Star. This was vividly illustrated during the inter¬ 
actions in The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. Upon learning 
that his comrade, Jethro, died from the police bullet, Fess 
enjoined his cohorts to smash every window and burn every 
building in the commercial district as a means of redress¬ 
ing their grievances against police brutality. Although 
these actions were not carried out, Fess proposed this 
agenda. Similarly, the Logan children in Roll of Thunder, 
Hear My Cry basked in the sweetness of "well maneuvered 
revenge” (p. 54). In this book, twelveyear old Stacey, 
the oldest of the Logan children, guided his siblings to 
entrap a bus carrying white children. Angered by the 
racial epithets directed at them by white passengers and 
infuriated with the white bus driver who forced them off 
the road each morning into water filled gullies, the Logan 
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children delighted in their accomplishment of putting the 
school bus out of commission for two weeks. As they 
peered through low bushes from the side of the road the 
Logan children "shook with silent laughter” at the success 
of their retaliatory scheme: 
The bus rattled up the road, though not as quickly as 
we had hoped. It . . . seeming to grow bolder as it 
approached our man-made lake, it speeded up, spraying 
the water in high sheets of backward waterfalls into 
the forest . . . instead of the graceful glide through 
the puddle that its occupants were expecting, the bus 
emitted a tremedous crack and careened drunkenly into 
our trap . . . then it puttered a last murmuring pro¬ 
test and died, its left front wheel in our ditch, its 
right wheel in the gully, like a lopsided billy goat 
on its knees. (p. 54) 
This type of resistance was also presented in Sister. 
Grandpa Jack overtook a white preacher with his rifle. 
His retributive act was triggered by an incident in which 
a white preacher spits in his son's face to force him to 
show deference to a white man: 
"1*11 teach you to look up in a white man’s face,” 
the preacher said. Then he spit right in the boy’s 
face. Sure did. Hawked it up and spit it right in 
his face. (p. 10) 
Doretha’s grandfather told the story of how Grandpa Jack 
meted out his own brand of justice: 
"Grandpa ... took his rifle down by the black folks 
church and waited for 'em. And when he seen em 
coming, he started shooting. Got the preacher first 
and got two more before they shot him dowrn. They 
left him laying there . . . They said he still smiling 
when they buried him.” (p. 40) 
The joy of sweet revenge was further amplified. 
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Credibility was given to retaliatory tactics as a way 
of resisting oppression in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star 
in a slightly different way. Skeeter proposed the use of 
guerilla warfare tactics as a strategy for getting better 
schools, jobs and living conditions for African Americans 
in the United States. Skeeter confided in Willie that news 
from home about the treatment of Black people made him and 
his comrades want "to use their skills” to help their 
people. His letter to Willie underscored this point. 
I been hearing about riots in the states. I guess 
black folks just been taking too much. Now it's out 
in anger. Suddenly Freedom Fighters, Black Panthers, 
Burn, Baby, Burn are showing up on brothers' helmets. 
Some of them say if they survive the "Nam they going 
back and use their skills to help our people.” Can 
you imagine thousands of brothers trained and experi¬ 
enced in guerilla warfare battling stateside? (p. 96) 
Legal Actions. Waging a battle for legal rights was pro¬ 
posed as a means of resisting oppression in two books: 
Harlem Summer and Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. John Brown 
discussed the success of a legal battle in the Federal 
courts which ended segregation on the buses of Montgomery, 
Alabama in December 1956 in Harlem Summer. In a letter to 
Joe, her CORE associate stationed in Vietnam, Willie in 
Wilhemina Jones, Future Star elaborated on the campaign 
undertaken by CORE to get African Americans to exercise 
their franchise. Her comments implied that freedom would 
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be an eventuality if the right to vote was fully guaranteed 
and utilized: 
I got a letter from CORE asking me to contribute time 
a donation to help them send money to the southern 
chapter. They want to publicize the fact that Johnson 
signed the voting rights bill and send people out to 
the cities to get black folks to use this new tool. 
I wrote them and said please call me, every now and 
then, they could count on me for black people and for 
all people for that matter. (p. 166) 
Learning About African American History and Culture. Learn¬ 
ing more about African American history and culture was 
perceived as another strategem for resisting oppression. 
This type of thinking tempered the interactions in three 
b°oks: Harlem Summer. Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, and 
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. In Harlem Summer, Mark Two 
warned Young John that African American people needed to be 
aware of and avoid "the language tricks" the white man de¬ 
vised to make him feel inferior. He argued convincingly 
that Black people should be called Afro-Americans instead 
of "Negroes." Toward this end, Mark educated John to 
understand that the term Afro-American more accurately 
identified the origins of Black Americans. In turn, John 
shared his nev.1 found knowledge with his father: 
[Mark] says we should be called Afro-Americans, just 
as other people are called Irish-Americans and Polish- 
Americans, etc. Marks says that Negro is a "nothing" 
word, supposed to mean the color of our skins, and it 
was invented to make us forget that we had our roots 
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in a country, and history, and a culture . . . Suppose 
^TrS reported> MThe Police in Alabama loosed 
d°g? °n * group of Afro-Americans." Somehow 
“ aHlot WOrse than MThe Police in Alabama 
134) d their dogs on a erouP of Negroes." (pp. 133. 
As John refrained from referring to Africans in terms of 
tribes and Europeans in terms of nations, his knowledge 
about ways to resist the oppressive nature of "language 
tricks" was enhanced. 
[Mark] says that when white people on a continent like 
Europe speak different languages, we speak of nations, 
but we belittle the Black people on the continent 
of Africa when we speak of tribes. (p. 134) 
Education appeared to serve as a tactic for dealing 
with oppression during the interactions in Roll of Thunder, 
Hear My Cry. Mary Logan taught about the cruelty of 
slavery, African history and the fact that African Americans 
were still struggling for freedom. In the African American 
school, she used her lessons as tools for liberation: 
She always started her history class the first thing 
in the morning when the students were alert . . . her 
lesson for the day was slavery. She spoke on the 
cruelty of it; of the rich economic cycle it generated 
as slaver produced the raw products for the factories 
of the North and Europe; how the country profited and 
grew from that free labor of a people still not free, 
(p. 183) 
Understanding the significance of learning more about 
the African American experience, Louretta in The Soul 
Brothers and Sister Lou advised her teacher to amend the 
curriculum to include information about the contributions 
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of African American people. In turn, Mrs. Hodges promised 
to conduct research on African American history to accede 
to Louretta's request. 
Afro-Centric Values, Orientations, and Frames of Reference. 
The two Afro-centric values, orientations and frames of 
reference most prominently presented during interactions 
included race pride and race memory. Affirmations of race 
pride were found in interactions and relationships where 
African American people were shown to regard each other in 
laudatory terms. Race pride was evident in those situations 
in which natural hair was revered; the variations of 
African American skin color were praised; and African 
Americans were declared beautiful, fine-looking and proud. 
It was found in other situations in which African American 
people were distinguished as a creative group of people. 
A sense of race pride was projected when African American 
kin were regarded as brilliant and exceptional. It was 
conveyed in nine books: Ludell's New York Time, Sister, 
Zeely, The Hundred Penny Box, Wilhemina Jones, Future Star, 
Harlem Summer, The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, The 
Lucky Stone, and Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. Generally, 
during interactions and relationships in these books, 
African American characters were shown as people with both 
positive and outstanding physical, intellectual and moral 
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attributes. Expressions of race pride were shared in 
Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. When Willie informed her 
boyfriend Skeeter about the fact she stopped straightening 
her hair, he became elated and revered her natural black 
hair in these terms: 
P.S. I think wearing your hair natural is beautiful! 
Many of the guys talk about it. Check out some pic¬ 
tures of African people . . . the majority of the 
people's hair is just like they arrived in the world. 
Send me a picture!!! (p. 101) 
In another instance when her natural hairstyle raised the 
ire of her mother, Willie substantiated the positive attri¬ 
butes of unstraightened Black hair: 
But it's natural, Mother. Look at Miriam Makeba 
and Nina Simone. Their hair is just like what 
they were born with and they look beautiful. (p. 104) 
In another scene, Willie's pride in the race appeared even 
more intensified as she observed African American men in 
an after-hours club: 
I never seen so many brave men so close. There were 
chocolate golden, beige, cocoa-colored arms, hairy 
chest, and muscular legs in multitudes. (p. 124) 
Ways in which African Americans described each other 
in Sister reinforced race pride. Grandpa perceived 
Doretha's forbear, Grandpa Jack, as: 
", . .a fine looking man. Not too tall but big 
shoulders and hands like your Uncle Floyd. Proud 
too, like his mama." (p. 39) 
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When Doretha's neighbor, Mr. Anderson, compared Doretha 
to jazzy flutist Bobbi Humphrey, race pride was evident: 
’’That Bobbi Humphrey. Beautiful girl like you, not too 
much older than you, either” (p. 50). 
Race pride surfaced in The Soul Brothers and Sister 
Lou when Mrs. Hodges, an African American teacher, informed 
Louretta that African American people "... are the most 
creative group in America. They always have been. Their 
music, their poetry, their dances . . .” (p. 229). It was 
manifested in Louretta's description of Miss Hodges as "a 
pretty little brown skinned teacher with smooth brown 
skin" (p. 35). It was apparent in the image Louretta held 
of her younger brother, Andrew: "Going on thirteen and 
getting taller all the time, he was a handsome boy with 
bright brown eyes that reflected his quick intelligence" 
(p. 142). 
Positive attributes were ascribed to African Americans 
during interactions in Ludell's New York Time. Ludell 
saw her friend Shirley as having "smooth dark skin, nice 
even teeth and a perfect shape." In a letter to her boy¬ 
friend, she marveled about the extent to which her 
girlfriend Carolyn internalized race pride: 
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Caroiyn, my Mississippi friend, said I should stop 
Th^who?0 T°rdS Co?ored and Negro—that we are Black. 
The whole lesson she gave me behind this charge 
”n11=^M°mP^ring to childh°<>d teachings about using 
Black made sense. (p. 167) 
As she observed her friend undergo a transformation from 
Colored" to "Black" and from Americanized Carolyn to 
Africanized Nosedima, Ludell learned that it was pride that 
compelled Carolyn to wear traditional African dress and her 
hair "natural." 
As Elizabeth emulated the best attributes of Zeely 
Taybor in ^ee1y, race pride was affirmed as an Afro—centric 
value. In one scene, she imagined herself as the sister of 
Zeely, an African queen: 
Geeder stayed in her room gazing at the photograph of 
the Watusi woman . . . soon she tried standing as 
straight and tall as the woman in the photograph stood 
. . . She saw herself, tall and very thin, walking with 
Zeely Taybor. They were sisters . . . They looked so 
much alike that people sometimes called her Zeely. 
Zeely Taybor was a queen but she liked having Geeder 
always at her side. (p. 52) 
In another instance, young Elizabeth marveled at the pride 
that radiated from Zeely's countenance: 
[Zeely] had very high cheek bones . . . Geeder couldn't 
say what expression she saw on Zeely's face. She knew 
only that the face was the most beautiful she had 
ever seen. (p. 32) 
As Elizabeth lauded the beauty of an African American woman 
whose complexion was "black as night," race pride was 
affirmed as shared African American experience. 
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In Harlem Summer, observations of characters made 
by other characters engendered race pride. John regarded 
Deena Johnson, Mark’s girlfriend, as the "most beautiful 
girl he had ever seen" (p. 24). His impression of Deena 
was overwhelmingly positive: 
She was slim and Black. She wore a bright red cotton 
dress and white sandals ... Her face, her body, her 
walk as she entered the store--everything about her 
seemed to sparkle. (p. 24) 
HI-® best friend, Mark, warranted his respect because he was 
"so honest with himself," smart, well respected and know¬ 
ledgeable about African and Afro-American history. 
Similarly, African American characters in Roll of 
Thunder, Hear My Cry were impressed by the physical attri¬ 
butes and intelligence of others. In one scene, Cassie 
was filled with a sense of self-esteem after her mother 
fixed her hair: 
Mama divided my hair from ear to ear into two sections 
and braided the front section to one side and the 
back section right in the center. Then she wound each 
braid into a flat chignon against my head. My hair 
was too thick and long for me to do it well myself, 
but Mama could do it perfectly. I figured I looked 
my very best that way. When Mama finished, I ran to 
the mirror, then turned, facing her with a grin. She 
grinned back and shook her head at my vanity. 
(pp. 131-132) 
During another encounter, race pride was revealed as Grandma 
Caroline Logan made Stacey aware of the brilliance of her 
husband and his grandfather, Paul Edward Logan: "Ow-ow, 
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my Lord, that was one smart man! He had himself a mind 
like a steel trap. Anything he seen done he could do it" 
(p. 90). 
Compelled by a sense of race pride, characters in 
RoH of Thunder, Hear My Cry openly rejected dehumanizing 
*erences. This was apparent in one scene in which Little 
Man refused to accept a textbook assigned to "nigra" stu¬ 
dents. Coming to his defense was his sister, Cassie. 
Upon hearing about this incident from her children's 
teacher, Mrs. Mary Logan felt a sense of pride about Little 
Man's and Cassie's judgment is not accepting the status quo. 
Race memory was communicated during interactions of 
nine books. Generally, it was transmitted as an Afro¬ 
centric orientation in which homage or respect was paid to 
how things used to be for African American people: their 
past struggles, triumphs and achievements. Memories of 
Jack Johnson as the first African American heavyweight 
champion of the world were documented in The Young Land¬ 
lords. In this book, Mr. Pender, an accountant for the 
Landlords, explained that Jack Johnson had been a hero to 
many Blacks the way Muhammad Ali was a hero. He helped the 
Landlords understand why Mrs. Brown kept the memory of 
Jack Johnson alive: 
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"Mrs. Brown must have been a little girl when he was 
lon^ft’" IT ^a1^* ”And She'S kept his memory alive 
ng aftei he died. We all keep our delusions with 
us. Sometimes it's a person, sometimes an idea, some¬ 
times even a dream that seems more real in memory than 
it ever did in life. Jack Johnson was the champion of 
tae world. Not a bad choice," he said. "Not a bad 
choice at all." (p. 112) 
Each month the Landlords were compelled to sit with Mrs. 
Brown as she mourned the death of Jack Johnson. Through 
Mrs. Brown's memories of Jack Johnson's road work and spar- 
ring partners, the Landlords learned about an African 
American hero. 
Impressions of the indefatigable energy and strength 
of enslaved African American women who had to work after 
giving birth and while experiencing menstrual discomfort 
were given in Ludell's New York Time. When Ludell groaned 
about menstrual discomfort, Regina reminded her of the 
experiences enslaved African American women: 
"Yeeeah, we women suffer all right.!!! Periods, we 
have to have babies . . . Think how during slavery 
women had to go back to the field right after having 
a baby!" (p. 91) 
In The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, race memory was 
featured as Mrs. Hawkins enlightened Louretta about the 
origins of her light complexion and wiry brown hair. An 
account of Louretta's lineage was detailed by her mother. 
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’’Now I'll bet you didn't know there were once white 
slaves as well as colored slaves. A lot of people 
don't know that. But there were, and your father's 
grandfather married one of those slave's. He was a 
free Negro, born in the North, and she was a bond 
servant who'd come here from Wales, and she got her 
freedom by marrying him." (p. 44) - 
After learning her family history, Louretta concluded that 
her long, thick, crinkly dark brown hair which matched her 
eyebrows and lashes belonged to her. 
Historical data about African American people were 
generated by interactions in other books. Memories of 
African American people being lynched, African American 
children being burned and bombed, and African American 
women being sterilized, were transmitted in Wilhemina 
Jones, Future Star. The period of Reconstruction when 
African Americans played strategic roles in Congress was 
recalled in The Hundred Penny Box. In this book, the coin 
of 1874 reminded Aunt Dew of the historical period in which 
African Americans had achieved emancipation from slavery: 
"18 and 74," Aunt Dew said, "Year I was born. Slavery over. 
Black men in Congress running things. They was in charge. 
It was the Reconstruction" (p. 26). 
Remembrances of how things used to be for African 
American people were a prominent part of the interactions 
in several books. Uncle Ross in Zeely explained to Geeder 
and Toeboy "what folks did a long time ago" as they con¬ 
versed around oak tables: 
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"What do you think folks did a long time ago," Uncle 
Ross said, "Where there was maybe a whole family of 
eight or ten sitting around the table. They would 
laugh and talk, joke and tell tales . . . they'd 
smooth their palms over a table like this everyday 
three times a day. Maybe they'd sit at the table all 
day long in the winter when there wasn’t any other 
heat but what came from the cook-stove in the 
kitchen.” (p. 81) 
In a similar way, race memories in Roll of Thunder, Hear 
My Cry were recalled in "tales of sorrow and happiness of 
. days past but not forgotten" passed onto the young by elders 
(p. 146). The importance of such occurrences were pointed 
out by Cassie: 
Through the evening, Papa and Uncle Hammer and Big Ma 
and Mr.Morrison and Mama lent us their memories, 
acting out their tales with stageworthy skills, imi¬ 
tating the characters in voice, manner and action so 
well that the listeners held their sides with 
laughter. It was a good warm time. (p. 147) 
Heritage Symbols. The two types of heritage symbols which 
most consistently influenced interactions included: (1) 
African hairstyles and (2) African dress and naming of 
people and institutions. In five books: Harlem Summer, 
Ludell's New York Time, Wilhemina Jones, Future Star, 
Sister, and Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, it was shown that 
African American women preferred the "African look" hairdo. 
This was typically represented in this one scene of Harlem 
Summer in which Aunt Candy found Deana, Mark Two's girl¬ 
friend, as "a real nice girl who cut her hair like them 
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Africans” (p. 99). Likewise, Fess in The Soul Brothers 
and Sister Lou informed Louretta that all girls in his 
organization ’’wear the African look” (p. 70). 
As African names were assumed, traditional African 
dress was worn and institutions were identified, African 
American heritage symbols were reinforced in five books: 
Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. Zeely, Ludell's New York 
Time, Sister, and The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. 
Traditional African dress was depicted in each of these 
books. Explanations about bubba blouses and dashikis as 
traditional African garments were set forth in Wilhemina 
Jones, Future Star. When Willie decided to purchase a 
traditional African dress, she was given some background 
informat ion: 
"Dashiki. A garment from Africa.. . This one is from 
Ghana. Men wear them.” 
"It's beautiful, what do women wear?” 
"They wrap their heads like mine, with a gaylay. 
Then they wear these. They're called bubba blouses.” 
It was a simple piece of cloth, a rectangle folded 
in half with a hole cut out of the top for the neck. 
"They wrap these large pieces here around and around 
the body to make a skirt.” 
”0h, they are beautiful." (p. 143) 
In the book Zeely, Elizabeth admired the traditional gown 
reflective of Zeely Taybor's Watusi heritage. In Ludell1s 
New York Time, it was acknowledged that African looking 
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clothes were worn proudly by African Americans. This view 
was also held by Louretta in The Soul Brothers and Sister 
Lou. In one scene, she admitted that "most people looked 
handsomer in African dress than they would in drab 
American-style clothes" (p. 183). During another episode, 
a speaker at a Black Nationalist meeting issued the same 
compliment to those in his audience wearing African dress 
in this manner: 
"As I look around the room,brothers and sisters, 
it really makes me proud to see so many dressed in 
traditional clothing that sets off their beauty." 
(p. 183) 
In two books, Ludell's New York Time and Wilhemina 
Jones, Future Star, African names were adopted. In both 
instances, the taking on of an African name represented 
entering a higher stage of personal development. The way 
in which African names were adopted by African Americans 
was typically represented in the interactions in Wilhemina 
Jones, Future Star. Shortly after meeting Willie at CORE 
headquarters, Joe gave her an African name meaning 
beautiful: 
"... Okay, Tamu. Please try to make it." 
"Ta-who?" 
"Tamu means beautiful in Swahili. That's an African 
language I'm studying. I think the name fits." 
"We thank you. That's very flattering." I smiled and 
w’alked out. (p. 39) 
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After Joe's death in Vietnam, Willie adopted the name. For 
her one-woman art exhibition, she became "Tamu" Jones as 
part of her new beginning of womanhood: 
’’Okay, for the invitations and press releases, what 
name do you want to use?" 
"Well," I thought for a minute, "How about Tamu? 
I:m beginning a new beginning tomorrow. I may as 
well start with a new name: Tamu Jones, spelled 
T-a-m-u." (p. 195) 
The name thus reflected Willie's evolution. 
The Ndugu Ndada School in Sister meant brothers and 
sisters in Swahili. The coordinators of the school, Sister 
Shami and Brother Juba, assumed African names. 
Indigenous Institutions. During the interactions in 
eight books, five types of indigenous institutions were 
described: (1) Black churches, (2) informal associations, 
(3) Black media, (4) street corner rituals, and (5) social, 
civic, and voluntary associations. The works which 
illuminated how these institutions served the psychological, 
social, emotional and intellectual needs of African 
American people included: The Soul Brothers and Sister 
Lou, Harlem Summer, Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, Ludell's 
New York Time, The Lucky Stone, The Young Landlords, 
Sister, and Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. According to 
interactions in these books, Black controlled media, both 
local and national, were in high demand by African 
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American people who needed resources which provided 
some enlightenment about African American people. Obser¬ 
vations by African American characters indicated that 
street corners were places for recreational activities, 
and a place for street corner orators. Based on an 
analysis of interactions describing indigenous institutions, 
it was confirmed that the social, civic and voluntary 
organizations established by African Americans provided 
opportunities for the intellectual and social development 
of African American youth. 
During interactions in these works, references to 
Black churches were most prevalent. Generally, Black 
churches were affirmed as a religious, social and 
charitable institution where African American people would 
go to ventilate emotions, interact with others socially, 
secure employment, get financial assistance, get building 
space, and secure other vital services. 
In The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, the pastor of 
Cheerful Baptist Church delivered the eulogy for Jethro 
Jackson, provided the Msoul-stirrin" preaching Mrs. Jackson 
needed to send her son to glory, and inspired the congrega¬ 
tion to express their deepest feelings. Reverend Lobell 
moved her congregation in this way: 
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Reverend Mamie jerked about the pulpit, waving her 
arms and shouting, and scattered members of the con¬ 
gregation leaped from the seats in response to her 
exhortations. Most of them remained in the places 
screamed once or twice and settled back in their seats. 
But several, including both men and women, ran to the 
aisles and began jiggling in a sort of ecstatic 
dance . . . they were sincere, and some in some kind 
of trance. One man fell on the floor and rolled back 
and forth, and a woman fainted . . . (p. 220) 
This Black Church offered its congregation some testifying, 
crying, and some old-fashioned soul stirrin' preaching. 
What Louretta witnessed in Reverend Mamie Lobell's 
church in The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, John experienced 
in Mother Strong's church in Harlem Summer. He observed 
how the "amens," "getting happy," singing and sermonizing 
fostered joyous feelings and unified the congregation of 
Mother Strong's church into one whole: 
"Amen!" the people shouted. They were really "getting 
happy now." As Mother Strong continued her sermon, 
many people began to shout for joy. A woman leaped 
into the air. She gave a loud shriek and then fainted. 
Two nurses took care of her while the service con¬ 
tinued as if without interruption. Under it all the 
music continued. The man at the organ seemed to take 
the words that Mother Strong was speaking and turn 
them into music. It was as if he were playing a duet 
with a sermon. The woman at the piano did not join in. 
She merely watched her husband with shining eyes. 
For all the shoutin' and getting happy, Mother 
Strong's voice could be heard clearly. No one seemed 
to mind ... it was all a part of a whole. (p. 128) 
This unifying force of the Black church affirmed another 
dimension of shared African American experience. 
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The contribution the Black church made in support of 
the spiritual as well as charitable and the social aspects 
of African life was emphasized in four books: Roll of 
Thunder, Hear My Cry, The Lucky Stone, Ludell's New York 
TAme» and The Young Landlords. In one scene of Roll of 
Thunder, Hear My Cry, Mary Logan explained to her children 
that most of the money supporting Black schools came from 
Black churches. According to Cassie, the annual revival 
sponsored by Great Faith Church was the year’s only 
planned social event and provided "a feast" to remember. 
Her impression of the impact that this church event had on 
the personal life of African Americans from various commun¬ 
ities confirmed the broadbased role of the Black Church as 
an indigenous institution: 
The revival ran for seven days and it was an occasion., 
everyone looked forward to, for it was more than just 
church services; it was last year's only planned 
social event, disrupting the humdrum of every day 
country life. Teenagers courted openly, adults met 
with relatives and friends they had not seen since the 
previous year's "big meeting" and children ran almost 
free. (p. 234) 
More significantly, she contended that the "big meeting" 
offered a communal feast with an abundance of food which 
made African American people able to bear the hard times: 
Brimming bowls of turnip greens and black-eyed peas 
with ham hocks, thick slices of last winter’s sugar- 
cured ham and strips of broiled ribs, crisply fried 
chicken and morsels of golden squirrel and rabbit, 
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flaky buttermilk biscuits and crusty cornbread, fat 
slabs of sweet-potato pie and butter pound cakes, and 
so much more were all for the taking. No matter how 
low the pantry supplies, each family always managed 
to contribute something . . . (p. 234) 
Great Grandmother Picken’s discussion of the outdoor 
religious "meetin" in The Lucky Stone conformed with 
Cassie's impression of the festive social air that dominated 
on such occasions: 
It seemed beautiful under the trees, everybody 
sittin on the grass around the stage wearing their 
pretty meetin shawls and smiling and howdyin each 
and all. (p. 29) 
Similarly, Friendship Baptist Church in Ludell1s New 
York Time functioned as an institution where African 
Africans helped each other and shared resources generously. 
Both Ludell and Shirley King, her girlfriend, were wel¬ 
comed generously by church sisters during their first visit 
to Friendship Baptist Church: "It's so nice when girls 
come up from the South and find the church so soon" 
(p. 109). When another church sister found that Ludell 
needed a job, she informed her about a temporary cleaning 
job in Forest Hills, New York with this advice: "I know 
it's not the kind of work you're looking for," she pointed 
out, "but it’s a chance to earn a few dollars in the mean¬ 
time" (p. 137). In the same manner, other church sisters 
conferred with the minister to help Carolyn who was un¬ 
employed and whose resources were dwindling: 
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I introduced Carolyn and told them of her situation. 
Feeling her’s to be a major crisis, one of the ladies 
spoke to the minister about Carolyn taking the empty 
room upstairs in the church building until she found 
employment. "This way jrour money will last a little 
longer.” (p. 136) 
Shortly after Carolyn moved into the church's facility, 
another church sister assisted her in securing employment. 
Friendship Baptist Church, with its nursery, kitchen, and 
warm altruistic sisters provided for the common welfare 
of its parishioners. 
When Action Group members in The Young Landlords 
needed a site for their headquarters, they also turned to 
the Black Church for assistance. After consultation with 
Reverend Glover, Gloria, an Action Group member, was 
granted permission to use the church facility as a meeting 
place for her organization: 
”1 called Reverend Glover last night and he said we 
could use that room near the gym for our headquarters.” 
Well, that was pretty good because the gym was in a 
building owned by the church and it was always warm 
in the winter and cool in the summer. The room had 
a desk in it and a telephone but I didn't remember 
the telephone ever working. (p. 19) 
African American Modes of Communication. Black English was 
the African American mode of communication most frequently 
validated. It was found in nine works as shown in Table 
17. In these books, Black English was replete with image¬ 
making, metaphor, color, exaggeration, adjectival reversal 
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and grammatical maneuvering. It was used to convey the 
subtleties and nuances of a common experience. 
In The Young Landlords, the tenants conveyed their 
suspicions of the teenage landlords through the use of 
Black English. In one episode, Miss Robinson, a tenant, 
made it clear to Gloria and the other landlords that 
"taking down numbers" was not synonymous with making 
repairs. Her apprehensions were expressed in a highly 
charged and colorful manner in this scene: 
"We're the new owners of the building," Dean said. 
"When you going to do something about my stove," 
Miss Robinson said. 
"Your stove?" 
"Yeah," Miss Robinson moved away from the door and 
held it open like we were supposed to come in, and 
so we did. 
"It ain't worked right since we moved into this 
raggedy place. You gonna fix it." 
"Well, yes, we are," Gloria said. "Now what apart¬ 
ment is this again?" 
"Don’t be taking my apartment number down," Miss 
Robinson said. "Every time that Harley come over 
here be taking my apartment number down and don t 
fix nothing. You know what my apartment is, ain't 
that many apartments in this raggedy building. 
"That's why we're coming around to see what's wrong 
so we can arrange to have it fixed," Gloria sai 
?T U ain't doing nothing," Miss Robinson said. 
p»nt t.akine down numbers the same as the oth 
dude." (P* 33) 
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Expressions which flowed from the African American 
experience tempered communication in The Soul Brothers 
and Sister Lou. "Toasties" and "white fever" were terms 
used to express social maladies which afflicted only 
Black folks. Toasties: 
were people who put on airs and thought they were 
better than anybody else ... You had to go around 
constantly proving that you weren't stuck up . . . 
(p. ID 
African Americans who were light-skinned, who had money, 
or who spoke better English than other people were more 
inclined to be "toasty." "White fever" was documented as 
"A disease of someone who was so eager for white friends 
that she would make a fool of herself in order to have 
them" (p. 39). 
Dramatic language evoked certain imagery during 
interactions in other books. In Ludell's New York Time, 
Ludell was unimpressed with her mother's boyfriend’s new 
car or "fancy wheels." In the book Sister, Grandpa told 
young Doretha, his granddaughter, how her great-great- 
grandpa "looked at hisself" or engaged in critical intro¬ 
spection. Young Marcus Garvey Mason described Harlem as 
"what's happening, baby" in Harlem Summer. The vitality, 
richness and dynamics of Harlem were summed up by this 
phrase. In The Hundred Penny Box, one hundred year old 
Aunt Dew described the size of her house in Atlanta as 
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’’way bigger" than her nephew's house. Mrs. Elzie Free 
Pickens, the great grandmother in The Lucky Stone, 
reminisced about how her husband protected her by "seein 
her safe" home. Adjectival reversal, repetition and 
rhyming were features of Black English found in Wilhemina 
Jones, Future Star. Positive expressions like "this bad 
boy," "Lordy, Miss Claudy," and "everything is everything" 
were exchanged. 
Cultural Products. Music as an African American cultural 
product was the tradition most frequently dramatized 
during interactions. Generally, interactions affirmed 
this cultural product in four ways. First, African 
American characters were inclined to express their 
admiration for specific African American musicians and 
singers. Second, jazz, blues, Negro spirituals and 
religious pieces were acclaimed as African American music. 
Third, the relationship between blues and Negro spirituals 
as African American musical traditions were established 
by African American characters. Fourth, the bewitching 
and magical qualities of African American musicians and 
their music were illuminated by interactions. As shown 
in Table 17, music was affirmed as an African American 
cultural product in nine books. 
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Information about African American music surfaced 
during interactions in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. Both 
Willie and Joe expressed their admiration for singer Nina 
Simone in this way: 
"You like Nina Simone?" 
"I love her. I love the words to her songs." 
"Yes, I like her too. She really lays it on the 
line." (p. 17) 
Willie's reverence for Billy Holiday and her music was 
voiced: 
Remember, you gave me Billy Holiday’s autobiography? 
Well I'm reading it again. I feel so close to her 
music which I’ve often heard on the Symphony Sid 
show. I especially love her "Lover man, where can 
you be." I'm gonna do her portrait soon as my 
drawing get better. (p. 63) 
Similar accolades were reserved for other African American 
musicians which included Miles Davis, John Coltrane, the 
Supremes, Diana Ross, Miriam Makeba, Nat King Cole and 
Harry Belafonte. 
Interactions in Harlem Summer also confirmed music 
as a cultural product. The versatility of African American 
music was underscored in interactions between characters. 
This was illustrated as Uncle Ernie was drawn closer to 
Old Paul through a common taste for old blues and Bessie 
Smith. 
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"You have any of Bessie Smith?" Old Paul asked 
eagerly. 
Ernie looked at him with a trace of surprise. "You 
like the old blues?" 
"Nothing like them! And that gal was the world's 
best!" (p. 99) 
This episode illuminated how the appreciation of blues, an 
African American art form, facilitated communication be¬ 
tween two African American men: 
"I don't like West Indians, most," Uncle Ernie said. 
"They're an uppity lot. But Paul Mason's got a 
good mind, and he knows his music." (p. 99) 
Other African American musicians such as Billy Eckstine, 
Ella Fitzgerald, Gloria Lynne and the Four Tops, who 
started their careers at the Apollo Theatre in Harlem, were 
also duly recognized. In another episode, this African 
American cultural product was further reinforced as the 
pyrotechnics of African American music were shown to 
excite an audience at the Apollo Theatre: 
The singer smiled and nodded at them . . . He began 
quietly enough in a rich, deep voice. "When the 
summer is over, when the summer ends . . ." 
Then it seemed as if an electric shock ran through 
his body. He hit a note so high and sweet that it 
didn't seem to come from the same throat. "When the 
summer is over," he sang. The same electric shock 
had touched the audience. The girls were going wild, 
(p. 68) 
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Religious music was featured in three books: The 
Lucky Stone, The Hundred Penny Box, and Zeely. The joy of 
singing ’’Jesus Keep Me Near the Cross” in The Lucky Stone 
extended over generations, from Mrs. Elzie F. Pickens to 
her great granddaughter, Sweet Baby Tee. In The Hundred 
Penny Box, Aunt Dew, the one hundred year old character, 
was shown singing religious songs and letting the spirits 
inspire her "to move" to recorded religious music. In 
this book, there was a demonstration of how music blended 
in with familial interactions. This was evident in one 
scene in which Michael observed Aunt Dev/ humming, singing 
and "movin' to" religious music: 
Aunt Dew got up from her rocking chair and stood up. 
She kept her arms by her sides and made her thin 
hands into fists and clenched her lips tight, and 
moved real slow in one spot. Her small shoulders 
just went up and down. "Get up and down. Get up, 
John-boy," she said. "and move with me. Move with 
Dewbet Thomas." (p. 17) 
The significance of Negro spirituals as an African 
American art form was validated in Zeely. As Uncle Ross 
sang Negro spirituals to his nephew John and informed him 
about the double meanings given in the lyrics of Negro 
spirituals, African American music as a cultural tradition 
was affirmed. 
Attention was given to contemporary African American 
music in three books: The Young Landlords, Sister, and 
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Ludell's New York Time. A host of popular singers and/or 
singing groups appeared in Ludell’s New York Time. In this 
book, African American music was the topic of interactions. 
Regina felt elated about the fact that she had seen James 
Brown in concert four times. His song "Try Me" was 
favored by both Regina and Ludell. The excitement and 
dynamics of a Temptations* concert was shared in this 
passage: 
Then the Temptations were on, singing as the audience 
screamed and carried on so much, one could barely hear 
the words of the songl But that was all right, 
cause the whole thing was so exciting—lights flash¬ 
ing, music blasting, fingers popping, feet stomping— 
and the Temptations singing and dancing all over the 
stage. (p. 68) 
At another point, Ludell vowed to introduce her boyfriend 
Willie to the dynamics of The Apollo where such artists as 
Stevie Wonder, James Brown, The Supremes, Mary Wells, 
and many more appeared. Generally, African American 
musicians were depicted as sorcerers who induced African 
Americans to forget their troubles and envision how things 
might be. 
As in Ludell's New York Time, the music in Sister 
functioned to shield African Americans from the agonies of 
the real world and pain of oppression. During one scene, 
Mrs. Freeman advised her daughter about her need to draw 
strength from "sad songs. 
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"Sister," she said, talking very slow, "I need this 
song. Right now, I need this song. I can't be Mama 
for a little while. I got to be just me, just 
Thelma. Just for a little while. And after that, 
I'll be stronger and I can help you . . ." (p. 32) 
In another scene, Doretha wanted to hold onto the "magic" 
of the soulful renditions of Lonnie and the Liberations, 
a contemporary musical group, "forever" (p. 12). 
The interactions in The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou 
gave credence to three types of African American music: 
blues, Negro spirituals and popular African American music. 
Recognition was given to blues as a musical art form which 
"colored people done all by themselves" (p. 15). Further¬ 
more, interactions and relaticnships substantiated the 
significance of blues music as music created by African 
Americans to document and narrate the travails of their 
life experience. As Blind Eddie Bell became Louretta's 
mentor, he oriented her to blues artists, W. C. Handy, 
Bessie Smith, and Victoria Spivey. From Blind Eddie's 
teaching, the African American teenagers learned that 
blues was derived from church music. According to Blind 
Eddie, blues was the 
kind of music, it has to come from the heart, and 
from living a certain kind of life. A hard life where 
people got no chance for kidding themselves, and what 
little happiness they have, they make it themselves, 
so they're really glad about it. That's the kind of 
life colored people has, and that's why they make 
up the blues." (p. 76) 
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As a result of the coaching Louretta received from Blind 
Eddie, she was overwhelmed with a new sense of pride, for 
this African American man ’’had opened the door to a new 
world of music and handed her the key" (p. 79). During 
another encounter in this book, the Negro spiritual as an 
art form was validated as Mrs. Hawkins, the family 
matriarch, rocked and hummed "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot." 
Other African American artists identified were Little 
Esther, Lena Horne, Sonny Terry, Fats Waller, and Jimmy 
Lunceford. 
Perspective 
The perspective of the selected books was considered 
for overall point of view conveyed by the writer through 
such areas of the book as characterizations, events, 
settings, and interactions. The discussion which follows 
centers on ways in which African American authors 
oriented their audiences to view the struggles, hopes and 
sufferings of African American people. It also reviews 
how certain salient aspects of shared African American 
experience were emphasized by African American authors. 
Most importantly, it indicates how African American 
authors illuminated specific aspects of shared African 
American experience. 
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Kinship Patterns. African American authors who wrote 
about the Black experience emphasized the resilience, 
adaptability and strength of the African American family. 
Their depictions of kin networks reinforced the following 
features of the African American kinship patterns 
identified by social scientists Andrew Billingsley, Robert 
Hill, Harriet Pipes McAdoo, Niang Sundarkasa and others: 
(1) adaptability of family roles, (2) extended family, 
(3) strong kinship bonds, (4) patterns of informal 
adoption, (5) strong religious orientation, (6) prominent 
role of grandmother, (7) collective responsibility for 
child care, (8) strong orientation toward work, and (9) 
familyhood based on collective identity. In their por¬ 
trayals of the Black family, African American authors 
demonstrated how African Americans functioned to support, 
maintain and enhance the basic physical and social 
integrity of the family unit and the social and emotional 
relationships among family members. Generally, African 
American authors affirmed the seven aspects of shared 
African American experience as measured by the assessment 
instrument. More specifically, they stressed major aspects 
of African American kinship patterns: (1) kinship bonds 
as sources of strength, (2) the critical roles of grand¬ 
parents/eiders in the kin network (3) the extended family 
as the nexus of the African American experience and 
(4) the adaptability of family roles. 
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Kinship Bonds as Sources of Strength. In their works, 
six authors: Elizabeth Vroman in Harlem Summer, Sharon 
Bell Mathis in The Hundred Penny Box, Virginia Hamilton 
in Zeely, DindgaMcCannon in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star, 
and Eloise Greenfield in Sister, conveyed the richness and 
strength of kinship bonds as bridges over which new 
generations of African Americans crossed to know from 
whence they came and affirmed their own identities. This 
quality of kinship was vividly stressed by Eloise 
Greenfield in the book Sister. This story revealed how an 
African American girl, Doretha, struggled for a self¬ 
definition while coping with the exigencies of daily 
living. Collectively, relatives and friends gave young 
Doretha instruments for survival: a philosophy for coping 
with life's pain; methods for dealing with social inter¬ 
actions; and the invincible spirit and strength of a 
Guinean ancestor captured and condemned to slavery, but 
"wouldn't let them white folks see her cry, and wouldn’t 
smile at 'em either" (p. 38). In this way, Greenfield 
fostered an understanding of how the gifts and instru¬ 
ments that flowed from kinship bonds functioned to provide 
sustenance for living. 
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In a similar way, Sharon Bell Mathis emphasized the 
same idea in The Hundred Penny Box. Through her story 
she communicated the idea that young African Americans 
may need to learn from their past in order to build a 
strong future. Through the encounters between Michael 
and his great-great aunt, one hundred years of wisdom, 
African American history and experience came alive. In 
the story, the message was presented in this way: 
". . . new life wasn't very good if you had to have 
everything old taken away from you. . ." (p. 37) In 
this way, the value of the extended family was under¬ 
scored by Mathis. 
The Critical Role of Grandparents/Elders. African American 
kinship patterns were further reinforced by eight authors: 
Brenda Wilkinson in Ludell's New York Time, Virginia 
Hamilton in Zeely, Mildred Taylor in Roll of Thunder. Hear 
My Cry, Sharon Bell Mathis in The Hundred Penny Box, 
Elizabeth Vroman in Harlem Summer, Lucille Clifton in The 
Lucky Stone and Dindga McCannon in Wilhemina Jones, Future 
Star, who emphasized the close relationships between 
alternate generations and the importance of the grand¬ 
parent . 
In Zeely, Virginia Hamilton illustrated this aspect 
of African kinship patterns in the relationship between 
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Uncle Ross and his niece, Elizabeth, and his nephew, 
John. The warm relationship between Uncle Ross and his 
nephew whom he cared for during the summer was elucidated 
in these terms: 
Uncle Ross didn’t say hello and neither did 
Toeboy. Toeboy never had to say anything to 
Uncle Ross if he didn't want to. That was 
why he liked him so much. He could sit beside 
Uncle Ross forever and a Sunday and Uncle Ross 
would talk out loud and often he could tell 
about things Toeboy had never heard of. 
(p. 30) 
Brenda Wilkinson communicated the strength of the 
African American grandmother whose presence was felt long 
after her natural death in Ludell’s New York Time. 
Ludell’s determination to cling to her own moral values 
and select friends who conformed to her social standards 
in spite of the apparent pressures of popular New York 
youth culture illustrated how her grandmother's "spirit 
is taking over her body" (p. 108). 
In her work, Wilhemina Jones, Future Star, Dindga 
McCannon evoked the same idea as Wilkinson and suggested 
that grandmothers may be the most influential relatives 
in charge of inducting African American youth into the 
tradition of going to church. In her narrative, Willie s 
belief in God stemmed from her association with her 
maternal and paternal grandmothers as indicated in this 
passage: 
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I showed him the cross I wore that Grandmother 
gave me for my eighth birthday. "My grandma gave 
me this. Some of the little jewels have fallen 
out but I still keep it. She died when I was 
twelve. I don't remember her much cept she was 
very nice. She always made us go to church. 
My father's mother used to take me when I was 
older. She was one of the deaconesses of the 
Mount Calvary Baptist Church on One Hundred 
Forty Second Street." (p. 45) 
In her story, McCannon conveyed the notion that the reli¬ 
gious orientation of African American families was largely 
determined by the grandmother. 
Eloise Greenfield affirmed the critical role of the 
grandparent in Sister. In her story, the grandfather was 
shown elaborating on a principle which had held the family 
in good stead over generations: learn to laugh at pain 
while fighting it like hell. The lesson passed on to a 
granddaughter by a grandfather was articulated in these 
terms: 
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Folks most always hurting somewhere, Sister. 
Feelings get hurt. Bodies get hurt. You 
don't laugh when you hurting, you won't hardly 
ever laugh at all. Don't let pain beat you 
down you know. . . That's the way you got to do 
pain laugh at it all the same time fighting 
like hell." (pp. 36-37) 
In her work, the notion that elders in African American 
families reveling in the triumphs of the past provide 
inspirational lessons for the living was advanced. 
Like others, Lucille Clifton in The Lucky Stone 
communicated the significance of the grandparent and the 
oral tradition in the African American experience. It 
was through the relationship with her great grandmother 
that Sweet Baby Tee gained emotional support and learned 
about the concept of struggle, Afro-centric frames of 
reference and the origins of the Black church. 
In Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, Mildred Taylor 
affirmed the central role of the grandmother, steeped in 
rich traditions borne out of the historical past, in 
anchoring the African American family. Like other African 
American authors, Clifton, Greenfield, Wilkinson, McCannon, 
Vroman and Mathis, Taylor illustrated how the tradition, 
legacy and heritage which cohered African American family 
members was passed on through the grandmother and elders. 
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The Extended Family as the Nexus of the African American 
Experience. Taylor conveyed the idea that the extended 
family foimed the nexus of the African American experience. 
In Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. African American kinship 
bonds extended to connect grandparents, living and non¬ 
living; sisters and brothers; husbands and wives; 
women in sisterhood; children, collectively cared for by 
all; and others accepted as kin. The Logan family which 
Taylor wrote about was an extended family which reached 
over three generations and included blood and non-blood 
relatives. The events of Taylor's narrative revealed how 
the Logans, an African American family, collectively 
assumed child care responsibilities by modeling desired 
behaviors, dispensing discipline, inculcating values, 
and nurturing and socializing their young. Through 
characterizations and events, Taylor demonstrated how the 
resiliency of the African American family was sustained 
through the sharing of financial responsibilities and 
flexibility of family roles. Her work revealed how all 
family members, children and adults, pooled their energies, 
performed a range of household responsibilities, took on 
viable employment and developed innovative ways to 
generate income in order to support the good of the whole 
family unit. 
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Adaptability of Family Roles. In Soul Brothers and Sister 
Lou, Kristin affirmed the resilience of the African 
American family which was maintained by functional kinship 
bonds. Familial roles within the Hawkins family were 
governed by family needs and priorities. Through the 
characterization of older brother/son, William Hawkins, 
Hunter illuminated how elder sons took charge when fathers 
failed. She also demonstrated how fathers nurture sons 
when mothers were absent as Calvin, Louretta's friend, 
was reared by his father, a single parent. In other 
episodes, the author showed how brothers inspired siblings 
to pursue high goals and standards when mothers had given 
up all hope. Kristin Hunter reinforced the idea that the 
Hawkinses, an African American family, affiliated with the 
church as an institution where pain might be ventilated 
and deep emotion might be displayed to satisfy the soul. 
The Concept of Struggle. In their presentation of the- 
African American experience, African American writers 
addressed the concept of struggle. Their works defined 
the parameters of struggle, pinpointed survival issues, 
and identified strategies for resisting and combatting 
oppression. As they called attention to critical civil 
rights court battles, named exemplary freedom fighters, 
and provided unique perceptions on significant epochs in 
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the African American experience (e.g., ancient African 
kingdoms, enslavement, the Emancipation Proclamation, 
Reconstruction, the Garvey Movement, and the Civil Rights 
era), African American authors utilized their fictional 
works to document accurate historical accounts of the 
African American experience. 
Documentation of Survival Issues. In their writings, 
African American writers tended to explain and document 
survival issues. In most instances, they emphasized how 
African American people confronted and reconciled survival 
issues in their lives. Virginia Hamilton in Zeely, 
Lucille Clifton in The Lucky Stone, and Sharon Bell Mathis 
in The Hundred Penny Box, gave prominence to the struggle 
of African Americans to survive slavery and overwhelming 
odds. Brenda Wilkinson in Ludell's New York Time recorded 
four survival issues: deplorable low status jobs, police 
brutality, drugs, and job discrimination. Elizabeth 
Vroraan, author of Harlem Summer, cited five survival 
issues: injustice, poverty, segregation, police violence, 
violence in the streets of Harlem and the South. In The 
Young Landlords, Walter Dean Myers identified five survival 
issues: Uncle Toms, absentee landlords, poor housing, en¬ 
croachment of the state government on local African Ameri¬ 
can enterprise, and oppression by ’’the powers that be. 
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Dindga McCannon documented four tasks: the violence 
and drugs in the streets of northern cities, guns of 
hostile police officers, lynch mobs and bombings in the 
South, and the internal racial hostilities, violence and 
discriminatory treatment in the United States military, 
in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. In this book, character 
"Skeeter" purported that African Americans have had the 
cards stacked against them from ’’jump street." 
Eloise Greenfield explained eight survival tasks for 
African Americans in Sister: the rigors and harshness 
of low status jobs, substandard housing, violence of urban 
streets, hostile teachers, heritage of slavery, subordina¬ 
tion by whites, indignities of a racist society, and pain 
stemming from the sudden loss of kin. 
In Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, Mildred Taylor set 
forth six survival issues which African Americans must 
overcome: wholesale acts of physical violence perpetrated 
by Euro-Americans against African Americans, verbal abuse 
directed against African Americans, enforced customs which 
required African Americans to show deference or otherwise 
act subordinate to whites, inferior state supported 
educational facilities and material, extreme victimization 
by the system of justice and labor, and the heritage of 
slavery. 
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A myriad of adverse social conditions found to 
threaten the survival of African Americans were cited by 
Kristin Hunter in Sou] Brothers and Sister Lou. Through 
her work, Hunter determined that African Americans must 
deal with at least fifteen adverse circumstances which 
might include: the violence and harrassment of marauding 
gangs of police; crooked merchants; "lies" taught in 
schools and churches about democracy, liberty, and justice; 
white people "first-naming" you; lynching; poverty; violent 
youth gangs; thinking that resigned African Americans to 
accept their oppressive status; attitudes which influenced 
African American men for their circumstance; housing 
discrimination; being called racial epithets; lack of 
preventive health care; anti-Black labor unions; being 
perceived as "outlaws" by the larger society; being treated 
like criminals by store merchants; and being forced to 
function outside of mainstream institutions. 
By identifying in very precise and definitive terms 
the conditions and issues African American people must 
confront to survive, African American authors communicated 
the gravity of oppression in the lives of African American 
people. Their works confirmed the concept of struggle 
as a dominant feature in the African American experience. 
In a general way, African American writers were inclined 
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to show their audience that African American people fought 
their oppressive conditions with all the resources and 
genius they could muster. 
Identification of Strategies for Resisting Oppression. 
In their fictional works, African American authors recorded 
realistic and authentic ways in which African American 
people have resisted and were resisting forms of oppression. 
In The Hundred Penny Box, Sharon Bell Mathis made it clear 
that African American people were enslaved, gained their 
emancipation and prevailed in the United States Congress. 
Through the events of her story, Roll of Thunder, Hear My 
Cry, Mildred Taylor informed her readers that African 
Americans resisted their oppression in two ways: organiz¬ 
ing boycotts and executing acts of retribution a la 
guerrilla style. The fact that African American people 
armed themselves against marauding gangs of "night 
riders" was propagated. Dindga McCannon elaborated on 
how African American people have struggled to actively 
resist all forms of oppression through a variety of modes 
in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. In her narrative, she 
conveyed the idea that the Black Panthers, CORE, SNCC, 
freedom riders, and those chanting "Burn, Baby, Burn" were 
engaged in an active resistance movement during the 
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sixties designed to achieve liberation for African American 
people. 
Through various episodes and characterizations, in 
Harlem Summer, Elizabeth Vroman also showed how African 
American people used every means necessary to advance 
their liberation struggle. Bus boycotts, ownership and 
control of business, careful use of language, reading as 
a way to counteract brainwashing, court battles, street 
riots, integration and Pan-Africanism were posed as viable 
strategies to end oppression and achieve liberation. 
In her work Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, Kristin 
Hunter reinforced the same notion. Her narrative stressed 
the idea that African Americans must not only struggle to 
survive a litany of adverse social conditions but must 
deal with the weight of lies and false myths about 
African Americans propagated by formal institutions as the 
church, school and law enforcement agencies. In her 
narrative, Hunter pinpointed the need for African Americans 
to confront and reconcile the institutional lies and 
contradictions in their lives as this excerpt from her 
story suggested: 
School was a mammoth gray stone building with 
tall iron gates and round towers at each corner. 
Inside they taught you lies like "the policeman 
is your friend," and "Anyone can grow up to be 
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President in America." It was as bad as the 
church, another but graystone building, where 
they taught you that God is just. 
It seemed that the biggest and fanciest 
buildings were the places where they taught 
the biggest lies. If it were up to Louretta, 
she would tear them down and hold classes and 
services in the open air, to let a little 
truth in. (p. 146) 
Additionally, Hunter reinforced the notion that the social 
emancipation came to those whose hard work, sacrifice and 
dedication was based on the thesis that "doing things for 
others is doing for yourself" (p. 147). 
In concert with other African American authors, 
Mildred Taylor in Roll of Thunder. Hear My Cry focused on 
education as a tool for social emancipation. In her book, 
Taylor stressed the idea that social emancipation for 
African American people stemmed from an enlightened self- 
knowledge and a thorough understanding of African American 
people. Taylor substantiated the idea that African 
American people believed that studying hard and getting a 
good education were ways to achieve social emancipation 
and improve their future life chances. 
Eloise Greenfield in Sister and Elizabeth Vroman in 
Harlem Summer maintained in their works the idea that 
real education liberated. From their perspectives, 
harmony among people of African descent connected Africans 
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in America with Africans in Africa. The view that 
community institutions sponsored by African Americans may 
oest provide the settings for such learnings was emphasized 
in Greenfield's book. In another way, Kristin Hunter 
dealt with the relationship between education and libera¬ 
tion of African American people in Soul Brothers and Sister 
Lou. The events of her story gave the impression that the 
survival of African American people hinged on their ability 
to educate the masses of African Americans about issues 
affecting their lives via media controlled by African 
American people. In this selected work, Hunter fostered 
the notion that teachers and other educators knowledgeable 
about the history and culture of African Americans may 
stimulate rather than alienate African American students. 
Both Kristin Hunter in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou 
and Elizabeth Vroman in Harlem Summer perpetuated the view 
that the achievement of economic success in the African 
American experience was propelled by an appreciation and 
internalization of an Afro-centric way of viewing the 
world. 
Documentation of the History of the African American 
Struggle for Liberation. Generally, African American 
authors used their fictional works to inform their audience 
about the history and dynamics of the struggle African 
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American people have waged to gain liberation. They not 
only documented issues that citizens of African descent 
must reckon with in the United States, but they posed 
effective solutions that have worked historically and may 
have implications for addressing present-day dilemmas in 
the African American experience. By teaching their readers 
about outstanding African Americans who fought for libera¬ 
tion as Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, Marcus Garvey, 
Rosa Parks and others, African American authors of these 
selected works oriented their audiences to shared African 
American experience. 
Afro-centric Values, Orientations, and Frames of Reference. 
African American authors confirmed afro-centric values, 
orientations and frames of reference in several ways. In 
their fictional books, they illustrated that self-definition 
for African American people was predicated on certain 
Afro-centric values, orientations and frames of reference. 
Strength, beauty and intellect, the positive qualities 
which shaped their characterization, projected race pride. 
African American authors tended to distinguish for real 
or authentic African American brothers and sisters as 
those who internalized Afro-centric values. Their 
dramatizations of the African American experience communi- 
cated information about the African Diaspora and dealt 
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with the continuity and transformation of African culture 
manifest in the African American experience. 
Through the events, characterizations and inter¬ 
actions in their works, seven authors, Eloise Greenfield 
in Sister, Lucille Clifton in The Lucky Stone, Brenda 
Wilkinson in Ludell's New York Time, Sharon Bell Mathis in 
The Hundred Penny Box, Virginia Hamilton in Zeely, 
Elizabeth Vroman in Harlem Summer, and Mildred Taylor in 
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, affirmed that African 
American self-definition evolved from a communion with 
sensibilities of African American people living and dead. 
The Afro-centric perspectives these writers offered sub¬ 
scribed to the definition of Blackness as articulated by 
Lerone Bennett: 
What is the true meaning of Blackness?. . . Let 
us say provisionally, that Blackness is that 
universe of values and attitudes and orientations 
which rises . . . from the depth of our ancestral 
experience ... We believe that this challenge 
[of Blackness] will require the long and careful 
collaboration of many minds. . . we believe in 
the community of the Black dead and the Black 
living and the Black unborn. We believe that 
community has prior claim on our time and our 
talents and our resources and that we must 
respond when it calls.^ 
African American authors illustrated how African American 
people responded to this sense of community Bennett 
1 Lerone Bennett, Jr., ’’The Challenge of Blackness,” 
Black World, February 1971, pp. 20-21. 
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elucidated. This phenomenon was most vividly illustrated 
by Eloise Greenfield in Sister. In this work. Doretha. 
the main character, was able to have a self-definition as 
a result of communing with memories of family members both 
living and dead. 
Five African American authors, Dindga McCannon in 
Wtlhemina Jones, Future Star. Elizabeth Vroman in Harlem 
Summer. Brenda Wilkinson in Ludell's New York Time. Eloise 
Greenfield in Sister, and Virginia Hamilton in Zeely. 
emphasized the relationship between the internalization of 
Afro-centric, values, orientation and frames of reference 
and the development of an African American/Black identity. 
Through the unfolding of events in Wilhem.inn .Tones, 
Future Star, and transformation of the main character 
Willie into Tamu, Dindga McCannon communicated the notion 
that a recognition of one's African heritage, a belief in 
the oneness of African people throughout the world, and 
the internalization of African consciousness were tanta¬ 
mount to reconciling and defining one's identity as an 
African American. 
Elizabeth Vroman propagated a similar view in Harlem 
Summer. The events of this story suggested that the 
development of African American identity in the United 
Slates was nurtured by a comprehensive knowledge of 
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African American history, culture and people; was derived 
from interactions with and participation in the rituals 
of indigenous African American institutions as Mother 
Strong's church, the Apollo Theater, Louis Micheaux's 
bookstore, and the Schomburg; and was facilitated by the 
experience and wisdom of elders. Through her fictional 
work, Vroman perpetuated the idea that part of knowing 
who you are as an African American meant feeling a oneness 
with all African people and sharing a sense of community 
with African American pioneers. This orientation was 
expressed in a letter John, the main character, wrote to 
his father: 
Of course, not everyone in Harlem is poor. In 
fact, we have a good many well-to-do people in 
our community. But I don't think you can be 
Black and not share your people's troubles, no 
matter how much money you have. (p. 138) 
Additionally, Vroman conveyed to the audience that the 
degree of race pride African Americans have may be measured 
by the extent of their respect and regard for other 
African Americans. Old Paul articulated this view. If 
you don't respect other people, you don’t really respect 
yourself" (pp. 96-97). 
In Zeely, Virginia Hamilton also communicated the 
idea that African American identity was shaped by an 
appreciation of the unique attributes and beauty of the 
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Pc\C0. After Elizabeth, the main character, discovered her 
Africanity and the derivation of all African American 
people, she evolved into her own uniqueness and identity. 
Early in the story, Uncle Ross observed that "all life 
changes. . . some eggs change into chickens, some worms 
into butterflies" (p. 39). The metamorphosis that 
Elizabeth underwent connected her with her African roots 
and affirmed her African identity. With this knoweldge, 
Elizabeth was better able to assert herself. In the final 
analysis, she became who she truly was at the end of the 
summer, as illuminated by this scene in Hamilton's book: 
For the first time this summer, Geeder had come 
to dinner wearing a dress ... It was a nice 
dress ... It was yellow with pretty white 
flowers. "Well, Elizabeth," Uncle Ross said. 
He called Geeder Elizabeth . . . When he looked 
at Geeder, he couldn't say a word. There was 
no doubt at all that right beside him was 
Elizabeth. (p. 117) 
Eloise Greenfield orchestrated the events of Sister 
to demonstrate that authentic African American identity 
evolved from and was grounded in the following: (1) a 
recognition of one’s Africanity, (2) knowledge of the 
salient victories and struggles of ancestors in the face 
of formidable odds, and (3) an understanding that African 
liberation flowed from knowledge and purpose. 
The perspective Eloise Greenfield projected about the 
African American experience in Sister stressed 
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phenomenological orientation to time. Specific events 
recorded in Doretha’s memory book transmitted "the colors 
of life." In a significant way, Greenfield informed her 
audience that knowing who you are as African American 
meant tapping the well streams of the past for strength 
to get over the hard times and always remembering: 
The good times, the family and friend times, 
the love times that rainbowed their way 
through the hard times. (p. 82) 
Most outstanding in Kristin Hunter's view of the 
African American experience was the concept of soul. In 
her book Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, she showed how the 
phenomenon of soul permeated the African American ex¬ 
perience. In this story, Hunter presented this Afro¬ 
centric phenomenon in the rituals of the church, modes 
of communication, songs and dances. Hunter used the 
setting, characterizations and events of her story to 
advance the idea that soul meant knowing how it feels to be 
subjected to inhumane conditions. She further reinforced 
the understanding that soul meant knowing how it felt to 
defiantly resist racism and oppression. 
The Afro-centric value of self-reliance through Black 
business and enterprise tempered Walter Dean Myer's 
perspective on the African American experience. In The 
Young Landlords, Myers emphasized the orientation of 
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Af1ican American people to depend on their own resources. 
Through the events, characterizations and interactions in 
this book, Myers offered the view that it may be more 
enabling and rewarding for African American people to 
engage in self-help projects with an humanitarian emphasis. 
The writer upheld the point of view that African American 
people barred from mainstream opportunities were forced 
to utilize their mathematical genius and other skills in 
generating subterranean economies and activities. Myers 
presented an African American community which was wealthy 
and enriched by people who have mastered a diversified set 
of skills which support life. To make things better for 
most African Americans, the author convinced the audience 
that a karate expert, an accountant, a numbers runner, and 
a proactive core of teenagers may effectively pool their 
skills. 
In their works, five African writers, Mildred Taylor 
in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, Elizabeth Vroman in 
Harlem Summer, Eloise Greenfield in Sister, Virginia 
Hamilton in Zeely, and Dindga McCannon in Wilhemina Jones, 
Future Star, led their readers to comprehend African 
Americans as African derived people whose culture originated 
in Africa and extended throughout the world. 
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Heritage Symbols. To orient their audience to the African 
American experience, African American writers presented 
symbols of African American heritage. The rituals and 
artifacts in their works reflected ways African American 
people paid homage to their origins, commemorated their 
heroes and perpetuated their lineage. Eight authors, 
Eloise Greenfield in Sister, Sharon Bell Mathis in The 
Hundred Penny Box, Virginia Hamilton in Zeely, Dindga 
McCannon in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star, Elizabeth Vroraan 
in Harlem Summer, Brenda Wilkinson in Ludell's New York 
Time, Kristin Hunter in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, and 
Lucille Clifton in The Lucky Stone, identified artifacts 
and rituals which symbolized shared African American 
heritage. African dress, hairstyles, and names were used 
by authors to reinforce the relationship between African 
Americans and their African heritage. African dress, 
schools bearing Swahili names, the Black salutes and 
yellowed magazine clippings of Jackie Robinson were arti¬ 
facts which held and symbolized the heritage in Eloise 
Greenfield's Sister. In a different way, the significance 
of heritage symbols was emphasized by Lucille Clifton in 
The Lucky Stone. In her book, the black stone which proved 
lucky for three generations was the heritage symbol. 
Clifton showed how each time a story about the black stone 
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was passed on, the African American experience was 
ritualistically reaffirmed. By exposing the strengths and 
weaknesses of the Garvey movement, Elizabeth Vroman in 
Harlem Summer legitimized and established its value and 
redeemed its place in African American history and 
experience. 
Indigenous Institutions. In affirming institutions devel¬ 
oped by their people, African American writers detailed 
the psychological, social and political bases and 
functions of the Black Church, Black media, street corner 
rituals, and other organizations. Six African American 
authors, Mildred Taylor in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, 
Elizabeth Vroman in Harlem Summer, Brenda Wilkinson in 
Ludell's New York Time, Kristin Hunter in Soul Brothers and 
Sister Lou, Walter Dean Myers in The Young Landlords, and 
Dindga McCannon in Wilhemina Jones, Future Star, made it 
clear that indigenous African American institutions served 
and supported the personal, emotional, and intellectual 
needs of African American people. In Harlem Summer, 
Elizabeth Vroman depicted street corner orators who 
glorified the African American past and educated African 
American people about contemporary issues in the Black/White 
struggle in the United States. Mildred Taylor made her 
audience aware of how the African American church functioned 
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to preserve the sense of community in the African 
American experience in Roll -of Thunder, Hear My Cry. In 
Ludell's New York Time. Brenda Wilkinson presented the 
Black Church as a service institution which responded to 
the social needs and spiritual needs of African Americans. 
Kristin Hunter communicated the idea that Black media 
indoctrinated African American people to their own truths 
in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. In her book, The Weekly 
Truth functioned to counteract the false propaganda 
messages about African Americans perpetuated by television, 
schools, churches, and legal institutions. 
Afro-centric Modes of Communication. Most African American 
authors led their audiences to the African American ex¬ 
perience through the utilization of Afro-centric modes of 
communication. Generally, they captured Afro-American 
modes of communication, highly affective mental experiences 
and behavioral modalities, as expressive conduits of the 
culture as Dr. Na'im Akbar, Wade Nobles, and other 
researchers alluded to. The nine African American authors 
employing such modes of cummunication included Kristin 
Hunter in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou, Walter Dean Myers 
in The Young Landlords, Mildred Taylor in Roll of Thunder, 
Hear My Cry, Eloise Greenfield in Sister, Elizabeth Vroman 
in Harlem Summer, Sharon Bell Mathis in The Hundred Penny 
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Box, Lucille Clifton in The Lucky Stone. Brenda Wilkinson 
in Ludell's New York Time and Dindga McCannon in Wilhemina 
Jones, Future Star. Generally, African American authors 
used African American modes of communication as media which 
recorded and expressed the nuances and subtleties in the 
universe of shared African American experience. Kristin 
Hunter used call-and-response along with rappin' as viable 
modes of African American communication in Soul Brothers and 
Sister Lou. In this book, while the minister preached, 
the congregation testified, Hunter further illuminated how 
intragroup communication was sustained by raps which 
rebuked, entertained and remanded African Americans to 
confront the effects of racism. Walter Dean Myers in 
The Young Landlords also used African American modes of 
communication such as "sounding" "playing the dozens" and 
gestural expressions of "giving skin" and "getting skin" to 
authenticate the African American experience. Black 
English, call and response exchanges during street rituals, 
nicknames and rappin' were also employed by Myers to 
transmit the sensibilities and nuances of the African 
American experience. Like Myers, Mildred Taylor used 
African American modes of communication, the verbal and 
non-verbal, to transmit the universe of the African 
American experience in Roll of Thunder, Hear M\—Crj.. 
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Similarly, Eloise Greenfield highlighted the versatility 
of African American modes of communication in Sister. 
Black English, raps and other expressions were chords for 
transmitting love, joy, empathy and concern by African 
American people for their people. 
Through the episodes in Harlem Summer, Elizabeth 
Vrornan documented how language may be skillfully used as 
a medium of love and as a tool for psychological libera¬ 
tion. The position was taken that African Americans may 
either use language as a tool for liberation or a tool to 
accommodate to their own oppression. In her book, Vrornan 
presents various types of African American speech 
behavior found within the culture at all levels, from 
the street corner, to the podium and the pulpit. 
Cultural Products. The music, literature and visual art 
forms which African American authors presented to their 
audience were derived from the ethos and pathos of the 
African American experience. This was emphasized by six 
authors: Elizabeth Vrornan in Harlem Summer, Lucille 
Clifton in The Lucky Stone, Brenda Wilkinson in Ludell's 
New York Time, Sharon Bell Mathis in The Hundred Penny Box, 
Mildred Taylor in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry and Eloise 
Greenfield in Sister. For example, Brenda Wilkinson gave 
prominence to soul music; contemporary African American 
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music in Ludell's New York Time. She acknowledged the 
Temptations, Stevie Wonder, James Brown and other singers 
as magicians who induced African Americans into cultural 
spells. The motion and feeling of soul music characterized 
by improvisation, the call-response formula, hand-clapping, 
whistles and shouts were transmitted by Wilkinson's book. 
Another example of the function of Black music was given 
by Eloise Greenfield in Sister where music was featured 
as an artistic channel borne out of African American 
culture which served to soothe pain and celebrate joys. 
Kristin Hunter in Soul Brothers and Sister Lou affirmed 
blues as a unique form of Black music that expressed both 
the agony of life and the possibility of conquering it 
through sheer toughness of spirit. By reading this work, 
the audience learned that blues music grew out of the 
African American church and intoned the feelings of a 
people about their trials and tribulations of life ex¬ 
periences in the United States. 
In the same way, Dindga McCannon in Wilhemina Jones, 
Future Star and Elizabeth Vroman in Harlem Summer presented 
art as a product shaped by a distinctive African American 
culture. The idea that artwork produced by an African 
American artist in Harlem was a continuation of Egyptian 
and African art was transmitted by Dindga McCannon in 
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Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. Elizabeth Vroman emphasized 
the fact that art was based on the collectivistic ethos 
Af1ican American people. The wooden sculptures of 
Marcus Garvey and Martin Luther King in her work reflected 
the concept of struggle as shared African American ex¬ 
perience . 
Mildred Taylor in Roll of Thunder. Hear My Cry 
focused on African American literature as a tool for 
liberation and affirmation of Black reality. The writings 
of W.E.B. DuBois and Alexander Dumas were introduced in 
this context. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
AND IMPLICATIONS 
This study was designed to assess the content and 
illustrations of twenty fiction books written about African 
Americans published between 1967 and 1982. Ten books 
written by Euro-American authors were examined to deter¬ 
mine the extent to which forces of racism, oppression and 
caste distorted the presentation of the African American 
experience. To determine the degree to which such books 
affirmed salient aspects of shared African American ex¬ 
perience, ten books written by African American authors 
were studied. Answers were sought to five research 
questions: 
1. Which aspects of books: illustrations, language, 
setting, relationships/associations, characterizations and 
author's perspective are most distorted by racism, caste- 
stratification and oppression? 
2. Which is the most prevalent form of distortion? 
3. To what extent do most books about African Ameri¬ 
cans communicate salient aspects of their shared 
experience? 
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4. Which aspects of shared African American experi¬ 
ence are most frequently portrayed? 
5. Does the treatment of African American life by 
African American authors significantly differ from the 
portrayals shaped by non-African American authors? 
To analyze the content and illustrations in the books 
that were studied, two analytic instruments devised by 
this researcher were applied. One instrument, "Assessment 
of Manifestations of Racism, Oppression and Caste," was 
designed to ascertain the extent to which illustrations 
and content were distorted by racism, caste-stratification, 
and oppression. A second tool, "Assessment of Salient 
Aspects of Shared African American Experience," was used 
to evaluate how selected works affirmed seven salient as¬ 
pects of shared experience: (1) kinship patterns, (2) 
concept of struggle, (3) Afro-centric values, orientations, 
and frames of reference, (4) heritage, (5) indigenous 
institutions, (6) African American modes of communication, 
and (7) cultural products. 
Data were generated for five aspects of each book 
reviewed. Areas examined included: (1) illustrations, 
(2) setting, (3) relationships, (4) characterizations, and 
(5) author's perspective. Linguistic bias, an additional 
category, was examined in books which were marred by 
manifestations of racism, oppression and caste. 
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Two types of data—manifestation of racism, oppression 
and caste and affirmations of shared African American cul¬ 
ture which described how the African American experience 
may be presented in children's books about African 
American people resulted from this study. The examination 
of manifestations of racism, oppression and caste was con¬ 
fined to the population of books written by Euro-American 
authors. It was determined that books by Euro-American 
authors offered data about how white America viewed Black 
America and/or how people in a superordinate status in the 
United States viewed people of a subordinate status. 
Books written by African American authors were studied to 
identify affirmations of African American culture. It was 
determined that African American authors as members of a 
distinct African American culture—a shared way of life 
which includes a common history, language, behavior 
patterns, values and worldview—offered sources for viewing 
the African American experience according to their distinc¬ 
tive cultural milieu. 
This investigation was not designed to compare the 
degree to which African American and Euro-American authors 
portrayed an authentic African American experience. How¬ 
ever, it did compare the salient issues addressed by 
African American and Euro-American authors to orient their 
audiences to the African American experience in children's 
books. 
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Summary of Significant Findings 
Assessment of Manifestations of Racism, Oppression and 
Caste. In part one of this study, the assessment of the 
extent to which the illustrations and content of ten 
selected works written by Euro-American authors manifested 
racism, oppression and caste yielded the following find¬ 
ings : 
1. Illustrations were distorted by racism as they 
reinforced anti-black and white supremacist thinking. 
Manifestations of oppression were found in illustrations 
which confirmed that African American people were subject 
to the control and power of Euro-Americans. In most 
illustrations, African Americans appeared as members of 
pariah caste set apart by their garish apparel and help¬ 
less countenances. 
2. Settings in selected books, whether contemporary 
or historical, whether based in urban, suburban or rural 
areas, most frequently reflected caste-stratification. 
Generally, the places where African Americans lived sub¬ 
scribed to two conditions. First, they represented what 
was unclean and debasing in the social order depicted. 
Secondly, they were greatly controlled by the servant-like 
or subordinate occupational status of African American 
characters. 
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3. Linguistic bias appeared as the selected use of 
descriptions, terms or expressions which applied ex¬ 
clusively to African American characters or the African 
American experience. The general manipulation of language 
by Euro-American authors to either subordinate or inferior- 
ize African American people fostered racism, perpetuated 
oppression and affixed African American people to a caste 
status. 
4. African American characterizations were distorted 
by racism in two ways: (1) their physical attributes, 
especially their hair and skin color were bases for deri¬ 
sion; and (2) their propensities toward being pro-black 
were deemed impediments rather than assets. 
5. Inferiorization, an aspect of oppression, was a 
pronounced feature of African American characters. This 
was transmitted through the attributes and qualities of 
characters in four ways: (1) the expression of self- 
depricating attitudes by African American characters, (2) 
their general acceptance of the inferiority of other 
African American people and their cultural milieu, (3) 
their apparent unintelligence or obtuseness, and (4) their 
willingness to behave as functional inferiors to their 
Euro-American counterparts. 
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6. Caste was manifested in two ways through char¬ 
acterizations: (1) hierarchically ordered occupational 
specializations, and (2) high caste women or Euro-American 
women as beautiful while low caste or African American 
women as undesirable or denigrated. Caste affected 
characterizations as major and minor African American 
characterizations controlled the basest occupational 
specializations or were otherwise distinguished by their 
marginal occupational roles. In contrast, Euro-American 
characters monopolized diversified roles and professional 
positions. It was determined that African American women 
tended to appear in five varieties: (1) unattractive but 
highly intelligent, (2) obese, (3) dumb, (4) sexually 
promiscuous, and (5) coarse and grotesque. 
7. Manifestations of racism marred relationships and 
interactions in two ways: (1) anti-black attitudes, and 
(2) various practices and processes of exclusion based on 
color. 
8. Inferiorization was the most prevalent form of 
oppression which victimized African American characters 
during interactions. During these interactions or re¬ 
lationships, African American characters were found behaving 
in three ways: (1) devaluing themselves, (2) acceding to 
inferior standards, and (3) accepting pronouncements of 
their inferiority by others. 
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9. Caste-stratification controlled the participation 
of African American people in societies featured in 
selected works. The location of African Americans 
residences, the nature of their jobs, their limited income 
levels and frustrations appeared directly related to their 
caste status. Generally, caste affected interactions in 
three ways. First, African Americans held non-critical and 
insignificant occupational roles which rendered them 
vulnerable to their Euro-American employers. Second, there 
was a tendency by Euro-American women to exhibit keen 
sensitivity and perfection while African American women 
tended to appear as "no good,” have hygienic problems, and 
appear undeserving of concern and respect. Third, caste 
tempered interactions and relationships in which African 
Americans capitulated to the behavior of low caste people: 
naturally servile. 
10. The African American experience mediated by Euro- 
American authors was distorted by racism, oppression and 
caste. Their perspectives were considered racist because 
they relied on stereotypes and caricatures, equated Black¬ 
ness with evil, and projected being African American and 
positive/adequate as an incongruity. Their perspectives 
were impaired by oppression in four ways: (1) only whites 
wielded the power and authority; (2) they conceived of 
Euro-Americans as the sole beneficiaries and dispensers of 
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privileges; (3) they portrayed African Americans as will¬ 
ing victims who acquiesced to their own oppression; and 
(4) they projected a Euro-centric view of life, culture, 
and history. They distilled views of African American 
life which fixed African Americans to the lowest status, 
condemned them by ideologies which supported their in¬ 
feriority, distinguished them as unclean and licentious 
people, pronounced them as bestial and dependent, and 
generally exiled them to an inferior world. 
11. The most distorted areas of the books written by 
Euro-American authors included: language, relationships 
and characterizations. Manifestations of caste appeared 
to be the most prevalent forms of distortion. Relation¬ 
ships were distorted by both caste and oppression. In 
most instances, linguistic bias found in the negative 
descriptions of African American women reflected caste. 
In this regard, superlative terms were used to characterize 
Euro-American women as high caste women, setting them 
apart as beautiful, prized and revered. Most relation¬ 
ships were influenced by oppression as African Americans 
were found to have no power to radically affect their lives 
and were inclined to devalue themselves. The relationships 
structured by caste portrayed African Americans as 
naturally servile, passive and generally deserving of 
their caste-like status. 
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Assessment of Salient Aspects of Shared African American 
Experiences. In part two of this study, the illustrations 
and content of ten books written by African American 
authors were analyzed to determine the degree to which 
salient aspects of shared African American experience were 
affirmed. Following are the findings which resulted from 
this evaluation. 
1. Illustrations affirmed five dimensions of shared 
African American experience: (1) kinship patterns, (2) 
the concept of struggle, (3) Afro-centric values, orienta¬ 
tions and frames of reference, (4) heritage symbols, and 
(5) indigenous institutions. Most frequently, illustrations 
confirmed kinship patterns by focusing on the extended 
family. 
2. Settings most frequently affirmed three indigenous 
institutions as pillars of the African American community: 
(1) Black churches as a social, religious, and charitable 
institutions,(2) street corners as places where political 
diatribes were launched and recreational activities took 
place, and (3) social and civic organizations. Landmarks 
such as the Schomburg Library, Micheaux's Book Store, and 
the Apollo oriented the reader to indigenous African 
American institutions. 
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3. African American kinship patterns were most fre- 
quently reinforced as African American characters were 
shown to assume collective responsibility for child care. 
4. The concept of struggle was most prevalent in 
African American characters who were endowed with strength, 
fortitude and the will to make the best of their lives, 
surviving and prevailing in the face of adversity and 
overwhelming odds. 
5. The one Afro-centric value, orientation and frame 
of reference most prevalent in characterizations was race 
pride. Generallyfcharacters were imbued with race pride 
as African American females, young and old, appeared 
strong, graceful, beautiful and proud of being Black; they 
were complemented by African American males who were shown 
as strong, intelligent and handsome. 
6. The African hairstyle was the heritage symbol most 
prominently reflected in characterizations. 
7. Portrayals of the historic Black preacher affirmed 
the Black Church in characterizations. 
8. Terms used to identify African American characters 
reflected the nuances and subtletyof African American 
modes of communication. 
9. In most instances, music as an African American 
cultural product affected characterizations. -Most African 
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American characters were either inspired by, tutored in, 
or had some contact with the African American musical 
tradition. 
10. Interactions in most books represented the 
strong religious orientation of the kin group in five 
ways: (1) "giving oneself to the church," (2) the tradi¬ 
tion of going to church on a regular basis, (3) belief in 
God, (4) "treating people right," and (5) behaving in a 
charitable leadership capacity. 
11. The two aspects of struggle most prevalent during 
interactions included: (1) survival as a prerequisite to 
all higher forms of struggle, and (2) active resistance to 
all forms of oppression. Generally, interactions suggested 
that African Americans had to deal with seven adverse 
social conditions which threatened their lives: (1) 
police brutality, (2) violence, (3) forms of discrimination, 
(4) slavery, (5) low status jobs, (6) harsh conditions, 
and (7) being perceived as "outsiders." Generally, inter¬ 
actions validated six means of resisting oppression: (1) 
meeting violence with violence, (2) escape, (3) protest 
actions, (4) retributive schemes, (5) legal actions, and 
(6) learning more about African American history and 
culture. 
12. Race pride and race memory were the two Afro¬ 
centric values, orientations and frames of reference most 
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prominently presented during interactions. Race pride was 
most prevalent in those circumstances where African Ameri¬ 
can people were shown to regard each other in laudatory 
terms. Remembrance of how things used to be—past 
struggles, triumphs, and achievements—constituted how race 
memory was revealed through interactions. 
13. Interactions were influenced most frequently by 
two types of heritage symbols: (1) African hairstyles 
were preferred; and (2) as meanings of African names were 
given and the significance of traditional African dress 
was explicated, heritage symbols were displayed. 
14. The Black Church was affirmed as a religious, 
social and charitable institution the following six ways: 
(1) to ventilate emotions, (2) to interact with others 
socially, (3) to secure employment, (4) to get financial 
assistance for education, (5) to get building space, and 
(6) to secure other vital services. 
15. Black English, replete with image-making, meta¬ 
phors, color exaggeration, adjectival reversal and 
grammatical maneuvering, was the most prevalent Afro¬ 
centric mode of communication which tempered interactions. 
16. Music was the cultural product most frequently 
affirmed during interactions. It was validated in four 
ways: (1) African American characters expressed their 
admiration for certain African American musicians and 
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singers, (2) the relationship between the blues and Negro 
spirituals was established, (3) the mesmerizing quality of 
African American music was illuminated, and (4) jazz, blues 
and Negro spirituals were acclaimed as African American 
music. 
17. African American authors offered perspectives 
which affirmed all aspects of shared African American ex¬ 
perience as measured by the assessment instrument. Their 
portrayals of the African American families corresponded to 
the features of kinship patterns documented by social 
scientists who have studied the African American family. 
It was determined that they were inclined to concentrate 
on the strengths of African American kin networks. In 
their fictional works, they tended to explicate the para¬ 
meters of struggle, pinpoint survival issues and offer 
strategies for combating oppression. African American 
authors generally made an effort to dramatize the notion 
that self-definition in the African American experience 
was predicated on the internalization of Afro-centric 
values and frames of reference. Most significantly, their 
characterizations were honed by race pride. To orient 
their audiences to the African American experience, African 
American authors cited ways in which African American 
people paid homage to their African origins, commemorated 
their heroes and perpetuated their lineage by using 
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heritage symbols. In stories about African American people, 
these writers were inclined to detail the psychological, 
social and political bases and functions of institutions 
indigenous to the African American community. For the most 
part, they presented African American modes of communica¬ 
tion, highly charged mental experiences and behavioral 
modalities,as expressive conduits of the culture. The cul¬ 
tural products found in their works not only evolved from 
the African American experience, but were imbued with the 
ethos and pathos of authentic African American experience. 
18. In books written by African American authors, the 
following aspects of shared African American experience were 
most prevalent. Most illustrations affirmed the extended 
family as a feature of African American kinship pattern. 
Most settings tended to affirm the Black Church as an 
indigenous institution. The preponderance of relationships 
and interactions substantiated two aspects of struggle, 
survival and active resistance to all forms of oppression. 
Characterizations were most apt to reflect race pride as an 
Afro-centric frame of reference, orientation and value. 
Comparison of Depictions of the African American Experience 
bv African and Euro-American Authors. In mediating African 
«■ ' 
American experience, African American and Euro-American 
writers converged on four basic issues. (1) identity 
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development, (2) view of Africa, (3) view of oppression, 
and (4) view of status in society in their treatment of the 
African American experience. Their portrayals differed in 
accordance with how these issues were presented in the 
selected works. Following are ways in which depictions of 
the African American experience represented by the African 
American writer were at variance with the portrayals of 
Euro-American authors: 
1. Identity development for African American people 
in works written by Euro-American authors was based on the 
extent to which African American characters gained approval 
or endorsement of Euro-American characters, repudiated 
their African origins, and appreciated Euro-American heroes. 
In contrast, African American identity in works written by 
African American authors was based on a knowledge of past 
family history and traditions, African consciousness, 
admiration of African American heroes, and the internaliza¬ 
tion of Afro-centric values, orientations, and frames of 
reference. 
2. In books written by African American authors, 
Africa was depicted as the ancestral homeland of African 
American people and the source of all civilization. In 
contradistinction to thisrepresentation of Africa, Euro- 
American authors were inclined to view Africa as the land 
of Tarzan, witchcraft and magic. 
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3. Oppression was perceived as a force that could be 
resisted and overcome with a range of strategies in fiction 
created by African American authors. On the other hand, 
African American people were cast as willing victims who 
acquiesced to their own oppression by behaving as func¬ 
tional inferiors to Euro-Americans in fiction about the 
African American experience developed by Euro-American 
authors. 
4. In the selected books written by Euro-American 
authors, African American characters were placed in situa¬ 
tions and circumstances where their status in society 
appeared fixed and ossified. For the most part, African 
American writers constructed narratives in which African 
American characters acknowledged the hostility of society 
but at the same time perceived their social status as 
alterable with hard work, struggle, education and sacrifice. 
An examination of the devices employed by African and 
Euro-American authors employed to orient their audience to 
the African American experience in the four areas assessed 
in the selected books: (1) illustration, (2) settings, 
(3) characterizations, and (4) relationships, provided 
further bases for determining the difference in their re¬ 
presentations of the experience. A comparison of cogent 
aspects of these areas yielded the following results: 
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1. Illustrations in books by African American authors 
documented heritage symbols, indigenous institutions, kin¬ 
ship patterns, and Afro-centric frames of reference. 
Illustrations in works by Euro-American authors reinforced 
anti-black thinking and white supremacy by depicting 
African American people as pariahs. 
2. The settings in books by Euro-American writers 
placed African Americans in environments which lacked 
cleanliness and tied them to low occupational roles. In 
contrast, African American authors structured settings as 
places where kinship bonds could be facilitated, oppression 
could be resisted, heritage symbols could be displayed, 
indigenous institutions were prominent, and African 
American cultural products had some impact. 
3. Characterizations in works by Euro-American authors 
were restricted by racism, caste and oppression. Con¬ 
sequently, they possessed such negative attributes as 
self-deprecating attitudes, coarse and grotesque appear¬ 
ances, hygienic problems, and occupation of marginal roles. 
Those in works by African American authors tended to reflect 
race pride. Therefore, they were endowed with positive 
attributes such as strength, beauty, grace, self-reliance, 
and pride in being black. 
4. African American writers tended to structure 
relationships to show how African American people 
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confronted their adversaries, and owned and managed 
successful businesses. In their fictional accounts, 
African American people confronted Euro-American people 
as equals. In contrast, Euro-American authors described 
relationships in which African Americans were bound by 
caste. Therefore, African American characters were found 
vulnerable to the whims of their employers. More signi¬ 
ficantly, they were shown resorting to child-like behavior 
to show deference to most Euro-Americans. Generally, 
African Americans depicted in works by Euro-American 
authors were inclined to hope and pray that their circum¬ 
stances would improve while those in books written by 
African American authors were shown to use all the re¬ 
sources that they could muster to improve their lot. 
Conclusions 
The findings of this study led to the following con¬ 
clusions : 
1. Literary expressions by African American writers 
in selected books published between 1967 and 1982 documented 
and affirmed authentic aspects of African American history, 
culture and experience. Therefore, they served to educate 
the audience to understand who African Americans are as a 
people, and they provided information about African 
American institutions and traditions. 
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2. Selected fiction books published between 1967 and 
1982 about African American people by Euro-American 
authors conformed to the racism, oppression and caste 
which restricts the participation of African American 
people in the United States. A comparison of selected fic¬ 
tion published prior to 1970 and the most recent work 
published in 1982 revealed that the propagation of nega¬ 
tive depictions of African American people continues. 
3. There was a qualitative difference in the repre¬ 
sentation of the African American experience by African and 
Euro-American writers. While the depiction of the African 
American experience by African American writers corresponded 
to authentic aspects of African American culture as defined 
by social scientists, portrayals of African American 
people by Euro-American writers evidenced a limited know¬ 
ledge about salient aspects of shared African American 
experience. 
4. Selected children’s fiction written between 1967 
and 1982 contained manifestations of racism, oppression and 
caste, and thereby reflected the dominant attitudes held 
by Euro-Americans about African Americans during this 
period in the United States. 
5. Data about the social and political status of 
African American people as defined by social scientists 
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corresponded with the representation of the African 
American experience in the selected works. 
6. Because selected fiction books published between 
1967 and 1982 by Euro-American authors conformed to the 
forces of racism, oppression and caste-stratification, 
they may perpetuate and justify the subordinate status of 
African Americans in the United States. 
Implications 
The findings of this study supported the notion that 
children's fiction about the African American experience 
evolved from two distinct social realities: (1) one 
controlled by the phenomena of racism, oppression and 
caste which reinforced and paralled the subordinate status 
of African American people, and (2) one which reflected 
and harnessed the collective experience of African 
American people by affirming shared dimensions, values, 
sensibilities and orientations of their culture. From this 
investigation of Black-inclusive fiction for children, the 
following implications may be drawn: 
1. What became apparent from this study was that 
authors, African American and Euro-American, belonged to 
the same society but to different cultures within the 
United States. The depictions of the African American 
experience by African American and Euro-American authors 
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tended to reflect contrasting but distinct cultural world¬ 
views. Because African American and Euro-American authors 
proceeded out of different cultures, their perspectives 
of African American experiences were polarized. The in¬ 
clusion of information which would provide accurate and 
substantive views about African American life, history and 
culture in the curricula of American educational institu¬ 
tions at all levels would be an appropriate response 
toward eliminating distortions and myths about Americans 
of African descent. 
2. The criteria designed to assess salient aspects 
of shared African American experience generated by this 
study may be used by librarians, teachers and childcare 
workers for identifying, selecting and organizing a body 
of culturally conscious fiction which would reflect 
authentic aspects of shared African American culture and 
would inform others about the cultural heritage of African 
American citizens. 
3. The quality of books about African American 
people might be enhanced if authors who oriented their 
audiences to an Afro-centric world would become more in¬ 
formed and enlightened about its salient dimensions. 
4. An increased involvement of African American 
writers who have internalized values, sensibilities and 
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concepts of shared African American experience in the 
field of children's literature might offer new insights 
about universal experiences from a Black perspective. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
Based on the findings and conclusions from this study, 
the following research efforts are recommended: 
1. The instrument "Assessment of Salient Aspects of 
Shared African American Experience" might be used to 
evaluate the authenticity of biographies and other non¬ 
fiction works about African American people. 
2. An investigation about the relationship between 
the socio-political condition of other racial groups in 
the United States—Native Americans, Hispanic Americans, 
and Asian Americans—and their portrayals in fiction books, 
should be undertaken. 
3. A study dealing with the specific treatment of 
African American males or females and specific aspects of 
their socio-political status might be conducted. 
4. A study on the content of books about people of 
African descent in various parts of the diaspora with 
salient aspects of their culture should be undertaken. 
5. An investigation of the psychological effect of 
books affirming the African American experience on the self 
concept of African American children is suggested. 
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6. A comparative analysis of the knowledge children 
gain from reading about African American people in books 
which affirm the African American experience and those 
which distort the experience should be conducted. 
7. A comparative study of how one aspect of shared 
African American experience in books written by African 
American authors with books written by Euro-American 
authors should be undertaken. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Synopses of Ten Books 
By Euro-American 
Authors 
The Synopses of Ten Books By 
Euro-American Authors 
Baker, Charlotte. Cocklebur Quarters. Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1972. 
Dolph Burch, an African American boy, rescues the dog, 
Tory and her eight pups from under the Cocklebur Street 
Kingdom of Heaven Church. He carries his pets to a safe 
shelter, and to feed the brood, he collects leftovers and 
earns money running errands and doing chores for Mrs. 
Randall and members of the Little Leaveners. Because Jake 
Brown, a drifter, knows about grooming and keeping pets 
healthy, their friendship blossoms. 
The scheduled demolition of all the property in the 
Cocklebur Quarters creates a major problem for Dolph 
because he fears that he will have to give up his respected 
friend Jake and the dog, Tory. Also, the project where 
most of his neighbors will move does not allow animals. 
Dolph's problem is resolved as the marriage of his oldest 
sister, Clara, reduces the Burch household by two, Clara 
and her baby, and makes the family eligible to move into a 
rented house. Since Mrs. Randall's prolonged hospital stay 
provides Jake with a place to squat, Dolph has time to 
collaborate with his friend in making future plans for 
building a dog house. 
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Baum, Betty. A New Home for Theresa. New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, Inc., 1968. 
Theresa Ellmsby, a young African American girl, moves 
out of ghetto in Harlem after the death of her mother. She 
is placed in the foster home of Mr. and Mrs. Chinton, an 
African American couple, who live in an integrated 
cooperative apartment near Jamaica, Long Island. 
Welcomed generously by the Chintons, Theresa struggles 
to live up to their expectations. She immediately finds it 
easy to call Mr. Chinton "Dad.” After Theresa is introduced 
to the world of books and reading, the rewards of doing 
homework, the virtues of natural African American hair, 
pride in Africa and the joys of sewing by Mrs. Chinton, she 
also finds it easy to call her foster mother "Mother.” 
Adjustment to the hostile Euro-American students in 
her sixth grade class in the predominately white Long 
Island school become the paramount problem for Theresa. 
Inspired by Dr. Martin Luther King’s struggles in civil 
rights, she and her close African American and Euro-American 
classmates band together and stage a sit-down demonstration 
to confront a raging gang of hostile Euro-American boys 
who attack them with sticks, stones, threats and racial 
epithets. 
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Because the nonviolent demonstration brings some 
African American and Euro-American parents in the coopera¬ 
tive complex closer together, Theresa is heralded. 
Fitzhugh, Louise. Nobody*s Family is Going to Change. New 
York: Farrar, Staus and Giroux, 1974. 
This novel focuses on the Sheridan family, a middle 
class African American family, living in New York City. 
Major events in the story revolve around Willie Sheridan 
whose aspirations to become a professional "hoofer" annoy 
and disappoint Mr. Sheridan, who envisions Willie growing 
up to become a lawyer like himself. Undaunted by his 
father's preaching, Willie diligently studies dance with 
his Uncle, Dipsey, and earns a part in a Broadway show. 
After winning the confidence of his mother and seeing the 
diminution of his father's objections, Willie succeeds in 
gaining permission to perform in the Broadway show. 
Other events in the story center on Emma, the older 
sibling, whose determination to become a lawyer is unwaver¬ 
ing despite her mother's protest and her father's jealousy. 
Her creation of the Changelings, a club made up of three 
fellow school mates, gives her encouragement to pursue her 
career goals as a lawyer and helps her cope with perceived 
family indifference. 
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Greene, Bette. Philip Hall Likes Me, I Reckon Maybe. New 
York: The Dial Press, 1974. 
The life of Beth Lambert, an eleven year old African 
American girl living in Pocahantas, Arkansas, is full of 
adventure. Her crush on Philip Hall, "the cutest boy in 
the J. T. Williams School," consumes most of her waking 
moments. 
Beth distinguishes herself in many ways. With the aid 
of her cohort, Philip Hall, she corners the turkey thieves 
who threaten her father's poultry farm. To generate 
revenues for supporting future studies in veterinary 
science, she establishes a roadside stand in partnership 
with her friend Philip to market fresh vegetables. To gain 
reimbursement for defective merchandise, she rallies members 
of two youth clubs, the Pretty Pennies and the Tiger 
Hunters, to picket the store of the town's leading merchant. 
Her valiant rescue of her friend Philip Hall during a 
church outing and her achievement of a blue ribbon for a 
regional 4-H club calf-fitting contest gain her the respect 
and plaudits of family, friends and Philip Hall. 
Hurmence, Belinda. A Girl Called Boy.. New York: Clarion 
Books. 1982. 
Blanche Overtha Yancey, an eleven year old African 
American girl, prefers being called B.O.Y. by her initials 
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While she loved the grandmothers for whom she was named, 
and respected her family traditions, she longed for an 
ordinary name "like Linda or Susan or Donna." (p. 2) 
While picnicking with her family and the Jurnigans, 
another African American family, Boy is reminded of the 
family's history as her father unravels the tale of how his 
ancestors attributed their emancipation from slavery to a 
sculpted bird passed down from a great-great-grandfather. 
Feeling somewhat chagrined by hearing the oft-repeated 
family story being shared with their friends Boy leaves the 
picnic site. 
With one rubbing of the African soapstone, Boy 
journeys back to 1853 where she takes on the personality of 
a forebear for whom she is named. In this pre-civil war 
period, Boy finds herself a runaway slave named Overtha 
with a bounty on her head. With the aid of other runaways, 
she escapes from captivity. 
Eventually Boy is betrayed by the slave boy Gump who 
reports her to the overseer. Taken as a male, Boy is re¬ 
turned to the Bellemont plantation as LeMont where the 
Yanceys "is good folks, treat you like they own chirren, 
bettern you own mammy and pappy." (p. 110) 
During her second runaway attempt, Boy collaborates 
with Lookup, an African American woman, who was an "expert 
" When Lookup is reunited with her family, Isaac 
runaway. 
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and his father, both of whom had protected Boy earlier, Boy 
also consciously joins her family and returns to her 
twentieth century life where "there isn't any slavery." 
(p. 163) 
Konigsburg, Elizabeth. Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William 
McKinley and Me, Elizabeth. New York: Athenum, 1968. 
The story describes the friendship that develops be¬ 
tween Elizabeth, a white girl, and Jennifer, an African 
American girl, who live in suburban New York. Jennifer, a 
self-proclaimed witch, introduces Elizabeth to the art of 
sorcery. The friendship involved meeting at a special tree, 
visiting the library on Saturday mornings, securing in¬ 
gredients for a witches’ brew, adhering to certain diets 
and following rules of their pact. 
The association between Elizabeth and Jennifer is a 
clandestine affair. Elizabeth’s parents, schoolmates and 
"normal" friends neither know nor suspect a relationship 
between the two girls. 
Although Elizabeth fails the test which would qualify 
her for witchhood, she and Jennifer discover each other and 
become good friends. 
Miller, Ruth W. The City Rose. New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1977. 
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After the loss of her family members in a house fire 
in Detroit, Dee Bristol moves South to Mt. Hope, North 
Carolina to live with her Aunt Lulu and Uncle George. To 
recover from the traumatic experience, Dee frolics and day¬ 
dreams in the wooded area surrounding her new home and basks 
in Aunt Lulu's warmth. In spite of the biases she confronts 
in her new school setting, she becomes one of the top stu¬ 
dents in her class. 
Dee is baffled by her Uncle George's rejection of her, 
but she soon learns that her aunt and uncle recently 
surrendered custody of a little girl, Wendy Martin, whom 
they nurtured since birth. Because the girl's father was 
white, neither Uncle George nor Aunt Lulu believed that 
they could win a custody battle in the courts. Because she 
has a living relative, Dee finds that her uncle fears the 
prospects of losing her as well. 
As Dee discovers where the illegal still is hidden, 
her life is threatened. Surviving this, she unites her 
Uncle George and Aunt Lulu with Wendy Martin. In the 
process of all these experiences, Dee grows more confident 
and proud of her special abilities as a person. 
Murray, Michele. Nellie Cameron. New York: The Seabury 
Press, 1971. 
Nellie Cameron is one of the six children in the 
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Cameron family. Her parents, originally from South 
Carolina, are affiliated with Zion African Methodist 
Episcopal Church in Washington, D.C. 
Although economically disadvantaged, the Camerons 
are a diversified family. While their parents work, the 
two older girls, Ramona, sixteen, and Grace, fourteen, take 
charge by preparing dinner and cleaning house. Sam, the 
twelve year old, surprises the entire family by getting a 
scholarship to attend a predominately white private school 
in New Hampshire. The prospects of Willie, the oldest son, 
getting married delights Mr. and Mrs. Cameron. To her dis¬ 
may, Nellie is usually trapped with her four year old 
brother, Jessie. 
The story focuses on Nellie Cameron, a nine year old 
African American girl, who tries to learn how to read. 
Assignment to the school’s special reading clinic enhances 
her chances for learning. When her grades improve, her 
parents reward her with a pair of shoes. With the support 
and assistance of Miss Lacey, an African American reading 
teacher, Nellie creates her own books, is promoted to the 
middle reading group and gains more confidence m herself. 
Sargent, Sarah. Edward Troy and the Witch Cat. Chicago: 
Follett Publishing Company, 1978. 
Edward Troy Williams, a nine year old African American 
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boy, lives with his mother, Louise, in the projects. He 
convinces his mother to provide a home for his witch cat, 
the biggest all-black cat he'd ever seen. Because he 
believes that the cat has special powers, Edward Troy feels 
protected as he saunters by neighborhood boys who used to 
taunt him and push him in the mud. 
When young Edward learns that his neighbor and play¬ 
mate, Howard, will be moving into a house with a yard and 
driveway in another section of town, he initiates plans to 
consult with father about the future of him and his mother. 
With the help of his friends, Howard and Peaches, he 
accumulates enough money to make the trek to visit his 
father in Chicago. 
Although initially impressed with the clothes and toys 
his fathers showers him with, Edward soon learns that his 
father is not the man he expected him to be. The experiences 
of being frightened by his father’s vicious associate and 
being left alone hungry in his father's apartment force 
Edward Troy to learn rather ruefully that he will have to 
depend on his own resources to improve his life. 
Sebestyen, Ouida. Words by Heart. Boston: Little, Brown 
and Company, 1979. 
The Sills family moved from Scattercreek, a town 
populated by African Americans, westward to Bethel Springs 
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in search of a better life. After twelve year old Lena 
defeats her fellow white classmate, Winslow Starnes, in a 
scripture-quoting contest, the Sills become targets of 
violence. Lena, tagged "Magic Mind," stuns the white 
community with her giftedness. 
The status of the Sills in the predominately white 
community is further jeopardized when Mrs. Chism threatens 
to displace her white employee, Mr. Haney, with Mr. Ben 
Sills, her African American employee. Staying home from 
church and keeping Lena home are temporary remedies Ben 
Sills utilizes to protect his family from the wrath and 
violence of the white community. 
When Lena ruins an expensive book which she surrep¬ 
titiously removes from Mrs. Chism’s house, she places her 
father in a compromising position. In order to compensate 
for the damaged book and to provide his daughter access to 
his employer’s collection of books, Ben Sills accepts Mrs. 
Chism’s offer for him to repair the fence surrounding her 
property at distant Hawk Hill. 
Ben Sill's venture to Hawk Hill costs him his life. 
Tater Haney, a white boy, carries out his father's vow and 
executes Ben Sills with a shot gun. After being gunned 
down, Mr. Sills uses his energies to save and protect the 
When his daughter Lena comes to his rescue life of Tater. 
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he appeals to her to forgive, pray for, and take care of 
injured Tater. 
Though grieved by her husband's death, Claudie Sills 
vows to fulfill her husband's wishes by remaining in the 
predominately white town of Bethel Springs instead of 
returning to Scattercreek and accepting the crime committed 
against her husband without vengeance. 
APPENDIX B 
The Synopses of Ten Books 
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The Synopses of Ten Books by 
African American Authors 
Clifton, Lucille. The Lucky Stone. New York: Delacorte 
Press, 1979. 
Sweet Baby Tee recounts the story her Great-Grandmother, 
Mrs. Elzie F. Pickens tells her about a lucky black stone. 
The force of the stone which passes through the hands of 
three generations is chronicled by seventy-year old Mrs. 
Elzie F. Pickens. 
During the slave era, the stone is used by a runaway 
slave woman to alert other slaves to a hiding place where 
food might be brought. It helps the slave woman survive 
until Emancipation Proclamation. Vashti, the runaway slave 
woman's daughter, is saved from being struck by lightning 
because of the stone. She, without "chick or chile," 
passes the lucky black stone to Great-Grandmother, Mrs. 
Elzie F. Pickens. The stone proves instrumental in helping 
Great-Grandmother, Mrs. Elzie F. Pickens, in meeting Sweet 
Baby Tee's Great-Granddaddy Pickens. When Sweet Baby Tee 
receives the black stone from Great-Grandmother Pickens, 
she receives a valentine from a boy she admires. 
Greenfield, Eloise. Sister. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, 1974. 
Doretha Freeman, a twelve year old African American 
girl, creates "My Doretha Book-Memories" from the yellow 
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unused lined paper which had filled her father's looseleaf 
notebook while he was a student at Cardozo High School. In 
reflecting on her collection of vignettes which highlight 
critical moments in her life, she derives strength from 
reading about "the good times, the family and friend times, 
the love times that rainbowed their way through the hard 
times." (p. 82) Recorded in her narratives is a warm 
image of her father, Clemont Freemont. Doretha treasures 
the story of Grandpa Jack, her great-great-grandfather, a 
former slave, who vengefully guns down whites for dis¬ 
respecting his children, dies fighting, laughing and pleased 
with his ability to overtake his oppressors. 
In examining her book, Doretha looks back in time and 
muses about the critical moments of her life. She recalls 
a disagreeable mentor, comforting her mother's bruised 
feelings about unrequited love, the sudden death of her 
father at a special birthday party, Aunt Mae's lesson on 
"how to deal" with the opposite sex, her silver flute and 
the music lessons given to her by a neighbor, and her 
involvement in Ndugu na Ndada School, a school about Black 
Freedom." Although memories of trying to soothe her older 
sister's pain persist and cause Doretha a tremendous amount 
of consternation, she becomes convinced of the gifts from 
her past and views the future with renewed vitality, 
healthy sensibilities and optimism. 
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Hamilton, Virginia. Zeely. Toronto, Canada: The 
Macmillan Company, 1967. 
After the school term is over, Elizabeth and John Perry 
spend the summer on Uncle Ross's farm. In the country, 
Elizabeth calls herself "Geeder" and her brother, "Toeboy." 
The children soon delight in drinking the sweetest water in 
the pump room, finding a squirming colony of earthworms, 
in feeding corn to Uncle Ross's two hundred leg-horn 
chickens; gathering up eggs "whenever they had a mind to," 
and sleeping outdoors. As Elizabeth discovers Miss Zeely 
Taybor, a woman "more than six and a half feet tall, thin 
and deep dark as of pole of Ceylon ebony," she has an 
extraordinary summer. Captivated by Miss Zeely's beauty, 
she spends time daydreaming about her treasured glimpses 
of her. After seeing the photograph of an African girl in 
a magazine, Elizabeth concludes that Zeely Taybor is an 
African woman of royal birth. During a bonfire social, she 
shares her knowledge with the children in the area who rush 
to see Zeely. When Zeely Taybor learns about the stories 
that Elizabeth has circulated about her, she meets with 
Elizabeth, tells her a tale about her origins and advises 
young Elizabeth to hold on to her fine way of dreaming. The 
lessons Elizabeth glean from Miss Zeely are special and 
enhance her sense of identity. 
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Hunter, Kristin. The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1968. 
Louretta Hawkins lives on the Southside in a little 
five room house on Carlisle Street with her Momma and eight 
other Hawkinses. To her dismay, fourteen year old Louretta 
is called "Red" by her family and friends because of her 
fair skin and heavy brown plaits. 
When Reverend Mamie Lobell*moves out of Cheerful 
Baptist Church, her brother William, a postal employee, 
rents the building and struggles to establish a reputable 
printing business. Louretta successfully convinces her 
brother to set aside space in his establishment for her 
teenage comrades, the Hawks, Fess, Calvin, Jethro, Ulysses, 
David and Frank and her girlfriends, Joella, and Sharon to 
sing, play piano, play records and dance. The creative 
talents of Louretta and her friends flourish at the club¬ 
house. She writes poetry and publishes The Weekly Truth 
which deals with issues affecting the Southside community. 
Louretta is introduced to blues artist, Blind Eddie. From 
him, she learns the art form. 
The harsh realities of life surface when police raid 
the fundraising dance sponsored by the Hawks and latally 
shoot Jethro who was in the midst of a seizure. In the 
final analysis, Louretta and William, who learn from each 
and achieve their goals. Brother William 
other, pursue 
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becomes a printer with a well-equipped shop. After an 
audition with Fred Marass, Vice President of Jewel Records, 
Louretta, Blind Eddie, David, Frank and Ulysses are 
catapulted into fame with two songs: "Hungry Cat Blues" 
and "Lament for Jethro," a ballad eulogizing their fallen 
comrade. 
Mathis, Sharon Bell. The Hundred Penny Box. New York: 
The Viking Press, 1975. 
Michael, a young African American boy, shares a 
special love for his great-great aunt, Aunt Dewbet Thomas 
who lives with him. Stored in Aunt Dew's penny box are 
one hundred pennies. Each coin marks special events for 
each year of Aunt Dew's life. Young Michael is intrigued 
by the pennies and the stories each one yields. Under¬ 
standing the significance of the "old cracked-up wacky 
dacky box with the top broken" for Aunt Dew, Michael seeks 
to dissuade his mother from discarding the box. Failing 
this, he schemes and vows to protect Aunt Dew's hundred 
penny-box by hiding it in a "good place. 
McCannon, Dindga. Wilhemina Jones, Future Star. New York: 
Delacorte Press, 1980. 
Wilhemina Jones, an African American teenager, is an 
aspiring artist. Her years of growing up in Harlem put her 
in touch with the people and institutions of Harlem. At 
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her high school graduation, she receives awards for 
attendance, work in English and art work. Growing up in 
the 60s, Willie learns to assert her own selfhood by wearing 
her hair ’’natural"; living with her Vietnan veteran boy¬ 
friend six months prior to marriage; and pursuing her 
career goal as an artist, despite her mother's objections. 
As a result of her first art exhibition, she wins a prize, 
a fancy ribbon emblazoned with the words Future Star 
along with "a certificate for fifteen dollars worth of art 
supplies from the New York Central Art store. 
Willie's Harlem experiences bring her close to the 
campaign for civil rights waged by C.O.R.E., the Congress 
of Racial Equality and a collective of African American 
artists. She also gains an awareness of Africa. The 
sudden death of a close friend in Vietnam and a classmate 
who "has" to get married and other events contribute to 
Willie's growth into womanhood. 
After her marriage to Skeeter, her Vietnam sweetheart, 
she and her mother make peace. Her marriage ends in 
divorce after seven years. Willie goes on to make herself 
"a famous artist" from the works she creates with her hands. 
Myers, Walter Dean. The Young, 
Viking Press, 1979. 
Landlords. New York: The 
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Paul Williams, and his cohorts: Gloria, Dean, Bubba, 
Omar and Jeannie, organize the "Action Group" for doing 
things that had to be done and doing them right away." 
(p. 7) When they threaten to picket the Stratford Arms, 
"a dirty filthy place," the slumlord, Mr. Harley legally 
transfers the ownership of the property to Paul, the oldest 
member of the association. To assess the extent of needed 
renovations in their newly acquired property, the Action 
Group members survey their tenants. To handle their 
financial responsibilities, the young landlords hire an 
accountant who regulates their cash flow and advises them 
on financial issues. The Action Group learns to deal with 
all the exigences of apartment ownership which includes: 
routing out all illegal tenants, who are still housed in 
the basement; consoling a tenant haunted by the memories of 
Jack Johnson, a famous African American pugilist; and con¬ 
tending with the antics of Askia Ben Kenobi who dresses 
like something out of National Geographic. To offset 
expenses, the young landlords host a neighborhood party 
and fair earning three hundred dollars. 
High on the priority list of the Action Group is sav¬ 
ing their friend Chris from being framed by police for 
theft. Convinced of his innocence, they carry out an m- 
vestigation of the theft ring. After learning that Chris 
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is implicated in criminal activity, the landlords reject 
the reward and they remain spirited in trying "to get by” 
the best they could. 
The landlords earn such an incredible reputation for 
rehabilitating the Stratford Arms that they are hired to 
manage another Harlem building. With this expansion of 
their enterprises, the Landlords, erstwhile the Action 
Group, anticipate a future with profits. 
Taylor, Mildred D. Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. New 
York: The Dial Press, 1976. 
Set in Mississippi during the 1930's, Roll of Thunder, 
Hear My Cry depicts the experiences of the Logan family 
which includes: Mrs. Caroline Logan, mother of David and 
Hammer Logan, and grandmother of Cassie, Stacey, 
Christopher, John and Little Man. Big Mama Logan, Mrs. 
Caroline, tells her grandbabies that she loves their 
"sweet mama,” Mary Logan, so much because she "lost her 
girls when they were babies.” (P* 94) 
Unlike other African American people in the community 
who earn a living from share cropping on local plantations, 
the Logan family live on their own land. They are burdened 
by the mortgage payment and taxes due on their land, 
for living, the mortgage and taxes, comes from a variety 
of sources. Papa David Logan works in Louisiana laying 
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track for most of the year not returning home "until the 
deep winter when the ground was cold and barren." (p. 7) 
Mary Logan, who graduated from the Crandon Teaching School 
at nineteen, teaches at Great Faith Elementary and Secondary 
School and manages the farm. Big Ma, in her sixties, works 
in the fields, keeps house, and on the second Saturday of 
every month travels by horse and wagon to Strawberry, 
Mississippi to sell butter, milk and eggs to her regular 
customers. Uncle Hammer, David Logan's brother, lives and 
works in Chicago with "a man's job" earning "man's wages" 
and contributes to the welfare of the Logan family. 
When the African American community is threatened by 
night riders, burnings, tarrings and featherings and 
hangings, Mr. David Logan invites Mr. Morrison, a man of 
phenomenal strength, whom he meets while working on the 
railroad, to protect his family in exchange for "food and 
shelter and a few dollars." (p. 37) The Logan children 
awed by Mr. Morrison as "the most formidable-looking being” 
ever encountered feel comforted by his presence believing 
that "when he was near, night men and burnings and mid¬ 
night tarrings faded into a bazy distance." (p. 77) 
The Logan family lives under the threat of violence. 
With daily reports of lynchings and night riders, Big Ma, 
Mama Mary Logan and Mr. Morrison take up arms. When a 
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young neighbor, T.J. Avery, is about to be lynched, David 
Logan sets his cotton fields ablaze creating a crises 
around which all could rally irrespective of color. 
When David and Mary Logan organize a boycott against 
a local merchant who goes unpunished for murdering and 
burning African American people, they evoke the wrath of 
the white community. As a consequence, Mary Logan loses 
her job teaching. David falls prey to the violence of 
his white neighbors, sustains a broken leg and is unable 
to return to his railroad job. Drawn together by crises 
and confident in their resourcefulness, the Logan family 
struggles to "get by," "doing what they have to do” to 
survive and persevere. 
Wilkinson, Brenda. Ludell's New York Time. New York. 
Harper and Row Publishers, 1980. 
After her grandmother died, Ludell Wilson leaves 
Waycross, Georgia forNew York to live with her mother 
Dessa. Reared under the strict supervision of her "mama"/ 
grandmother in Waycross, Ludell is not prepared for the 
"grinding" dancers at New York house parties or "sets" and 
"the fast" teenagers. The use of regional expressions 
the act of dressing up to go to work are part of the cul¬ 
ture shock she experiences. After graduation from 
Harlem High, Ludell accepts a job as a domestic for one 
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week for a Jewish woman in Forest Hills to earn enough 
money to buy a job at First City Bank at sixty-three 
dollars a week. 
Ludell cultivates her own friendships. She befriends 
Shirley King, a woman from South Carolina, whom she met on 
the train enroute to New York. They attend church together, 
talk on the phone and share life experiences. She indulges . 
her co-worker Denise by ’’getting fixed up” with a date and 
having a permanent hairdo. Ludell and Carolyn, a woman 
from Mississippi, attend church together and hunt for 
bargain clothes in discount stores. Additionally, through 
Carolyn, she learns about the civil rights movement, 
natural hairdo and the process of going from ’’Colored and 
Negro to Black." 
During her stay in New York, Ludell maintains ties 
with her boyfriend Willie in Waycross, Georgia through 
letters and long distance phone calls. With the prospects 
of Willie getting drafted, Ludell "follows her heart" and 
returns to her home in Georgia to marry Willie. 
Vroman, Mary Elizabeth. Harlem Summer. New York: G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1968. 
John Brown, an African American youth, comes from 
Montgomery, Alabama to spend the summer in Harlem, New 
York with his Aunt Candy and Uncle Ernie Matthews. Shortly 
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after his arrival, John lands a job working as a helper at 
Mr. Block's, a neighborhood grocery store. A friendship 
blossoms between him and a fellow worker, Marcus Garvey 
Mason II or ’’Mark Two." Mark and his grandfather, Old 
Paul, originally from Barbados, share aspects of Barbadian 
culture, an appraisal of the Marcus Garvey Movement, their 
knowledge of African American history and perspectives on 
issues affecting the African American community with John. 
Mark Two introduces John to Harlem institutions: The 
Apollo, the Schomburg, Louis Micheaux's bookstore and 
street corner orators. 
John's summer is eventful. Besides learning about 
African American history, he learns how to be tough. His 
effort to save a woman from being robbed in Harlem leads 
him to a confrontation with knife-wielding Jack the Dip, an 
infamous pickpocket. After the intended victim comes forth 
to testify on his behalf, John wTalks in the company of Old 
Paul, Mark Two, Uncle Ernie and Aunt Candy. In another 
episode, he helps his comrade Mark overtake two neighborhood 
toughs seeking vengeance against Mark. By attending church 
with Uncle Ernie and Aunt Candy, he begins to see his kin 
in a new light. 
Bedazzled by all that he has learned about African 
Americans and life during the course of the summer in 
Harlem, John writes his father. In response, his father 
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writes a letter praising him for his gains and expressed 
pride about his growth. As the summer in Harlem ends, 
John returns to Montgomery, Alabama reflecting on all that 
he has learned, missing his new found friends and having 
new admiration for Uncle Ernie and Aunt Candy. 

